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Abstract— Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) refer
to communication based on the unguided propagation of
optic waves. This technique was the only wireless
communication solution for millennia and the past 30 years
have seen a significant improvement in two main areas:
Outdoor applications, i.e., FSO (Free Space Optic),
communications
between
satellites
or
ground/air
transmission; and Indoor application like the remote
controller and Light Fidelity (LiFi) system. Orange Labs has
investigated, through open innovation, the potential for PmP
(Point to multiPoint) indoor application of this technology.
Light Fidelity solution may be a wireless alternative to radio
systems and could gain attractiveness in case of saturation of
the radio spectrum. The paper will present an overview of
optical wireless communication technologies, the ecosystem
and standards. Before conclusion, some use cases are
presented.
Keyword-Light
Fidelity
(LiFi);
Visible
Light
Communication (VLC); Infrared Communication (IRC);
Optical Wireless Communication (OWC); user requirements;
business cases.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) or Light
Fidelity (LiFi) refer to communications based on the
unguided propagation of electromagnetic radiation with
frequencies over 30 THz [1]. The system performance
(distance, coverage, etc.) is related to the propagation
type, from the diffuse system, with wide field of view and
low data rate (such as the remote controller) to Line Of
Sight (LOS) systems, which could provide less coverage
and higher data rates.
Facing the growing needs for high data rate and
wireless connectivity, estimated to 50 billion of devices
by 2020 [2], LiFi is an alternative solution to the radio
system with several advantages over “Light and
Communication”:
With a large and license free spectral availability, more
than 700 000 GHz, this is an alternative solution to radio
spectrum crunch mentioned by Ericsson and Cisco [3].
For the security aspect, light does not pass through
walls and there is non-interference with radio devices.
The radiofrequency wave customer sensitivity is
growing in Europe with 46 % customers “concerned about
potential health risk of electromagnetic fields” [4] and in
the world with World Health Organization (WHO)
radiofrequency classification (2B) means “Probably
carcinogenic to humans” [5].
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In the context of French Techimages [6] and European
FP7 Omega [7] projects, studies and development have
shown proofs of concept with, for instance, 16 LEDs on a
ceiling broadcasting 100 Mbps on 5 m2 coverage; infrared
prototype with high data rate bilateral solution (1.25
Gbps) over 1 m2 coverage and 300 Mbps over 30 m2
coverage. Currently, there is no available commercial
product because availability and maturity of radio
solutions currently do not leave market share for
alternative solutions. Nevertheless, the LiFi market drives
now several important economic players.
II.

LIFI MARKET

The digital development was favored by games
consoles and laptops specifically dedicated to the content
management and internet connectivity. Smartphones and
tablets come to complete the multimedia terminals
landscape and constitute the newest trends.
To propose OWC as an alternative to wireless systems,
several specifications were finalized during the last years
OWMAC [7], VLCC [8] and IrDA [9]. The IEEE 802.15.7
[10] is the most active one with a recent revision process
able to propose, at least, spectrum extension (infrared and
ultraviolet) and Optical Communication for Camera
(OCC) on smartphone or tablet.
LiFi business has a lot of technical “bricks” already
available, even if several visions exist according to the
actors and their respective business sector (see Figure 1).
• The LED lamp manufacturers area is still
undergoing restructuring, especially in Europe.
• LiFi manufacturers propose already some
commercial products and services such as LBS
(Location Base Service) or Broadcast solution.
• Some devices manufacturer work to potentially
integrate OCC
and
Emitter
for
LiFi
communication.
• Operators wish to enrich the offerings with new
features and answer to users’ expectation.

Figure 1. LiFi actors
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III.

IV.

CHALLENGES FOR TECHNOLOGY

To become a successful story, LiFi systems need
important levers adapted to users’ expectations or new use
cases.
The European Acemind [11] project worked on an
analysis of European users’ point of view about LiFi, with
brainstorming, face to face interviews and focus group
sessions (France, Germany and Turkey). The main results
are:
• Despite Wifi satisfaction, customers expecting
solutions face to its weakness: radiofrequency
radiation, security management and reliability.
• Users have quickly integrated the concept, it is
intuitive (beam = communication) but their main
request is focused on full duplex communication
(symmetric or asymmetric) product.
• However, there is still open questions: what about
the installation to the ceiling, the integration to the
device and the potential extra cost, is there any
solution to have 5G outdoor communication and
LiFi indoor communication with handover, how to
manage no light and data, how to manage several
LiFi lamps…
Concerning the use cases, a lot of applications are not
only dedicated to the home networking perimeter. For
instance (see Figure 2), after LBS, Intelligent Transport
Services (ITS) could be a massive application opportunity
with low data rate by using LED lamps cars, traffic signal,
traffic lights, and street lamps for communication [12].
Another potential application is Fast Content
Delivery (FCD) for devices like smartphones or tablets on
airports, trains or tube stations with LiFi solution.
The application considered as the most promising one
is the Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) or Indoor
Networking in nomadism situation with LiFi lamp on
ceiling and integrated LiFi module on smartphone, laptop
or tablet. The first markets could be museums, banks,
maternities or schools with high added value applications
where precise location and/or minimum interference are
expected with existing equipment and appliances.
Currently, the video transmission is the “greediest”
application in bandwidth, but the quality perceived by the
customer is defined by first the screen size (laptop, tablet
or smartphone). For those devices, an Orange Labs study
[13] showed a video quality perception less discernible
between a 720p and Full HD format over 14 inches screen
size. This is equivalent to 5 Mbps data rate with Mpeg4
(or H264) video file transmission format for one user. In
addition, it is advisable to take into account the next new
coding formats such as HEVC (H265) [14]. With the
same quality, the throughput can be reduced to 2.5 Mbps
and with existing modulation solution (OFDM/DMT) the
frequency baseband could be under 250 kHz. This
modulation choice offers also a better resistance face to
Inter Symbol Interference (ISI).
One of the Acemind project goals is to propose a LiFi
demonstrator with Oledcomm partner. The final objective
is to provide an asymmetric bilateral communication with
two devices, one coordinator in the ceiling and one device
plugged to a tablet or a laptop.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a LiFi overview,
the ecosystem and a standardization process. Some use
cases have also been defined.

Figure 2. LiFi roadmap

Now, companies want to “crossing the chasm” [15]
and are looking for cost effective applications. Currently,
LBS (Location Base Service) or Broadcast solution are
commercially available. The next step could be a LiFi
WLAN for B2B market with high added value on specific
business cases and could grow towards mass market. In
the long term, the LiFi could become an alternative
solution to radio for wireless high data rate room
connectivity and new adapted service, such as augmented
or virtual reality.
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Abstract—Based on the cancellation and reinforcement of the
autocorrelation side-peaks and main-peak, respectively, this paper
proposes an improved unambiguous tracking scheme for composite binary offset carrier (CBOC) signals used in the Galileo
system. Dividing the CBOC autocorrelation into multiple partial
correlations, first, we obtain individual correlation components
making up the autocorrelation side-peaks and main-peak. Then,
we re-combine the components to cancel out the side-peaks,
and at the same time, to reinforce the main-peak, thus yielding
a correlation function with no side-peaks and a sharp mainpeak. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed scheme
provides a significant improvement in tracking performance over
the conventional schemes.
Keywords–Global navigation satellite system (GNSS); Composite
binary offset carrier (CBOC); Signal tracking; Ambiguity

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Galileo is a European alternative global navigation satellite system (GNSS) to the United States’ global positioning
system (GPS) [1]-[3], where the composite binary offset
carrier (CBOC) modulation has been adopted instead of the
conventional phase shift keying (PSK) modulation, since the
CBOC provides a higher signal tracking accuracy and an
efficient bandwidth sharing capability [2]. The CBOC signal is
generated as a weighted sum of two kinds of sine-phased BOC
signals, and in this paper, we consider the CBOC(6,1,1/11)
signal used most widely, where ‘(6,1,1/11)’ means that the
CBOC signal is generated as a weighted sum of the sinephased BOC(6,1) and BOC(1,1) signals with a power split ratio
of 1/11 (i.e., the power of the sine-phased BOC(6,1) accounts
for 1/11 of the whole CBOC signal power) [4][5].
The major problem in the CBOC signal is ambiguity
in signal tracking caused by the multiple side-peaks of the
CBOC autocorrelation function, i.e., the tracking loop may
lock on one of the side-peaks. Thus, various schemes [6][12] have been proposed to alleviate this problem. [6]-[8]
proposed unambiguous tracking schemes for the BOC signal,
and so, they are not appropriate for the CBOC signal. In
[9], a side-peak cancellation scheme applicable for the CBOC
signal was proposed; however, its tracking performance is
worse than that of the CBOC autocorrelation. [10] and [11]
proposed autocorrelation side-peaks cancellation schemes for
the CBOC signal using various auxiliary signals; however, the
improvement in tracking performance over the conventional
autocorrelation is not significant, and also, the auxiliary signals
increase the system complexity. Although [12] proposed a
tracking structure for the CBOC signal that does not use
the autocorrelation, and thus, is free from the side-peaks,
† Corresponding

author
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it has a much worse tracking performance than that of the
autocorrelation-based tracking.
In this paper, we propose a novel unambiguous CBOC
signal tracking scheme providing a significant improvement
in tracking performance without any auxiliary signal. We
first divide the autocorrelation function into multiple partial
correlations, and then, we perform a re-combining process with
the partial correlations to yield a correlation function with
no side-peaks (unambiguous) and a sharp main-peak (good
performance). In numerical results, the proposed scheme is
found to offer a much better tracking performance than those
of the conventional schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we describe the CBOC(6,1,1/11) signal model. In Section III,
we present the proposed scheme. In Section IV, the tracking
error performances of the proposed and conventional schemes
are compared, and in Section V, conclusion and future work
are presented.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
Assuming that there is no data modulation, the
CBOC(6,1,1/11) signal can be expressed as [13]
r(t) =

∞
√ ∑
S
ai rTc (t − iTc )cisc (t),

(1)

i=−∞

where S is the signal power, ai ∈ {−1, 1} is the ith chip of
a pseudo random noise (PRN) code with a period T , rα (t)
denotes the unit rectangular pulse over [0, α), Tc is the chip
period of the PRN code, and
√
√
10 i
1 i
i
csc (t) =
c
(t) −
c
(t)
(2)
11 BOC(1,1)
11 BOC(6,1)
is the square wave sub-carrier for the ith PRN code chip, where
ciBOC(1,1) (t) is the sub-carrier of the sine-phased BOC(1,1)
signal for the ith PRN code chip, and ciBOC(6,1) (t) is the subcarrier of the sine-phased BOC(6,1) signal for the ith PRN
code chip. Therefore, the CBOC sub-carrier cisc (t) can be rewritten as
11 √
∑
j
10
i
csc (t) =
[
(−1)⌊ 6 ⌋ rTs (t − iTc − jTs )
11
j=0
√
1
−
(−1)j rTs (t − iTc − jTs )],
(3)
11
where ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer not larger than x, and
Ts = Tc /12 denotes the sub-carrier pulse duration of the sinephased BOC(6,1) signal.
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iTc
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iTc
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t

C2 (t )

p11i (t )

-Tc
C3 (t )

Tct

-Tc
C9 (t )

Tct

-Tc

Tct

-Tc

Tct

C4 (t )

C10 (t )

Tct

-Tc

11
∑

cisc (t) =

pim (t),

(4)

C5 (t )

where
is the mth partial sub-carrier for the ith PRN code
chip. Figure 1 depicts the sub-carrier and partial sub-carriers
for CBOC(6,1,1/11). Then, the normalized CBOC(6,1,1/11)
autocorrelation function can be expressed as
∫ T
1
R(τ ) =
r(t)r(t + τ )dt,
ST 0
∫
11
∑
1 T
=
r(t)rm (t + τ )dt,
ST 0
m=0
=

11
∑

Cm (τ ),

Tct

rm (t) =

√

∞
∑

S

ai rTc (t − iTc )pim (t)

(6)

i=−∞

and Cm (τ ) is called the mth partial correlation corresponding
to the mth partial sub-carrier, and is depicted in Figure 2 for
m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 11.
III. P ROPOSED CORRELATION FUNCTION
To obtain an unambiguous and sharp correlation function,
we re-combine the partial correlations, and the re-combining
process consists of (i) removing ambiguity, (ii) narrowing the
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Figure 2. Partial correlations for CBOC(6,1,1/11).
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Figure 3. Ambiguity removal process.

correlation function width, and (iii) elevating the correlation
function height.

(5)

m=0

where

Tct

-Tc

C11 (t )

-Tc

m=0

pim (t)

Tct

-Tc

C8 (t )

Figure 1. A sub-carrier and partial sub-carriers for CBOC(6,1,1/11).

The aim of this paper is to propose a novel correlation
generator yielding an unambiguous correlation function with
a sharp main-peak. We first observe that the autocorrelation
side-peaks arise due to changes in the CBOC sub-carrier value,
and then, to remove the value changes, we divide the CBOC
sub-carrier into 12 pulses, each of which has a duration of
Tc
12 = Ts , which are called partial sub-carriers and are used as
locally generated sub-carriers instead of the CBOC sub-carrier.
Thus, the CBOC sub-carrier can be expressed as the sum of
the partial sub-carriers, i.e.,

Tct

-Tc

C1 (t )

t

(i + 1)Tc

iTc

-

C6 (t )

A. Removing ambiguity
First, we focus on C0 (τ ) and C11 (τ ) to remove the ambiguity. From Figure 3, we can observe that C0 (τ )C11 (τ ) > 0
for |τ | ≤ Tc /12 and C0 (τ )C11 (τ ) = 0 otherwise.
Thus, we can obtain an unambiguous correlation function
by the arithmetic property |x| + |y| − |x − y| = 0 for xy ≤ 0
and |x| + |y| − |x − y| > 0 otherwise, i.e., an unambiguous
correlation R0 (τ ) can be obtained as
R0 (τ ) = C0 (τ ) ⊙ C11 (τ ),
= |C0 (τ )| + |C11 (τ )| − |C0 (τ ) − C11 (τ )|,

(7)

where A ⊙ B denotes |A| + |B| − |A − B|.
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Figure 4. The generation process of a narrow correlation function.
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Figure 6. The proposed and conventional correlation functions for
CBOC(6,1,1/11) signal tracking.

Elevating the correlation function height
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correlations {Ci (τ )}i=1,i̸=5,6 with R1 (τ ), respectively, via the
operator ‘⊙’, and then, add the results to R1 (τ ), i.e., the
proposed unambiguous correlation function is obtained as

0

t

0.5Tc

and its generation process is described in Figure 5. The
proposed and conventional correlation functions are depicted
in Figure 6 (note that [12] is not a correlation-based scheme
and so does not have a correlation function), where we can
see that the proposed correlation function is the sharpest with
the height and half width of 1.475 and 0.013Tc , respectively,
and thus, we anticipate that the proposed scheme provides an
improvement in tracking performance over the conventional
schemes.

Tc t

R1 (t )
0

Cm (τ ) ⊙ R1 (τ ), (10)

m=1,m̸=5,6

Partial correlations

-0.5Tc

10
∑

t

0.5Tc

Figure 5. The generation process of the proposed correlation function.

B. Narrowing the correlation function width
Even though the side-peaks are removed completely by (7),
we can make R0 (τ ) narrower by using the remaining partial
correlations. From Figure 3, we can observe that the half-width
of R0 (τ ) depends on the zero-crossings of C0 (τ ) and C11 (τ ).
Thus, to reduce the width of R0 (τ ), we generate the following
two correlations
T0 (τ ) = (C5 (τ ) − C6 (τ )) ⊗ R0 (τ ),
T1 (τ ) = (C6 (τ ) − C5 (τ )) ⊗ R0 (τ ),
(8)
where A ⊗ B denotes |A + B| − |A|, which have smaller zerocrossings than those of C0 (τ ) and C11 (τ ), and we obtain a
narrower correlation
R1 (τ ) = T0 (τ ) ⊙ T1 (τ ),

(9)

which is narrower than R0 (τ ) as shown in Figure 4.
C. Elevating the correlation function height
To make the correlation function sharper, and consequently,
to improve the tracking performance, we combine the partial
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IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the tracking performances of
the proposed and conventional schemes in terms of the tracking
error standard deviation (TESD) defined as [14]
σ√
2BL TI ,
(11)
G
where σ is the standard deviation of the discriminator output
D(τ ) at τ = 0, G is the discriminator gain at τ = 0, i.e.,
)
G = dD(τ
, BL is the loop filter bandwidth, and TI is the
dτ
τ =0
integration time. For simulations, we consider the following
parameters of practical interest [3]: T = TI = 4 ms, BL = 1
Hz, Tc−1 = 1.023 MHz, the early-late spacing of T48c and T96c
for a delay lock loop (DLL) structure shown in Appendix,
and MATLAB Monte-Carlo simulations with 104 runs for
performance evaluation.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the TESD performances of the
proposed and conventional schemes as a function of the carrier
to noise ratio (CNR) defined as S/W0 with W0 the noise power
spectral density when ∆ = Tc /48 and Tc /96, respectively.
From the figures, we can clearly see that the proposed scheme
offers a significant improvement in performance over the
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Figure 8. TESD performances of the proposed and conventional schemes
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conventional schemes in the CNR range of 20 ∼ 40 dB-Hz of
practical interest. This stems from the fact that the proposed
correlation function is not only unambiguous (no side-peaks),
but also the sharpest.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a novel unambiguous
CBOC signal tracking scheme providing a significant improvement in tracking performance. Dividing the CBOC autocorrelation into multiple partial correlations, first, we have obtained
individual components making up the autocorrelation sidepeaks and main-peak, and then, re-combining the individual
components, we have canceled out and reinforced the sidepeaks and main-peak, respectively, and have generated a correlation function with no side-peaks and a sharp main-peak.
In numerical results, it has been confirmed that the proposed
scheme has a much better tracking performance than those of
the conventional schemes. In future work, we will investigate
design parameters affecting the width and height of the correlation function, thus allowing us to adjust the sharpness of
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A PPENDIX : A DLL STRUCTURE
Figure 9 depicts the DLL structure used in evaluating
the TESD performances of the proposed and conventional
correlation functions, where τ represents the phase difference
between the received and locally generated CBOC signals and
D(τ ) = R2 (τ +

∆
∆
) − R2 (τ − )
2
2

(12)
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Figure 9. The DLL structure for CBOC(6,1,1/11) signal tracking.

is the discriminator output with ∆ the early-late spacing and
R(·) the correlation generator output. The operation of the
DLL is as follows: The clock of the local signal generator is
advanced or delayed by the numerically controlled oscillator,
and finally, is locked when τ is zero.
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Abstract—In wireless communication systems, a received signal
may suffer both short-term fading and long-term fading
(shadowing). The simultaneous use of both microdiversity and
macrodiversity is essential to mitigate channel degradations in
composite fading environments. In this paper, a wireless
communication system with microdiversity and macrodiversity
reception in gamma-shadowed Ricean fading channels is
considered. An exact and rapidly converging infinite-series
expression for the average level crossing rate (LCR) at the
output of the system is provided. Numerical results are
presented graphically to illustrate the proposed analytical
presentation and to point out the effects of system’s
parameters on the observed characteristics.
Keywords-Gamma shadowing; level
macrodiversity; microdiversity; Rician fading.

I.

crossing

rate;

INTRODUCTION

In wireless communication systems, short-term fading, or
fast fading, and long-term fading, or shadowing, occur
concurrently [1][2]. This leads to composite fading models.
Fast fading is the result of multipath propagation due to the
effects of reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering.
Shadowing is the result of large obstacles and large
deviations in terrain form between transmitter and receiver.
It is possible to use various distributions to describe the
fading envelope of the received signal. In technical literature,
the most often used are Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami-m,
Nakagami-q, Weibull, - [1]. The average power of the
received signal is also a random variable because the
shadowing is present at the same time. The distribution most
often used for describing the average power is log-normal
distribution. Sadly, the use of log-normal distribution does
not lead to a closed-form expression for the probability
density function (PDF) of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
[3]-[5]. With this approach, the system analysis is very
unwieldy. More recent papers have shown by both
theoretical results and measured data, that gamma and
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lognormal distribution match sufficiently [6][7]. Such
approach, with gamma distribution used for modeling the
average signal power, leads to a closed-form expression for
PDF of the SNR, what facilitate further analysis.
The diversity technique is one of the most used methods
for reduction of fading effects and upgrading the
communication system reliability without enlarging
transmitting power and channel's bandwidth. Diversity
techniques combine in different ways the multiple signals
received. In single base station, the microdiversity technique
helps mitigate short term fading effects. The diversity
technique that reduces the shadow effects is called
macrodiversity. Macrodiversity is implemented by
combining signals received by several base stations or access
points [8].
The maximal-ratio combining (MRC) is an optimal
combining method [1, p. 262]. It gives the best system
performance. The selection combining (SC) is a fast
response hand-off mechanism that instantaneously or with
minimal delay chooses the best base station [9]-[11]. The
microdiversity and macrodiversity reception can be done by
using the MRC and SC algorithms, respectively. If the
distance between antennas in the base station is of the order
of one half of the wavelength, the fading channels at micro
level will be independent [8]. On the other hand, shadowing
has a larger correlation distance and it is difficult to ensure
that base stations operate independently, especially in
microcellular systems.
The first order system characteristics (the outage
probability and average bit error probability (ABEP)) of a
wireless communication system with microdiversity and dual
macrodiversity reception in composite Rician-gamma channel
are analyzed in [7][12]. Because in some applications, such as
in adaptive transmission [13], the outage probability and
ABEP do not provide enough information for the overall
system design, the system’s second-order statistics must be
determined to pointed out the correlation properties of the
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fading channels and to provide a dynamic representation of
the system’s performance. Such characteristics are the level
crossing rate (LCR) and the average fade duration (AFD).
They are used for choosing the adaptive symbol rates,
interleaver depth, packet length and time slot duration.
Bandjur et al. [14] analyze the second-order statistics as
continuation of a previous study of the first-order
characteristics [7][10]. In this paper, it will be shown that a
system with three microdiversity branches gives better
performance than a wireless communication system with two
L-branch MRC receivers at the micro level and a dual branch
SC receiver at the macro level presented in [14]. The closed
form expressions will be derived and shown graphically for
some parameters.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
present the system and channel model. The expression for
average Level Crossing Rate is derived in Section 3. In
Section 4, numerical results are shown graphically and
parameters influence is analyzed. We conclude in Section 5,
which highlights the main contributions of this paper.
II.

SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

The model of the wireless communication system with
three L-branches MRC receivers at microlevel and triplebranch SC receiver at macrolevel, analyzed in this paper, is
shown in Fig. 1.
The MRC combiner’s output signals from i-th (i=1,2,3)
base station are:

Ri   j 1 rij
L

2

where rij is the envelope of the faded signal at the j-th
diversity branch of the i-th base station.
If there exists a dominant line-of-sight (LoS) component
in the propagation domain and the envelopes are statistically
independent, Ri has the Rician distribution, which is given by
[14, eq. (1)]:

f Ri Ri | i  

 K  1Ri 

 

 KL i 

L 1
2


K  1  K  1Ri
exp 
 KL  
i
i



 KLK  1Ri
I L 1  2

i



, i  1,2,3



(1)

where K is the Rician factor, which is defined as the ratio of
the powers of the dominant signal component and the
scattered signal components; Ωi represents the average
power of the signal per base station branch; In(.) is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind and n-th order [15,
eq. (8.445)]; L is the number of branches at microlevel.
The influence of the number of diversity branches on the
system performance was examined and it is established how
much the value of the bit error rate (BER) is reduced with the
change in the number of branches [16]-[18].
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Figure 1. System model.

With the increase of the diversity order, the performance
of the receiver is improved. However, a larger number of
diversity branches reduces the additional gain and increases
the complexity of the system.
Therefore, it is necessary to find a compromise between
the performance of the system and its complexity. The
increase in gain is getting smaller with increasing the number
L. The power gain is the highest when the system diversity
order increases from L=1 to L=2; the gain is getting less with
increasing of L from L=2 to L=3, and with further growth of
L the gain is getting smaller. It can be noticed that the gain
declines exponentially with the increase in the system
diversity order [16, Fig. 2, Table I]. Also, the practical
realization of the system becomes more complex and, at the
same time, more expensive [16][17].
Hence, there is no need to significantly increase the
number of diversity branches because the system
performance improvement achieved with a few diversity
branches would not increase further very much with the
introduction of more branches.
So, the limitation for the number of diversity branches in
the microdiversity system is the trade-off between the
complexity of practical realization and requested
performance improvement [18]. The obtained results in
previous papers enable us to find a compromise between the
efficiency (which is measured by the value of BER) and the
complexity of the receiver (measured by the number of
receiving antennas). Thereafter, we have chosen L to be
equal to 3.
The PDF from (1) is conditional with respect to
shadowing with Ωi being a random variable. In this paper,
Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3 are correlated with each other and identically
gamma distributed with the joint PDF given by [19]
c 1

f 123

1 ,  2 , 3   c1 123  2c2 
 1  r   0 c 
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   3  1    2 
 
 exp  1
0 1   



0

 2 
  2 

 I c 1 
12  I c 1 
23  , (2)
 0 1   
  0 1   

where Ω0 is related to the average power of Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3;
the correlation between Ω1 Ω2 and Ω3 is defined by using the
exponential correlation model, which is represented by the
correlation matrix with dimensions of rxs, r=3, s=3, with the
elements of the matrix  rs   r s , 0<ρ<1, [20, eq. (13)]; c is
the order of Gamma distribution and Γ(.) is the Gamma
function [21, eq. (8.310/1)].
The variable c is a measure of shadowing severity; when
the value of parameter c decreases, the shadowing increases.
The relation between the parameters c and σ (standard
deviation of shadowing in the log-normal shadowing) in dB
is:

R1R1

1



  f R, R /   f
R2 R 2

0

0



33



 d 3
0

rij is a Gaussian distributed random

variable with zero mean and variance:

1 ,  2 ,  3 d 2 d 3 

2

1  2  3

1, 2 , 3 d1d3 

0

  f R, R /   f
R3R3

3

123

1 ,  2 , 3 d1d 2

(4)

0 0

with R being macrodiversity SC receiver output signal and
R is the first derivative of R.
The analytical expression for the joint PDF of the signal
and its derivative can be obtained if adequate joint PDFs are
substituted and the integrations are done. It is given by:

f RR R, R   












K K  1

p

2  i j 1    exp  3K 

f m i! j!c i  c  j  c 
l

3
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0 1    2i  2 j  2c  k l 
k
l
3/ 2
 p  3 i  c  m  i  j  c  n c0 2 
3

p 1

p

p

7
2

R

m0

(3)

The derivative of Ri with respect to time is
L

Ri   j 1 rij rij , where rij is the time derivative of rij. For

123

0 0

i 0 j 0 k 0 l 0 p 0

where Ψ’(c) is the trigamma function [21]. The typical
values of σ are between 2 and 12 dB.
The joint PDF of the i-th base station output signal and its
time derivative is [22]:

isotropic scattering,

  f R, R /   f

2 2



 d 2

 dB   4.3429 ' c 

f Ri Ri Ri , R i | i   f Ri Ri | i  f Ri R i .

1 1
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 0
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7
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3   K  18 2 f m2 R 2  R 2  

 0 1   8 2 f m2


 r 2   2 f m 2i / K  1 ,

(5)

ij

where fm is defined as maximum Doppler frequency [23]. In
that case, R i is also Gaussian distributed random variable
with zero mean and variance:

 Ri 2  4Ri 2 f m 2i / K  1 .
Then, the selection diversity is applied at macro level.
Therefore, the base station with the largest total input
average power is selected to provide service to the user.
Then, the joint PDF of the overall output signal and its
derivative, after diversity combining at both micro and
macro levels, is:
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III.

AVERAGE LEVEL CROSSING RATE

The average LCR at a specified signal level is defined as
the rate (in crossings per second) at which the signal crosses
the given level going towards the positive (or negative)
direction. This value, for a given threshold, is given by [24]:


N R R    R f RR R, R dR .

(6)

0

After introduction of the joint PDF of the signal and its
derivative from (5) into (6) and the integration, the final
infinite-series expression for the average LCR becomes:
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TABLE I.
THE NUMBER OF TERMS REQUIRED TO BE SUMMED TO
REACH FOUR-SIGNIFICANT-FIGURE PRECISION
-20dB

0dB

___11_
__

12 _

-15

-10

-5

(7)

where Kn(·) is the n-th order modified Bessel function of
the second kind.
The most important problem with the infinite-series of
expressions is their convergence. The formulas for the
average LCR converge rapidly, and they can be efficiently
used in performance analysis. Table 1 shows the number of
terms required to be summed to reach a four-significantfigure precision in the expression (7) for the normalized
LCR.
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Figure 2. Normalized average LCR versus normalized signal level Rth for
different values of Rician factor K.
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NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical results are graphically presented based on
the analytical process given in Section III. They show the
second-order statistical characteristics for various systems
parameters.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict the normalized average LCR
(NR/fm) versus normalized signal level (Rth=R/0). It is
obvious that LCR increases as the value of normalized signal
increases, until it reaches the maximum, for Rth=Rth0. Then, it
starts to decrease.
The influence of fading severity on normalized level
crossing rate, versus normalized signal level, is presented in
Fig. 2. One can see from Fig. 2 that the normalized level
crossing rate decreases with increasing of Rician factor k.
The system performance is better for greater values of Rician
factor. This effect is more pronounced for lower values of
the signal.
The influence of shadowing severity and correlation
coefficient to the normalized level crossing rate is presented
in Fig. 3.
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The parameters used for calculation are: c=1.16 σ =5
dB, K=2.1 dB, Ω0=0dB, fm=1 Hz.
IV.

-5

Figure 3. Normalized average LCR versus normalized signal level Rth, for
different values of shadowing severity and correlation coefficient.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the normalized LCR is
higher for smaller values of signal under higher shadowing,
while for bigger values of the signal, the normalized LCR
decreases as shadowing severity increases.
It is also visible from Fig. 3 that the influence of the
correlation coefficient on the normalized LCR is more
significant for small signal values. The signal changes are
faster for smaller distances between the base stations, i.e.,
when the correlation is bigger (ρ=0.6).
V.

CONCLUSION

The received signal in wireless systems with
macrodiversity and three branches microdiversity reception
in Gamma shadowed Rician fading channel is analyzed in
this paper. The numerical results for the average level
crossing rate are presented graphically to illustrate the
effects of the severity of fading and shadowing and
correlation between base stations on the system performance.
It is shown that a system with three microdiversity branches
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has better performance than the dual diversity system
described earlier, under the same fading conditions.
The expressions obtained here can be used for designing
of wireless communication systems and optimization of
system parameters in different propagation environments.
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Abstract—A 5th Generation (5G) radio access technology is
expected to cope with the relentless increase of the data traffic
demand and is meant to accommodate a plethora of services with
different requirements. In this paper, we elaborate on the design
of the radio numerology for a 5G wide area system operating at
carrier frequencies below 6 GHz. The main requirements are
identified, and their inevitable conflicts are addressed. The
proposed numerology options enable low latency with tolerable
overhead, while maintaining a common clock with the Long
Term Evolution (LTE) radio technology and robustness to
hardware impairments.
Keywords- 5G; RAT; wide area; IMT; LTE-A; frame structure;
OFDM; ZT DFT-s-OFDM

I.

INTRODUCTION

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has set
challenging
requirements
for
International
Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) at 2020 and beyond [1]. Such
targets include peak data rates in the order of 20 Gbps, user
experienced data rates of 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps, minimum overthe-air latency of 1 ms. Current radio access technologies
(RATs) such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Long Term
Evolution- Advanced (LTE-A) [2] have
backwards
compatibility constraints and inner limitations which make
them unsuited to fit the ITU requirements. Industry and
academia are currently exploring new paradigms for a 5th
Generation (5G) radio access technology, conceived as a
disruptive design with respects to previous generation RATs
[3]. Besides boosting the Mobile Broadband (MBB)
performance, 5G is also expected to support novel
communication paradigms such as Machine Type
Communication (MTC), including Massive Machine
Communication (MCC) with a large set of connected low cost
devices and Mission Critical Communication (MCC) for high
reliability services (e.g., communication autonomous driving
and factory automation).
The ambitious 5G targets can be achieved by an intelligent
integration of advanced technology components such as
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna techniques,
optimized frame structure, interference suppression receivers
and scalable bandwidth, e.g., from 10 MHz to at least 100
MHz.
An optimized radio numerology has a fundamental
importance in the system design, since it ensures an efficient
usage of the radio resources, while coping with the design
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requirements. In that respect, the numerology design is
depending on the carrier frequency as well as the propagation
characteristics of the environment, where the system is
intended to operate.
In this paper, we elaborate on the numerology design for a
5G wide area concept operating on below 6 GHz licensed
cellular bands, though some of the design principles can be
generalized to other carrier frequencies. Our aim is to identify
feasible configurations which allow to cope with the 5G
requirements with a reasonable system overhead.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the
radio waveforms which are considered in the numerology
design. The main requirements are presented in section III,
while the numerology design along with tentative proposals are
presented in section IV. The open issues are addressed in
section V. Finally, section VI resumes the conclusions.
II.

5G WAVEFORMS

The selection of the radio waveform has an impact on the
numerology design. It is desirable that the same waveform is
used in uplink and downlink; this enhances the similarity of
the radio links, simplifying the system design and enabling
several gain mechanisms [3]. The Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) waveform has been adopted in
the 4th generation (4G) RATs thanks to its computational
effective approach of dealing with the multipath channel. On
the other side, in OFDM the low complexity equalization is
enabled by the usage of a Cyclic Prefix (CP), which is
appended at the beginning of the time symbol and represents a
pure system overhead. Further, OFDM suffers from a large
Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR), poor spectral
containment in case of asynchronous transmission, and
sensitivity to hardware impairments such as phase noise and
frequency offset. Several novel options for a 5G radio
waveform have been presented in the recent literature, with the
aim of overcoming the OFDM demerits. In the case of
Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing (GFDM)
waveform [4], an unique CP is used for a large set of symbols,
thus reducing the system overhead; further, the spectral
containment is also significantly improved thanks to a pulse
shaping filter applied at each frequency subcarrier. Filter Bank
Multicarrier (FBMC) solutions have the promise of
eliminating the CP overhead and feature an excellent spectral
containment due to the usage of prototype filters [5]. Universal
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Filtered Multicarrier (UFMC) acts instead as an intermediate
solution between OFDM and FBMC by performing the
filtering operations on a frequency block basis rather than per
subcarrier [6]. All the mentioned approaches lead, however, to
a significantly higher complexity than OFDM, especially in
the case of MIMO transmission.

Given the possibility of partially overcoming some of its
drawbacks while preserving its remarkable selling points, our
current vision is that OFDM and its enhancements still
represent the most valuable candidates for a 5G waveform.
This has been further justified in [8]. In the rest of this paper,
the design of a 5G wide area numerology will be presented
considering OFDM and ZT DFT-s-OFDM waveforms.
III.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A 5G NUMEROLOGY

The aim of this section is to introduce the main requirements
for the design of a 5G numerology. As mentioned in the
introduction, in this contribution we are addressing the specific
case of a wide area macro system operating at carrier
frequencies below 6 GHz.

Figure 1. Signal generation in OFDM and ZT DFT-s-OFDM.

It is still under study whether the promised performance
improvement of the novel options justifies their adoption as
5G waveforms. Nonetheless, some of the OFDM demerits can
be easily alleviated with straightforward enhancements which
do not compromise its selling points. For example, Discrete
Fourier Transform – spread - OFDM (DFT-s-OFDM)
modulation, emulates a traditional single carrier transmission
with remarkable improvements in terms of power efficiency,
and has been standardized as uplink waveform for the Long
Term Evolution (LTE) RAT [2].
Recently, the novel Zero-tail Discrete Fourier Transform
Spread OFDM (ZT DFT-s-OFDM) waveform has been
proposed as a further enhancement of the DFT-s-OFDM
waveform [7]. Fig. 1 highlights the difference between OFDM
and ZT DFT-s-OFDM in the signal generation process. In ZT
DFT-s-OFDM, a set of zeros is added to the vector of data
symbols, which is then DFT-processed before undergoing the
traditional steps of subcarrier mapping and Inverse Fast
Fourier Transform (IFFT) transform. The insertion of the zero
samples leads to a low power tail, referred as zero-tail (ZT), in
the generated time symbol. Such ZT replaces the CP of
OFDM and is part of the time symbol itself rather than being
appended at its beginning. The ZT duration can be modified
by varying the length of the pre-DFT set of zeros; this allows
to dynamically set the overhead which is needed to cope with
the delay spread of the channel rather than hard-coding it in
the system numerology. Further, ZT DFT-s-OFDM features a
significantly lower out-of-band emission than OFDM, thus
improving the coexistence of asynchronous devices
transmitting over neighbor bands. As traditional DFT-sOFDM, ZT DFT-s-OFDM suffers, however, from noise
enhancement leading to a Block Error Rate (BLER) penalty
with respect to OFDM. However, the performance gap tends
to vanish in case of receive diversity, especially for the case of
four receive antennas. We refer to [7] for further details on the
ZT DFT-s-OFDM waveform.
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A. Support of low latency.
The ITU has set an over-the-air communication latency
target of 1 ms. This means, both downlink and uplink round
trip times (RTTs) should not exceed 1 ms. The downlink RTT
includes the time of transmitting the data payload from the
base station (BS), the time for processing it at the user
equipment (UE) and generating an ACK/NACK message to be
fed back, and the time for the BS to decode such
acknowledgement message. The uplink RTT includes the
transmission of a scheduling grant from the BS, the decoding
of such grant by the UE, the transmission of a payload by the
UE, and the decoding of the payload by the BS [2]. Note that,
in the LTE numerology, the Transmission Time Interval (TTI)
duration corresponding to the transmission of a payload, is set
to 1 ms, making it impossible to achieve the sub-ms latency
requirement. Such short latency can be obtained instead by
shortening the TTI duration to 0.2 ms or 0.25 ms. Both options
leave a certain time margin for the data processing at the
BS/UE. Note that such TTI duration cannot be achieved by
simply parsing the LTE TTI due to the usage of 14 symbols in
1 ms, which do not downscale linearly with the proposed 0.2
ms or 0.25 ms configurations.
The usage of very short TTIs permits the achievement of
extremely low latencies but has an obvious drawback in terms
of higher relative overhead, from sending more frequent
physical control channels with scheduling grants. Such
overhead may be unnecessary for services having relaxed
latency requirements, e.g., for MBB communication. In a
previous contribution [9], the usage of different TTI durations
(obtained as a multiple of the shortest TTI) and variable
control overhead is proposed as a solution for dealing with
different service requirements.
B. Low overhead for coping with time dispersion
The usage of OFDM modulation leads to the introduction
of a systematic overhead given by the CP insertion, which is
hardcoded in the system numerology. For instance, in LTE
two different TTI structures have been defined, the first
comprising of 14 OFDM symbols featuring a CP duration of
around 4.76 µs each, and the second comprising of 12 OFDM
symbols with a CP duration of 16.67 µs; both configurations
fit the duration of 1 ms. Note that the second configuration is
only used for Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services
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(MBMSs). For of the baseline configuration, the CP overhead
is of 6.67%. In the light of a 5G numerology design, it is
reasonable not to exceed the CP overhead of LTE.
The selection of the CP duration in LTE is obtained as a
tradeoff between overhead and necessity to cope with the
excess delay spread of a large set of radio channels.
Nonetheless, a 4.76 µs CP duration appears excessive when
considering the reported delay spread of the ITU channels,
which do not exceed 1.9 µs (Urban Macro NLOS with 2 km
intersite distance [10]). In [11], the impact on the spectral
efficiency of different CP durations has been analyzed with
link level simulations assuming different channel models, with
the conclusion that a CP duration of 1 µs does not lead to a
spectral efficiency degradation higher than 5-6% even for
Urban Macro. Nonetheless, a safer margin for the CP may be
needed in the case of transmission by multiple cells, e.g., for
Cooperative MultiPoint (CoMP) transmission. Measurement
campaigns carried out in Dresden and Berlin report excess
delays of up to 4 µs in case of downlink multicell transmission
with three cells having intersite distance of around 750 m [12].
In the case of OFDM air interface, we therefore consider both
CP durations of ~2 µs and ~4 µs.
In the case of ZT DFT-s-OFDM waveform, the CP is
replaced by a low power tail which is part of the time symbols
itself. As a consequence, the low power tail does not need to
be hardcoded in the numerology, thus simplifying the system
design.
C.

Common clock with LTE

Future devices are likely to support different RATs and the
chip manifacturers would benefit from a system which
maintains a common clock with already supported RATs. In
that respect, it would be beneficial designing a 5G numerology
which is based on the same reference clock as LTE. Ensuring
such commonality does not necessarily require to use the same
identical rate, but a frequency which can be synthetized from
the same oscillator. Integer and fraction frequency synthetizer
offer a simple circuital realization for synthetizing different
frequencies from the same common reference [13]. For
example, the 5G clock rate can be synthetized as follows:
𝑎

𝑎

5𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∙ = 𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇 ∆𝑓𝐿𝑇𝐸
(1)
𝑏
𝑏
where 𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 denotes the LTE sample rate, corresponding to
the product of the Fast Fourier Transform (FTT) size 𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇 and
the subcarrier spacing ∆𝑓𝐿𝑇𝐸 (15 kHz), and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are generic
integers. Equation (1) immediately translates to the following
requirement for the 5G subcarrier spacing:
𝑎
∆𝑓5𝐺 = ∆𝑓𝐿𝑇𝐸
(2)
𝑏

D. Similar number of resource elements as LTE
The chosen subcarrier spacing and CP duration have an
impact on the number of available resource elements. In
OFDM, each data symbol is directly mapped to a frequency
subcarrier; a resource element corresponds then to a subcarrier
symbol. In ZT DFT-s-OFDM, a resource element corresponds
to a non-zero pre-DFT data symbol, with reference to Fig. 1.
In the case of LTE downlink 20 MHz configuration (with
effective transmission bandwidth of 18 MHz), the resource
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elements correspond to 1200 frequency subcarriers per time
symbols, for a total of 14 symbols per TTI. This leads to
16800 resource elements per ms. We consider a reasonable
criterion maintaining at least the same number of resource
elements of LTE in a 5G air interface.

Figure 2. CP/ZT overhead as a function of the subcarrier spacing

E. Robustness to hardware impairments and high speed
Ensuring robustness to impairments such as frequency
offset or phase noise is another fundamental requirement for a
5G RAT. This is further motivated by the necessity of
supporting low cost devices for MTC, which may feature poor
oscillators and radio frequency front-ends. Further, the phase
noise is expected to have a larger impact in our 5G concept
than in LTE since our 5G concept is intended to operate at
higher carrier frequencies.
The usage of a sufficiently large subcarrier spacing can
counteract the impact of phase noise. In [11], the optimal
subcarrier spacing for a system operating at 6 GHz and 50
kmph speed was estimated to be around 60 kHz. Such estimate
was derived by linearly scaling the power spectral density of a
phase locked loop CMOS oscillator operating at 37.6 GHz.
Nonetheless, an oscillator model for 5G has not been defined
yet, since it is still unclear how the evolution of the electronic
components would impact its performance. As a rule of
thumb, we set as a requirement for a 5G system operating at
below 6 GHz carriers to be significantly larger than the LTE
one, e.g., 𝑎 ≫ 𝑏 with reference to (2). The usage of a large
subcarrier spacing also improves robustness to the Doppler
spread in case of high speed UEs.
Nonetheless, there is a fundamental tradeoff between
subcarrier spacing and system overhead in the case of an
OFDM (or ZT DFT-s-OFDM) air interface. The usage of a
large subcarrier spacing leads indeed to a short time symbol
duration, and therefore to a large number of symbols to be
accommodated in a TTI with a given duration: this can
significantly increase the overall CP overhead (or the overhead
of the ZT in ZT DFT-s-OFDM). Fig. 2 depicts the CP/ZT
overhead as a function of the subcarrier spacing assuming a
TTI duration of 0.25 ms. The two sets of curves refer to
absolute CP/ZT durations of 2 µs and 4 µs, respectively, as
motivated in the previous section. In general, the overhead
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tends to increase faster for the ZT DFT-s-OFDM modulation,
which however features the benefit of setting such overhead
variable. For the case of a 4 µs CP/ZT, it is not possible to
obtain significantly a larger subcarrier spacing than LTE while
having lower or similar overhead; the 6.67% LTE overhead is
indeed reached for a subcarrier spacing of around ~17 kHz.
Achieving further robustness to the phase noise at higher
carrier frequencies comes then at the expense of an overhead
increase. In the case of a 2 µs CP/ZT, the overhead constraint
is instead maintained for subcarrier spacing up to around ~35
kHz.
IV.

Configurations for CP duration ~3.7-4.3 µs are distributed
over a larger number of segments due to the more relaxed
requirements. Each segment refers to the configurations
obtained within the range 1.8-2.3 µs/3.7-4.3 µs for a specific
number of time symbols per TTI, and spans a CP overhead
increase of up to 2% for subcarrier spacing variations not
larger than 300 Hz.

NUMEROLOGY DESIGN

In this section, we propose the design of feasible
numerologies for our 5G wide area concept for below 6 GHz
carrier frequencies coping with the outlined requirements. We
restrict here our focus to a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)
system, though some of the concepts can be generalized to a
Time Division Duplex (TDD) system by including Guard
Periods (GPs) in the frame design.
A. Design for OFDM
We define the numerology by setting the subcarrier
spacing of 5G accordingly to (2), and numerically computing a
large number of combinations by varying both 𝑎 and 𝑏
parameters. For each combination, the CP duration can be
expressed as
𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚

𝑇𝐶𝑃 =

𝑇𝑇𝐼5𝐺− ∆𝑓

5𝐺

𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚

(3)

where 𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 is the number of symbols in the TTI. The CP
overhead is given by (𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 𝑇𝐶𝑃 )/𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐼 , while the number of
resource elements per ms is given by
𝐵
𝑇𝑇𝐼
𝑁𝑅𝐸 = ⌈
𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 𝐿𝑇𝐸⌉
(4)
∆𝑓5𝐺

𝑇𝑇𝐼5𝐺

where ⌈𝑥⌉ denotes the nearest integer lower than 𝑥 , and 𝐵 is
the effective system bandwidth. We consider here 𝐵 =18
MHz, corresponding to the LTE 20 MHz configuration.
For the case of a CP having an approximate duration of ~2
µs, it is possible to find configurations coping with all the
requirements outlined in section III. In that respect, we restrict
our focus to subcarrier spacing values at least double than the
LTE one, i.e., 𝑎 ≥ 2𝑏 with reference to (2), and consider a CP
ranging from 1.8 µs and 2.3 µs.
Numerologies for a CP duration of approximately ~4 µs
need instead to relax either the robustness to the hardware
impairments or the overhead. We consider subcarrier spacing
values at least as large as the LTE one, i.e., 𝑎 ≥ 𝑏 with
reference to (2), and identify options which do not exceed a
double overhead with respect to LTE, i.e., CP overhead lower
than 13.33%. We consider here a CP ranging between 3.7 µs
and 4.3 µs.
Fig. 3 displays a scatter plot of the CP overhead and
subcarrier spacing combinations for the configurations
identified according to the above criteria. For both TTI
durations, the identified configurations are spanning a set of
segments localized over different subcarrier spacing values
corresponding to different number of time symbols in the TTI.
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Figure 3. CP overhead for the identified configurations.

B. Design for ZT DFT-s-OFDM
In this case, the ZT duration is not hardcoded in the system
numerology, since it is part of the time symbol itself rather
than being appended to it. This leads to a further constraint on
the selection of the 𝑎 and 𝑏 parameters in (2); the subcarrier
𝑎
spacing is indeed feasible in case 𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 = ∆𝑓5𝐺 𝑇𝑇𝐼5𝐺 is an
𝑏
integer number. In order to ensure a fair comparison with
OFDM, we consider a ZT duration equal to 2 µs and 4 µs
when computing the overhead and the number of resource
elements per ms. The ZT overhead is given by (𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚 𝑇𝑍𝑇 )/
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐼 , while the number of resource elements per ms is given
by
𝑁𝑅𝐸 = ⌈𝐵 (

1
∆𝑓5𝐺

− 𝑇𝑍𝑇 ) 𝑁𝑠𝑦𝑚

𝑇𝑇𝐼𝐿𝑇𝐸
𝑇𝑇𝐼5𝐺

⌉

(5)

where 𝑇𝑍𝑇 denotes the ZT duration. Similarly to the OFDM
case, the combinations coping with the above requirements are
identified.
C. Numerology examples
Table I reports the most promising examples of the
identified configurations for OFDM. The LTE case is also
included for the sake of comparison. The configurations for a
0.2 ms TTI duration and CP duration of around ~ 2 µs feature
same (or higher) number of resource elements per ms of LTE,
while having a large subcarrier spacing. In the case of CP
duration of around ~4 µs, two configurations per each TTI
duration are reported. Configurations I.C and I.G feature a
large subcarrier spacing at the expense of a larger CP
overhead. Note that a large CP overhead translates to a lower
number of resource elements per ms with respect to LTE. On
the contrary, configurations I.D and I.H preserve the overhead
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TABLE I. NUMEROLOGY EXAMPLES FOR OFDM
Configuration
TTI duration (ms)
Number of symbols
Subcarrier spacing
(kHz)
CP duration (µs)
CP overhead (%)
Number resource
elements per ms

I.A
0.2
7
5/2 ∙ 15
= 37.5
1.9
6.66
16800

I.B
0.2
6
32/15 ∙ 15
= 32
2.08
6.25
16890

I.C
0.2
6
16/7 ∙ 15
= 34.286
4.16
12.5
15750

I.D
0.2
3
16/15 ∙ 15
= 16
4.16
6.25
16875

I.E
0.25
9
18/7 ∙ 15
= 38.571
1.85
6.66
16812

I.F
0.25
8
16/7 ∙ 15
= 34.286
2.08
6.66
16800

I.G
0.25
7
19/9 ∙ 15
= 31.667
4.13
11.58
15932

I.H
0.25
4
8/7 ∙ 15
= 17.143
4.16
6.66
16800

LTE
1
14
15
4.76
6.67
16800

TABLE II. NUMEROLOGY EXAMPLES FOR ZT DFT-S-OFDM
Configuration
TTI duration (ms)
Number of symbols
Subcarrier spacing
(kHz)
ZT duration (µs)
CP/ZT overhead (%)
Number resource
elements per ms

II.A
0.2
6
2 ∙ 15 = 30

II.B
0.2
6
2 ∙ 15 = 30

II.C
0.2
4
4/3 ∙ 15 = 20

2
6
16920

4
12
15840

4
8
16560

II.D
0.25
8
32/15 ∙ 15
= 32
2
6.4
16832

II.E
0.25
8
32/15 ∙ 15
= 32
4
12.8
15680

II.F
0.25
6
24/15 ∙ 15
= 24
4
9.6
16272

LTE
1
14
15
4.76
6.67
16800

TABLE III. NUMBER OF SUBCARRIERS AND FFT SIZE FOR CANDIDATE CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration

Number of subcarriers/FFT size

OFDM
I.F
10
262/
MHz
512
20
525/
MHz
1024
40
1050/
MHz
2048
100
2625/
MHz
4096

OFDM
I.G
10
284/
MHz
512
20
569/
MHz
1024
40
1138/
MHz
2048
100
2845/
MHz
4096

requirements at the expense of a lower robustness to hardware
impairments. In case such configurations are used, phase noise
estimation and correction algorithms need then to be
implemented at the receiver to cope with the potential
performance degradation at high carrier frequencies. Note that
the configuration with the largest subcarrier spacing (I.E) also
leads to the highest number of symbols per TTI.
Examples for ZT DFT-s-OFDM are reported in Table II.
Recall that the ZT duration has no impact on the number of
time symbols and subcarrier spacing. Configuration II.A is
obtained by simply doubling the LTE subcarrier spacing, and
in the case of a ZT duration of ~2 µs it leads to a larger
number of resource elements per ms than LTE. Configuration
II.B features the same TTI structure as II.A but a ZT duration
of 4 µs is here considered, with a double overhead.
Configuration II.C represents a tradeoff between the previous
options. A similar behavior is visible in configurations II.D
and II.E, having however a larger overhead due to the higher
number of symbols. Configuration II.F is again a tradeoff
between the two previous proposals.
The most promising options from Table I and Table II are
reported in Table III along with the number of subcarriers and
FFT size parameters. This is meant to show how our candidate
numerologies support a scalable bandwidth, as targeted by 5G.
For the CP ~4 µs case, we only included options having at
least double subcarrier spacing than LTE; our
recommendation is here to accept extra overhead but to
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ZT DFT-s-OFDM
II.D
10
263/
MHz
512
20
526/
MHz
1024
40
1052/
MHz
2048
100
2630/
MHz
4096

ZT DFT-s-OFDM
II.E
10
245/
MHz
512
20
490/
MHz
1024
40
980/
MHz
2048
100
2450/
MHz
4096

LTE
10
MHz
20
MHz
40
MHz
100
MHz

600/
1024
1200/
2048
2400/
2x2048
6000/
5x2048

maintain robustness to the hardware impairments. Note that in
the case of ZT DFT-s-OFDM, we are here referring to virtual
subcarriers rather than the frequency subcarriers, i.e., to the
non-zero pre-DFT samples (see Fig. 1). For a 20 MHz
bandwidth, all the configurations feature an FFT size of 1024,
thus lower than the LTE one; this is a consequence of the
larger subcarrier spacing. In LTE, transmission over larger
bands (40 MHz, 100 MHz) is obtained by carrier aggregation
[2]; multiple 20 MHz spectrum chunks can be then processed
independently. For the identified 5G configurations, we have
reported the cases of an unique FFT covering the entire
spectrum. This corresponds to the case of a contiguous
bandwidth allocation. Note that due to the larger subcarrier
spacing, the proposed 5G numerology can achieve a 100 MHz
carrier bandwidth with an FFT size of only 4096 – only twice
the FFT size for an LTE 20 MHz carrier.
V.

OPEN ISSUES

Current radio access technologies based on OFDM
modulation have set an unique subcarrier spacing definition in
their numerology. The design described above also subsumes
the usage of the same subcarrier spacing for all the envisioned
applications and services.
The option of relaxing the constraint of uniqueness of
subcarrier spacing has been discussed in the recent 5G
literature (e.g.,[14]). Using very large subcarrier spacing leads
to very short time symbols and thus ultra-short TTIs and
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RTTs, with obvious benefits for services targeting ultra-low
latency (e.g., MCC). The corresponding large overhead, e.g.,
of the CP and control channels, is indeed secondary for such
services. Moreover, power-limited MMC devices targeting
sporadic transmissions of small data packets may also benefit
from the usage of ultra-short symbols. A large subcarrier
spacing leads indeed to a low number of subcarriers per time
symbol. This can be shown to reduce the PAPR of the transmit
signals with remarkable benefits in terms of power efficiency.
Finally, the benefits of a large subcarrier spacing at high
speed are twofold: they improve the robustness to the Doppler
spread as well as the quality of the channel estimation. The
latter advantage is due to the fact that shorter time symbols
increase the time correlation of the channel estimates in case
of pilot patterns scattered between adjacent time symbols.
In that respect, traditional MBB users with low speed would
benefit by the low overhead guaranteed by relatively short
subcarrier spacing, while MTC and high speed users may
adopt a larger subcarrier spacing to guarantee the quality of
the communication at the expenses of a data rate reduction.
Nevertheless, the 1 ms latency target set by the ITU copes
with envisioned applications such as automation control and
tactile Internet, and can be achieved by using the TTI
durations of 0.2 ms and 0.25 ms, as presented above. This
reduces the necessity of striving towards further shorter TTI
durations.
The other mentioned benefits of the usage of different
subcarrier spacing are however in our view still valid.
Nonetheless, accommodating users with different subcarrier
spacing sizes over adjacent bands may significantly affect
their performance in case an OFDM modulation is used. This
is because the different symbol duration necessarily makes
such signals asynchronous, and OFDM suffers from
significant out-of-band emissions in case of asynchronous
transmission. In [4], the usage of GFDM is justified for
improving the coexistence of asynchronous devices
transmitting over neighbor bands due to the better spectral
containment property of this waveform. We believe that our
proposed ZT DFT-s-OFDM modulation is also a promising
solution for that purpose since it improves the spectral
containment with respect to OFDM [7].
Nonetheless, it is still under discussion whether the
envisioned benefits of exploiting subcarrier spacing size as an
extra degree of freedom justify the additional system
complexity which is necessary to deal with it.
VI.

OFDM waveforms. For a CP/ZT of around 2 µs, numerologies
coping with all the requirements have been presented. For a
longer CP/ZT, we recommend to prioritize the robustness to
the hardware impairments: the candidate configurations
feature then a large subcarrier spacing at the expense of an
overhead increase. The proposed 5G numerology only requires
an FFT size of 4096 to form a 100 MHz carrier bandwidth.
Future work will address pros and cons of the usage of
different subcarrier spacing sizes in the frame structure.
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Abstract— The exponential growth of mobile devices has a
significant role in the generation and sharing of digital content.
A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is a collection of servers
and networking components used for effective delivery of
content to end-users. As access to mobile-based applications
tend to grow, Mobile Content Delivery Networks (MCDNs)
play a crucial role in distributing digital content to mobile end
users. MCDNs improve the delivery of content by providing
the user requested data from closer location there by
decreasing the network traffic and latency. However, there is a
lack of study on the various mobile content delivery models
available. In this paper, we classify the different approaches of
MCDN based on caching and replication, and study their
features, and their functionalities. Moreover, we describe the
various merits and demerits of each mobile content delivery
method.
Keywords- Caching; Media Streaming; Mobile Content
Delivery Networks; Replication; Wireless Network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today, mobile devices are very popular and they produce
and consume significant amount of digital data. Together
with data produced from fixed devices, digital content grow
exponentially due to popular applications such as mobile
television, mobile Video on Demand (VoD), social media,
live traffic information, location based services and much
more [9]. There is a need for efficient delivery of digital
content to the end users [15]. Delivery of content to mobile
devices is much more challenging than fixed devices as the
bandwidth, signal strength, energy etc. of the devices play a
crucial role in the delivery and transfer of the content.
Customary fixed Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)
provide a scalable and cost-effective way of content delivery.
However, the design of existing CDNs is inadequate for
wireless devices where the end users mobility is high.
Mobile Content Delivery Network (MCDN) improves the
delivery of content by providing the user requested data from
a closer location. Mobile network operators can achieve up
to 30% faster mobile content delivery as well as up to 20%
reduction in mobile data traffic using MCDN [8].
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A classification and survey of CDNs is presented in [16].
It described a regular CDN’s organizational structure,
content distribution mechanisms, and user request redirection
techniques. The paper mapped the classification to existing
CDNs to demonstrate its applicability and analyze CDNs.
Moreover, it identified the strength and weaknesses.
However, it does not consider mobile CDN implementations.
A survey on content delivery acceleration in mobile
networks is presented in [5]. The paper classified the
acceleration solutions in mobile networks into 3 main
sections: first the mobile system evolution, second the
content and network optimization, and finally the mobile
data offloading. However, it only considered mobile CDN in
the mobile system evolution.
Streaming media content for mobile CDN is presented in
[22]. This approach streams content for large-scale mobile
media delivery services. The MSM-CDN is a virtual overlay
network placed on top of Internet Protocol (IP) networks; it
is a set of managed or self-managed overlay nodes that work
together to deliver media streams to mobile users. However,
an implementation of the proposed method is not performed
and evaluated.
The challenges of video distribution and mobility
management, with respect to Quality of Service (QoS) and
Quality of Experience (QoE) is presented in [18]. The paper
concluded that MCDN enhances video transport using
caching strategies. Moreover, the paper proposed a complete
MCDN framework based on popularity based approach. The
paper did not consider other performance aspects of MCDN
apart from the popularity of content.
In this paper, we present a comparative study of different
MCDNs implementations and their features. Moreover, we
analyze the various advantages and disadvantages for each
method and contrast between them. We focus on content
availability and content retrieval mechanism using caching
and replication. The paper is organized as follows. The
related works on CDN and MCDN is presented in Section II.
The study and comparative analysis of various MCDN is
presented in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper and
presents the future directions.
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Figure 1. Typical CDN infrastructure

II.

RELATED WORKS

A Content Delivery Network (CDN) is collection of
interconnected servers used for effective delivery of content
to end-users [6]-[7][16]. CDN’s infrastructures can be
centralized, decentralized or hierarchical. The delivery of
content is done using content replication. The best
replication strategy makes effective content delivery and
overcomes traffic congestion. CDN based replication or
caching strategy is done by placing different edge servers
(i.e. surrogate server) near the users to act as a mirror to the
original content server [1][18]. The content can be either
static or dynamic, audio or video, text or image or a full web
page. Content is placed in at least one server in the network.
The original content server is generally termed as source
server.
All CDNs have the following connections: the first is
between the original content provider and the CDN
providers; the second is from CDNs provider to the Internet
service provider. Even though CDNs have improved the
delivery of services to the user, it is not efficient for mobile
users, as the mobility of users impacts the performance, and
mostly the user demand in this situation is dynamically
varying. Moreover, there are lots of other constraints that
mobility imposes on the system such as signal strength,
energy etc. Hence, mobile CDNs play an important role in
delivering content to mobile end users [14].
A Mobile CDN is a network of servers, systems and
mobile devices that cooperate and work together for an
effective delivery of content to end users using a wireless
network [12]. The goal of a mobile CDN is similar to that of
typical CDNs, that is, to serve content to end users with low
latency and high performance. In addition, Mobile CDN
optimizes content delivery to end user regardless of various
constrains in the mobile networks [8].
A typical infrastructure of mobile CDNs is shown in
Figure 1. The figure comprises of the following parts: (a)
Wired CDN infrastructure and (b) Wireless CDN
infrastructure [15]. The wired part has the elements of the
typical CDN but with different management algorithms (i.e.,
links between origin servers and surrogate servers, surrogate
servers with network elements such as routers, switches
3G/GSM enabled base station and Wi-Fi enabled access
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point). The wireless infrastructure part contains the links
between static and mobile devices. The basic communication
here is (a) between the client and the edge of the wireless
network (i.e., Wi-Fi or cellular), (b) between the edge of the
wireless network and the surrogate server, (c) between the
surrogate server and the origin server.
Information dissemination based mobile CDN(s) is presented
in [15]. The recent advancements in wireless networking
infrastructure and the challenges in mobile CDNs are
discussed. Moreover, the paper investigated the network
infrastructures of mobile CDNs, and explored on how
information dissemination can be improved using MCDN.
MCDN works in ad-hoc networks such as MANET
(Mobile Ad hoc NETwork) or VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc
NETwork). MANET is a self-configuring infrastructure less
network of mobile devices connected wirelessly [3][19][23],
and VANET uses vehicles as mobile nodes to create a
mobile network. Our paper focuses on the mobile content
delivery in network that could either be one with a
centralized infrastructure or an ad-hoc network. The
communication in the centralized infrastructure is between
the end users and the wireless access point or base station of
the cellular network. In case of an ad-hoc network, the
communication is between the end user and the wireless
content provider.
III.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MCDN

We study six MCDN approaches. 1) Mobile Dynamic
Content Distribution Network (MDCDN) [1]. 2) Mobile
Streaming Media Content Delivery Network (MSM-CDN)
[22]. 3) A popularity based approach for the design of
mobile content delivery networks [18]. 4) SCALAR:
Scalable data lookup and replication protocol for mobile ad
hoc networks [2]. 5) Novel architecture for a mobile content
delivery network [21]. 6) Mobile caching policies for
Device-to-Device (D2D) content delivery networking [11].
Figure 2 shows the classification of MCDN based on caching
and replication.
Table 1 presents a comparison of different approaches in
MCDN. The approaches are of type either content replication
or caching or mixed type. The design in [18] uses the most
accurate and effective calculation of popularity; however, the
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF MOBILE CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS (MCDN)

S#

Approach

Type


1

MDCDN : Mobile
Dynamic Content
Distribution
Network [1]

Replication





2

3

4

MSM-CDN :
Mobile Streaming
Media Content
Delivery Network
[22]
A popularity based
approach for the
design of Mobile
Content Delivery
Network [18]
SCALAR: Scalable
data lookup and
replication protocol
for mobile ad hoc
networks [2]


Mixed Replication
and Caching

Caching




5

A centralized system management for video distribution.
Two levels of popularity are used 1) global and 2) regional.
The system is integrated with dynamic adaptive streaming
over Internet and the videos are partitioned into several
segments.




Works based on virtual backbone construction algorithm.
Reactive Replication (RR) mechanism is used for
replication.
The replication decision depends on the cost and the
location of the request.

Replication


Caching





6

Mobile caching
policies for Deviceto-Device (D2D)
content delivery
networking [11]

Caching

A customizable media management system that can be
either centralized or distributed or hierarchical is used
Both push and pull data strategies are applied.
Replicating data depends on 3 factors 1) popularity, 2) size
of the segment and 3) cacheability.






Novel Architecture
for a Mobile
Content Delivery
Network [21]

Description
Content replication or removals of previously created
replicas in the servers are done based on spatial distribution
of client demand for that object.
A predictable demand online heuristic algorithm is used to
reach the exact replication in each node with the lowest
redundancy between nodes.
Content replication is either total content or partial content




Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol version 6 (PMIPv6) based
mobile CDN aims to reduce the link stress and hop count.
Cache servers are placed with the Local Mobility Anchor
(LMA) and Mobile Access Gateway (MAG).
Proxy mobile IPv6 provides session continuity when
roaming.
Designates mobile devices as caching servers, which
provides near-by devices popular contents on demand.
Content is stored such as to minimize the average caching
failure rate.
Presents a low-complexity search algorithm, which offers
dual searching algorithm.

traffic between the nodes and the core router is high.
MDCDN uses a predictable heuristic algorithm to determine
the exact replication in each node. The temporal and spatial
client demand are considered, it reconfigures the system,
such as to minimize network traffic. MSM-CDN replicates
data based on 3 factors 1) popularity, 2) size of the segment,
and 3) cacheability. The popularity-based approach for the
design of mobile content delivery networks [18] uses two
levels of popularity, global and regional, to determine the
content to replicate. Scalar uses Reactive Replication (RR)
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mechanism for replication. Moreover, the replication
decision depends on the cost and the location of the request.
Scalar is suitable for any kind of data either static, or
dynamic including video streaming.
The Novel
Architecture uses Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol (PMIP)
[21]. Mobile caching for Device-to-Device (D2D) [11] is
more reliable as content is stored in devices such that it
minimizes the average caching failure rate.
Table 2 lists the merits of the different MCDNs. The
ability of uploading content by the end user using mobile
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TABLE 2. MERITS OF THE DIFFERENT MOBILE CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS (MCDN)

S#

1

2

3

Approach

Merits

MDCDN : Mobile Dynamic
Content Distribution Network
[1]







MSM-CDN : Mobile
Streaming Media Content
Delivery Network [22]




A popularity based approach
for the design of Mobile
Content Delivery Network
[18]






4

SCALAR: Scalable data
lookup and replication
protocol for mobile ad hoc
networks [2]

5

Novel Architecture for a
Mobile Content Delivery
Network [21]

6

Mobile caching policies for
Device-to-Device (D2D)
content delivery networking
[11]










The replication mechanism is simple.
The decision of replica location depends on the geographical
demands such as to reduce the total network traffic [26].
The management of the system is distributed and executed by
each node independently [24].
Its flexibility and modularity allows it to be scalable.
Video uploading from mobile user to the infrastructure is
supported [15].
Supports stream scheduling.
The system can deliver a full video or a segment of the video.
Efficient popularity calculations for small number of regions.
Takes advantage of the correlation between two adjacent nodes
eases the problem of request routing.
Supports different sizes of nodes caches depending on regional
requests [22].
Due to its virtualized backbone structure, its ability to be scaled
up is high.
Effective for MANET implementation.
Suitable for any kind of data either static or dynamic including
video streaming.
Do not require any supplementary space as the cache servers are
placed with the LMA and MAG.
Offers session continuity for highly mobile end users.
The overall network traffic is reduced by minimizing link stress.
The performance of optimal caching probability is compared
Equal caching Probability (EP) and High-Priority-First selection
(HPF).
The search algorithm has low complexity hence offers better
search performance.

Mobile Content Delivery Networks (MCDN)

Caching

Replication



MDCDN: Mobile Dynamic Content Distribution
Network
SCALAR: Scalable data lookup and replication
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks





A popularity based approach for the design of MCDN
Novel Architecture for a MCDN
Mobile caching policies for device-to-device (D2D)
CDN

Mobile Streaming Media Content Delivery Network MSM-CDN
Figure 2. Classification of Mobile Content Delivery Networks (MCDN)
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TABLE 3. DE-MERITS OF THE DIFFERENT MOBILE CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS (MCDN)

S#

Approach

De-merits


1

MDCDN : Mobile
Dynamic Content
Distribution Network
[1]






2

MSM-CDN : Mobile
Streaming Media
Content Delivery
Network [22]






3

A popularity based
approach for the design
of Mobile Content
Delivery Network [18]

4

SCALAR: Scalable data
lookup and replication
protocol for mobile ad
hoc networks [2]

5

Novel Architecture for a
Mobile Content Delivery
Network [21]

6

Mobile caching policies
for Device-to-Device
(D2D) content delivery
networking [11]





The probability of content misses in the nearest node to the user is
higher [11].
The data is available in the closest server (to the client) only after the
other client requested it, not before the request [5]. Hence, the first user
will have delay.
Extensive content replacement is done since it depends on user requests
[25][20].
User can only download data; user upload is not possible [15].
Too many customizations make the system sensitive to errors and
failures.
The ability of delivering a full video is applicable for small networks,
but for larger networks, network data congestion may occur.
All popularity database recorded should be send to a core router in ∆T,
which increases the network traffic.
Complex and not realistic to be implemented for large number of
regions.
Applicable for centralized Mobile CDN only [15].
A user cannot upload data, only downloading is allowed.




Not recommended for centralized network.
Has computation overhead since it has extensive computations and
complex replication mechanisms.




Ideal for multimedia content not suitable for other applications
As multiple Local mobility anchors (LMA) are configured, LMA
selection becomes an issue [10].



The regularity conditions for Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions
are not mentioned in the paper [13].
Energy of the mobile device is not considered while considering the
device for caching [11].



device to the MCDN server is missing in most approaches.
SCALAR is effective for mobile ad-hoc network
implementations. Caching in [21] uses PMIP and the cache
servers are placed with the LMA and MAG therefore it does
not require additional space. Highly mobile end users may
move from one location to another hence session continuity
is essential. The network traffic is reduced by minimizing the
link stress, i.e., the total traffic. Mobile caching policies
when compared, D2D [11] outperforms Equal caching
Probability (EP) and High-Priority-First selection (HPF).
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Moreover, the search algorithm has low complexity, hence
offers faster searches.
The demerits of the approaches are given in Table 3. In
MDCDN [1], the probability of content misses in the closest
node to the user is high since the replication in each node has
sharp boundaries [11]. It supports only download data.
Moreover, if user requests different content extensive content
replacement is done [25]. In Mobile Streaming Media
Content Delivery Network MSM-CDN [22], network
congestion may occur when entire videos are replicated. The
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popularity based [18] has an extra overhead in sending data
to core routers. Moreover, it is designed for centralized
CDN. User uploads are not allowed. Scalar [2] uses complex
replication mechanism and is ideal for distributed MCDN.
Novel architecture [21] is ideal for multimedia content and
not suitable for other applications as the MCDN is based on
media caching. However, when multiple Local Mobility
Anchor (LMA) is configured, LMA selection becomes an
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a study of six different implementations of
Mobile Content Delivery Network (MCDN). The
comparison study examines the strategy used for content
delivery i.e., replication, caching or mixed type (replication
and caching). A description of each approach is presented.
Moreover, the advantages and disadvantages of each
approach are detailed. For a commercial CDN provider,
adapting the MSM-CDN approach is most suitable. As the
usage of social media is growing, a framework that depends
on dissemination of data based on users access pattern and
profile is more effective. Additionally, the study finds that in
most MCDN implementations, the ability of uploading
content by end user using mobile devices to the MCDN
servers was missing. As a part of future work, we plan to
design and develop a new algorithm for effective content
uploads in MCDN using P2P approach.
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Abstract—In recent years, due to the increasing number of
computers and smartphones which can detect Wi-Fi signals,
wireless local area networks (WLAN) have been installed
almost everywhere. WLAN based indoor positioning systems
have been widely investigated and used, because of their
accessibility, low cost and not requiring any additional
hardware support. This study presents a Wi-Fi based
trilateration method for indoor positioning using Received
Signal Strength (RSS) measurements. The distances between
Access Points (AP) and the mobile device were estimated from
evaluated RSS values by signal propagation model. The
position of the mobile device was estimated using these
distances through trilateration method. The application was
carried out in the line-of-sight region.

positioning is a very popular technology because of its
widespread utilization in mobile devices (laptop,
smartphone, etc.). Moreover, wireless signals are accessible
everywhere like shopping malls, campuses, airports,
exhibition halls, office buildings, warehouses, underground
parking and even homes. So, Wi-Fi based indoor positioning
does not require any additional equipment and associated
cost for indoor positioning applications.
This paper proposes an indoor positioning system to
estimate the position of the mobile device by using
trilateration method which uses Received Signal Strength
(RSS) data from Wi-Fi access points. The study consists of
two main stages; the first stage is distance estimation. In this
stage, the distance between APs and the mobile device is
obtained by RSS values simultaneously from 4 access points
by signal propagation model. In the second stage, the
position of the mobile phone is calculated by four distances
via trilateration algorithm.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, we present the distance estimation stage. Path loss
model were also described in this section. Section 3 explains
the position estimation stage using trilateration technique.
Application has been presented in Section 4. Finally, Section
5 concludes with a summary of results and gives possible
future research.

Keywords- Indoor Positioning; Wi-Fi; Trilateration; RSS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indoor positioning systems are used to determine the
position of people and objects in indoor environments.
Nowadays, many people are spending most of their time in
gigantic structures [1], thus the importance of indoor
positioning systems is increasing. People want to reach
accurate positioning in indoor environment which is obtained
by Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) systems for
the outside of the buildings. In the GNSS system, the
conditions needed are a direct line of sight between the
receiver and the satellites and the connection of at least four
satellites simultaneously. The desired accuracy cannot be
possible to achieve with GNSS systems in indoors
environments. Hence, the emergence of other systems and
approaches in determining indoor positioning has become
inevitable. In the indoor environment, some technologies
have started to use systems, such as; Wi-Fi [2]-[7], GNSS
like systems [8], radio frequency identification (RFID) [9],
Ultra Wide Band [10], ZigBee [11], Camera [12] and
infrared. Among these technologies, Wi-Fi based indoor
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II.

DISTANCE ESTIMATION

In Wi-Fi based indoor positioning, establishment of
correct relationship between distance and received signal
strength is very important in order to obtain accurate
positioning. However, due to the reflection, refraction and
attenuation effects of signals, modelling of this relationship
is very difficult in an indoor environment. RSS-based indoor
positioning is also affected by environmental changes and
the fluctuation of the RSS values restricts the accuracy of the
estimation. Even in line-of-sight area RSS values are
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continuously changing because of the signal attenuation. In
literature, many Wi-Fi based signal propagation models have
been used to model signal propagation. In this study, a model
proposed by Chipcon [1][7] was used. The formulas of this
approach are explained below.

RSSI  (10n log10 d  A)

RSSI  A
n  (
)
10 log 10 d

(1)

(2)

The value n is the signal propagation constant, where d is
the distance between the mobile phone and access points,
and A is the received signal strength in a meter’s distance
from the AP. The value A was obtained experimentally from
a meter’s distance to the AP. The constant n was calculated
using (2). Using (1), the distances between AP’s and the
mobile phones are calculated in terms of RSSI values.
III.

POSITION ESTIMATION

Trilateration is a method that determines the position of
an object based on simultaneous range measurements from at
least three references APs at known locations. To calculate
the position of the mobile devices through trilateration
technique, (3-8) were used [5][6];

d i  ( xi  X 1 ) 2  ( yi  Y1 ) 2  ( zi  Z1 ) 2

 
Ax  b

the design of the trilateration based indoor positioning
system.
IV.

APPLICATION

The test-bed is the Line of Sight (LoS) indoor
environment that covers a 7.87m x 10.28m area. This system
consists of 4 access points which were placed in corners of
the area and a mobile phone. The mobile phone which has an
android operating system is capable of Wi-Fi access and
receiving Wi-Fi signals from all AP’s in the vicinity. Four
similar access points transmit the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi signals
(IEEE 802.11n) simultaneously. These signals are received
by the mobile phone and are regulated through Java codes
(Mac Address of AP’s, signal frequency, signal rate in dBm)
which works integrated into Android operating system.
Using (1) and (2), the distances between the access points
and the mobile phone were estimated using RSSI values.
Using these distance data, the position of the mobile phone
was estimated through trilateration technique. This
application was carried out at 34 different points and the
geometric distribution of the points was shown in Figure 2.
Measurements were conducted 100 times for each of these
points and the mean values were depicted in Figure 3.
Known coordinates of these points were obtained by precise
geodetic method.

(3)
(4)

( X 2  X 1 ) (Y2  Y1 ) ( Z 2  Z 1 )
A  2( X 3  X 1 ) (Y3  Y1 ) ( Z 3  Z 1 ) 
( X 4  X 1 ) (Y4  Y1 ) ( Z 4  Z 1 )

(5)

( X 2  X 12 )  (Y22  Y12 )  ( Z 22  Z 12 )  (d 22  d 12 )
  22

b  ( X 3  X 12 )  (Y32  Y12 )  ( Z 32  Z 12 )  (d 32  d 12 ) (6)
( X 42  X 12 )  (Y42  Y12 )  ( Z 42  Z 12 )  (d 42  d 12 )




x  x

y z

T



x  ( AT A) 1 AT b

(7)
Figure 1. Trilateration method.

(8)

where d1, d2, d3 and d4 are established distances between
AP’s and mobile device. (X1, Y1, Z1), (X2, Y2, Z2), (X3, Y3,
Z3) and (X4, Y4, Z4) are the known coordinates of APs. The

x is the coordinates of the mobile phone. Figure 1 depicts
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The results show that positioning accuracy of this system
ranges from 1.3 m to 8.6 m in an indoor environment and the
mean accuracy of the system is 4.2 m (red line in Figure 3).
The standard deviation of the mean is 1.845 meters and it
passed the χ2 test at 95% confidence level. Although some of
the values are enough for many indoor positioning
applications, it is very difficult to say that the system has
enough accuracy for most of the points.
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Figure 2. The geometric distribution of APs and observed points by trilateration method.

Figure 3. The errors indicates the differences between known coordinates and estimated coordinates of the points. Red line shows the mean value of these
errors.
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Wi-Fi is prevalent in most public buildings, such as
campuses, shopping malls, hospitals, museum, exhibitions
and even homes. So, Wi-Fi based indoor positioning
systems do not require any additional infrastructure and
cost. The user can use these systems using their mobile
devices which can reach Wi-Fi signals.
This method proposes the cost effective solution to the
users. This experiment was carried out along the hallways
where all AP’s were located at the line-of-sight to the
mobile device. The Wi-Fi signals between APs and a
mobile device are very sensitive to extraneous noise, thus
the estimated distances are very inaccurate, even in the
LoS area. Due to errors in the received signal strength, the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver cannot be
correctly calculated, and this leads to incorrect position
estimation. To obtain a more accurate solution, the
fluctuations of signals should be regulated by using other
methods and algorithms.
This application was conducted in Line-of-Sight area
and static measurements were evaluated. In our future
work, we will apply kinematic application at more
complicated area. Moreover, we intend to perform other
path loss models and position estimation methods with the
integration of inertial sensors to obtain more accurate
position estimation.
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Abstract—The concept of Always Best Connected (ABC) is in
great demand today, and algorithms that come on mobile
devices cannot provide that. This paper describes a proposal
for a Neural Network (NN) based network selection
mechanism, which is intended to be a piece to be integrated
into a handover system environment. Our neural network had
a good behavior after trained; it has a good generalization
capability for new data presented to it.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet has grown in ways without precedent, and we
can realize that there are many kinds of services available to
the
public,
such
as:
video/audio
streaming,
videoconferencing, social networks and much more. As of
April 2014, the number of end systems connected to the
Internet was predicted to be almost 3 billion by the end of
2014, and the number of mobile-broadband will reach 2.3
billion [1]. Therefore, in today's world everyone desires a
ubiquitous connection, they want to be best connected
anywhere and anytime [2], and consume various types of
services.
Many research groups around the world have studied
network selection, and yet there is no final solution to solve
this problem. Network selection is the mechanism that works
as a trigger to start a migration from a network A to a
network B. WLAN-first scheme [3] is the default network
selection mechanism in today's mobile devices. It prefers
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) networks over other
technologies,
for
instance,
Universal
Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS), in which, when the
migration is between WLAN networks, the decision is based
only on signal level. Therefore, a better feasible solution is
needed to solve this problem.
This research aims to suggest a solution for network
selection. The goal is for this solution to have low computing
cost and guarantee an efficient mobility management. To
accomplish that, we have chosen a client-server architecture
(see Figure 1), which gathers most of processing on the
server side, and the classification process uses an approach
based on neural networks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
background. Section 3 gives an overview on our proposed
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mechanism. In section 4, we present the materials and
methods utilized to perform this research. Section 5 presents
the results. Section 6 concludes this paper and presents future
work.
II.

BACKGROUND

Network Selection is the object of study in several
research groups, and it still lacks a good solution in today's
mobile devices. To solve the network selection problem,
support techniques and strategies for decision are found in
the literature, such as fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms and
Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) methods [4].
In [5], the Enhanced Power-Friendly Access Network
Selection (E-PoFANS) mechanism is presented, which is
proposed to be integrated in user devices to perform an
energy-efficient network selection for multimedia services.
In [6], the use of MADM methods in network selection is
discussed, and they conclude that Analytic Network Process
(ANP) combined with Mahalanobis is the best match for
weighting algorithm in order to select the best access
network.
Most of related works are client-side solutions, and it is
known that mobile devices lack good computational
resources, e.g., memory, processing power, battery
autonomy. Users want to benefit from ABC [2], but they also
want the best performance of their devices. Thus, a clientside based solution is not the best choice due to the impact it
will cause in Quality of Experience (QoE). Our proposal is a
hybrid solution; the majority of processing is done on the
server side.
Neural Networks were the chosen technique in our
approach because they are utilized to solve many difficult
tasks, such as: speech recognition, image processing,
autonomous systems, etc. According to [7], the biggest
neural networks virtue is to be capable of learning from input
data with or without a supervisor. This capability has turned
the use of this kind of algorithm more frequent. Neural
Networks is the machine learning technique that has grown
and evolved much more than others techniques since its
reappearing in the early 1980's.
III.

PROPOSAL

The core of our proposal is a NN-based classifier; the
topology of the proposed NN is displayed in Figure 2. Input
neurons handle 6 inputs: jitter, delay, packet loss, signal
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level, throughput, and cost (monetary), and they give
different weights (defined during training) to each one of
them. Output neurons compete against each other, and the
winner neuron defines which class the given network fits the
best.

The Mean opinion Score (MOS) [8] has been used for
decades in telephony networks to measure the human user's
view of the quality of the network. Therefore, we found it
appropriated to use this notation to classify the quality of the
networks. In [4], [9], [10] studies were made about Quality
of Service (QoS) and quality of networks, and based on that
information, we present Table 2. This table relates interval
values of each QoS parameter with MOS, and it was the base
to generate the dataset utilized to train the NN. Also, the
validation dataset was obtained from traces collected in [9].
TABLE II.
Class

Figure 1. System Architecture.

Figure 2. Topology of the proposed NN.

Table I shows the possible classes in which a network
can be classified. Depending on which output neuron wins
the competition, the network is classified as bad, poor, fair,
good or excellent. It is important to highlight that a single
input (attribute) cannot define the class that a network will be
classified in, but rather it is the sum of all attributes and their
weights that will do so.
TABLE I.

MOS/CLASSSIFICATION

Stars/Score

Classification

5

Excellent

4

Good

3

Fair

2

Poor

1

Bad
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Jitter

Delay

TABLE TYPE STYLES
Packet
Loss

Signal
Level

Throug
hput
5000 15000
1500 5000
800 1500

Cost

Excel
ent

0-1

0 - 0.5

0-0

60 - 100

Good

1-3

0.5 - 1

0-1

40 - 60

Fair

3-5

1-3

1-3

30 - 40

Poor

5 - 10

3 - 10

3 - 10

20 - 30

500- 800

3-8

Bad

10 - 15

10 - 15

10 - 15

0 - 20

0 – 500

4-9

0-5
1-6
2-7

We can split up the project of the NN in four stages:
getting a dataset, choosing the NN architecture, training the
network, and last validating the generalization capability of
it. We will be covering each stage in the next paragraphs.
Getting a dataset: In order to get a dataset to train our NN
with we needed a model to define what a excellent, good,
fair, poor or bad network is. The dataset used to train the
neural network has 10,000 samples and was created based on
Table 2. This table was constructed based on previous works
performed in our research group by other colleagues.
Choosing NN architecture: this NN is for a classification
task; it was implemented making use of the Python library
PyBrain [11]; it is a fully connected Feedfoward NN with 6
neurons in the input layer, 6 neurons in the hidden layer, and
5 neurons in the output layer, one for each class, as can be
seen in Figure 2. This was the topology that best worked for
us. We tried other topologies and the NN was not
converging. Each synapse has a different weigh, which was
defined during the training sessions.
Training the NN: the NN was trained over the dataset for
up to 1,000 epochs and the best version of the NN was saved
for future use in a Extensible Markup Language (XML) file.
The NN converged with about 200 epochs, with about 3% of
error. In Algorithm 1, you can see the pseudo code for the
training algorithm.
Algorithm 1: NN Training Algorithm
1. variables:
2. dset = readFromFile(“dset.csv”)
3. nn = buildNetwork()
4. trainer = BackPropTrainer(nn, dset)
5. p_error = 100.0
6. Begin
7.
for i = 0 to 1000 do;
8.
error = trainer.train();
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9.
if error < p_error then
10.
nn.save(“nn.xml”);
11.
end if
12.
end for
13. End
Validating NN: in order to make sure our NN was
behaving as expected, we tested it on a dataset from a real
production environment, and analyzed the results.
Algorithm 2: Collector Algorithm
1. variables:
2. nn = readNetworkFromFile(“nn.xml”)
3. Begin
4.
while true do;
5.
networks = getNetworks()
6.
for net in networks do
7.
connectTo(net)
8.
qos = calculateQoS(net)
9.
stars = nn.activate(qos)
10.
persitToDB(net, qos, stars)
10.
end for
12. end while
13.End
In Algorithm 2, the collector algorithm is presented. This
algorithm scans all networks in collector server’s range, after
which it connects to each network, collects QoS parameters,
and then it uses the NN to give a classification for each
network; results are stored in the database and then made
available to queries.
Thus, our proposal is divided into three modules:
Collector, Classifier and Web Service. Each one of them has
a well-defined function and they work together to
accomplish the selection process and to serve the information
of the best available networks.
The Collector is the piece of software responsible for
collecting signal level and Quality of Service (QoS) variables
for every network in range in order to perform the
classification process in an ulterior step. This module
calculates QoS variables packet loss, jitter, delay and
throughput based on Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP) packets using the Linux PING command, and it
obtains the signal level using the Linux IWLIST command.
In the Classifier module, the collected networks are
classified among the 5 possible classifications by the neural
network, and then the result is persisted into the database for
future consultations. The trained neural network is loaded
from an XML file.
The Web Service part of our proposal is responsible for
serving information to any application that would consume
it. This module has a simple socket script, which returns a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) with networks that have
the biggest stars number amongst the collected networks.
IV.

METHODOLOGY

The materials utilized to perform our research are the
following: a netbook Asus Eee PC with Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS
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32-bit as our server, Python version 2.7.6 as programming
language, to implement the neural networks we have chosen
a library called PyBrain in its version 0.31, and to persist
data we utilized the SGBD MySQL version 5.5.41.
To train our neural network we made use of a dataset
containing 10,000 samples generated by a script respecting
interval of values for every attribute for each class. It was
trained for about 200 epochs until it converged. The neural
network converged with about 3% of error for new data
presented to it; on the other hand it had 97% of right
classifications, which is a pretty good result. We utilized the
PyBrain library to implement, train and test our neural
network and then we integrated it to our classifier module.
We tested our neural network classification capability on
three Wi-Fi networks with ESSIDs GREDES_TESTE,
IFTO_RDS, and IFTO_LABINS up to 6776 cycles, each
cycle correspond to collecting QoS variables of the
networks, classifying them and after that showing the best
networks. It must be said that all of these networks are in a
real production environment.
Our solution is based in a NN with an oriented training.
Due our work is based (or within) of a big project; we used a
subset of values of networks variables used by this project.
So, when test were run we had not access to other
technologies collected data.
V.

RESULTS

Tested networks presented different levels of quality due
to several factors as: distance from the Access Point (AP),
obstacles, number of connected users, network saturation
level,
etc.
GREDES_TESTE,
IFTO_RDS
and
IFTO_LABINS were considered a 5 stars network in 93%,
76% and 49% of the tests, respectively.

Figure 3. Jitter values for GREDES_TESTE.

In Figure 3, we present a chart that shows mean and
confidence interval values of jitter for GREDES_TESTE for
each star. It is easy to perceive that the value of jitter and the
number of stars are inversely proportional, in other words the
lesser jitter the more stars a network will get, and it shows
that our neural networks has a good behavior.
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Figure 4. Delay values for GREDES_TESTE.

In Figure 5, we can see that the values for packet loss are
really low, but they present decay just like the other QoS
parameters.
In Figure 6, we can see values of signal level for
GREDES_TESTE and for each star. The values are almost
the same for each star. We can infer from this information
that there is no relation between signal level and other QoS
parameters, because QoS parameters are varying in each
stars while signal level remain almost the same value.
GREDES_TESTE is the closest AP (Access Point) from
our Collector server, 2 meters of distance more precisely,
and has less obstacles than the other APs, only one wall, as
well it has less users allowed to use it, only a few users from
our research group are authorized to use this network.
The results above show that GREDES_TESTE is a 5stars network. This network was classified as excellent in
about 93% of the tests, and its values for jitter, delay, packet
loss and signal level presents the best levels when compared
with the results from the other networks.

Our neural network had a similar behavior for delay
compared with jitter as can be seen in Figure 4. The value
decreases when the stars increase.

Figure 7. Jitter values for IFTO_LABINS.
Figure 5. Packet loss values for GREDES_TESTE.

Figure 8. Delay values for IFTO_LABINS.
Figure 6. Signal level values for GREDES_TESTE.
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In Figure 7, we present a chart that shows mean and
confidence interval values of jitter for IFTO_LABINS for
each star. In this scenario, our neural network also performed
as expected, the value falls as the number of stars raises.
In Figure 8, we present a chart that shows the mean and
confidence interval values of delay for IFTO_LABINS for
each star. The change of values are more subtle but we still
can perceive that it has a descending pattern as the stars
increase.

for each star. We can see that the values are pretty much the
same for all stars.
IFTO_LABINS is about 52 meters of distance from our
collector server, and it has multiple obstacles, including 4
walls. This network is open to all students on this campus,
and it has many users using it during the day.
The results above show that IFTO_LABINS is a 5-stars
network in 49% of tests, and its values for jitter, delay,
packet loss and signal level are the worst results from all the
three networks.

Figure 9. Packet loss values for IFTO_LABINS.
Figure 11. Jitter values for IFTO_RDS.

Figure 10. Signal level values for IFTO_LABINS.
Figure 12. Delay values for IFTO_RDS.

In Figure 9, we present a chart that shows mean and
confidence interval values of packet loss for IFTO_LABINS
for each star. Packet loss for this network was bigger than
from the previous network due to several reasons, but the
pattern is still the same.
In Figure 10, we present a chart that shows mean and
confidence interval values of signal level for IFTO_LABINS
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In Figure 11, we present the mean and confidence
interval values of jitter for IFTO_RDS and for each star in a
chart. In this test the result is like the other results obtained
from the other networks.
In Figure 12, values of delay for IFTO_RDS for each star
are presented; the pattern is similar to the one from the other
networks.
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packet loss and signal level are the second best from all the
three tested networks.
In most cases jitter, delay and loss decrease as the
number of stars increases because it is known that the lesser
of them the better. Signal level is different from the other
parameters, when it increases, the number of stars also tend
to increase. It is interesting that the values of all variables but
signal level follows a pattern of decay in all tested networks
when the number of stars raises.
VI.

Figure 13. Packet loss values for IFTO_RDS.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The foregoing discussion has attempted to highlight the
importance of a good mechanism for making decision
regarding the handover process in heterogeneous networks,
and the lack of a good solution in today's mobile devices.
Our approach based on neural networks seems really
promising; our neural network is able to classify networks of
any technology type. Classification is given based on QoS
parameters, and those parameters can be obtained from
networks of any technology. We conclude that there is no
causal correlation between QoS variables and signal level.
Our neural network had a good behavior so that we could
validate that based on the values of QoS/Signal Level and the
number of stars that were assigned by it to the tested
networks.
As future work, we can compare the efficiency of this
approach against other approaches that use other methods,
such as: MADM, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, etc., this
will be easy to do once our architecture allows us to replace
the selection method by any method we like just by replacing
the algorithm in the classification module. We would also
like to add user preferences as an attribute taken into account
on the selection process.
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Abstract— In this study, we present a novel architecture and
procedures that extends the Long Term Evolution (LTE)Advance Operations Support Systems (OSS) to support
dynamic resource allocation. For each network entity and link,
the extended system uses real traffic to evaluate the demand at
several time scales from immediate to short term and long
term. Using proper Application Program Interfaces (APIs), the
anticipated demand can be used to control dynamic
configuration, to determine ongoing network upgrades, etc.
Currently, cellular network OSS does not support dynamic
resource allocation. As a result, it is not suitable as an optimal
solution for two key requirements from the advance standard:
(i) the requirement for Self Organized Networks (SON) and (ii)
the requirement to support on-line resource sharing between
different operators.
Keywords- LTE-Advance, OSS/BSS, QoS provisioning,
Dynamic Configuration, Network Dimensioning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to Cisco Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast
Update, the overall mobile data traffic is expected to surpass
24.3 exabytes by 2019, a tenfold increase over 2014 [1].
Data delivered to smart phones is growing at a significantly
faster rate than the revenues it generates. The process of
upgrading a cellular network to overcome bottlenecks and to
support Mobile Broadband is long and expensive. Planning
and optimizing a network with mobile users is a big
operating challenge and cellular operators are facing the
huge challenge of a multi-year, multi-billion dollar
investment in highly competitive market. LTE-A is the next
major step in mobile radio communications, and was
introduced in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).
LTE brings the concept of Self-Organizing Networks (SON)
providing new challenges and opportunities for Operations
Support Systems (OSS) vendors. SONs will require new
policy-based OSS software capabilities to realize their full
potential — and these advanced OSS features are required.
Advanced cellular network deployment in rural areas, in
particular, in 3rd world countries, is typically not economic
for a single cellular operator. Furthermore, most of the
governments in these countries are too poor to fund a large
scale deployment project and, as a result, wide geographical
areas are disconnected from the Internet and from other
modern communication mediums. Flexibility in regulation
can be the key to solve this problematic situation. If the
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regulator will allow resource sharing between multiple
private cellular operators, joint rural deployment can be
much more cost effective. However, resource sharing
between different operators should be adaptive to the traffic
patterns per operator and should be dynamic to maximize the
cost effectiveness of each participating operator, yet, such
important capability does not exist in today’s OSSs [7].
The Dynamic Resource Block (DRB) sub-system
described here extends the OSS in modeling and evaluating
network traffic potential. The system processes information
from several databases such as users, billing, and radius to
construct an accurate stochastic network model. The model
captures several timeframes – immediate, short and long. It
is based on classifying users, devices, applications, services
and on-location estimations (in addition to the conventional
traffic parameters). Using this extended operations system,
the operator can share resources with other operators, and
can improve network readiness for new demanding services,
evaluate and optimize the current resource allocations and
the end-to-end network performance.
Additional requirements from the future OSS are
described in [7], such as holistic integration between the
business processes and the network operations processes.
Several network planning tools are currently available.
Usually, these commercial tools are stand-alone systems,
used exclusively for the initial stage of the network set-up.
Sophisticated planning tools provide a network set-up plan
based on human population maps together with threedimensional (3D) geographic models. However, these tools
do not provide operators with any useful information
regarding immediate dynamic resource allocation, network
updates required in the short term for the coming weeks or
months or a true understanding of long term trends (coming
years). As a result, operators are forced to operate on-going
network updates and long-term upgrade plans using internal
guesswork. Furthermore, the existing planning tools and
internal procedures cannot provide information regarding the
impact of new services, new devices or new user data
packages. By contrast, the Dynamic Resource Block subsystem is embedded in the network; it can answer these
requirements in a simple manner and provide a true
integration between the operator's OSS and its network.
Both the strengths and the weaknesses of the DRB
system are direct outcomes of its multiple interfaces and the
fact that it must process multiple information streams online.
Fortunately, IBM has developed a platform – the IBM
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InfoSphere Streams platform [2] which is fully capable of
supporting all DRB implementation requirements.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a full
description of the DRB internal structure is given. Section III
presents selected internal methods of the DRB. Finally, the
paper is concluded and some future research directions are
listed in Section IV.
II.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE DYNAMIC RESOURCE
BLOCK

In this section, we provide a full description of the
proposed DRB system. Figure 1 depicts a block diagram
with the main elements of the DRB. The DRB comprises
eleven different types of units: a network builder module, a
subscriber’s profiler module, a parser module, a traffic
classifier module, a statistic characterization module, a
mobility module, a database for traffic processing, a network
graph, three demand prediction engines, a requirement
enforcer module, and an upgrade network module.
At initiation, all resources involved in the DRB should be
allocated, reset, and\or introduced to each other. The network
builder module uses information from the operator
geographic Information System or any other operator system
to build the DRB internal network graph. The network graph
consists of a set of nodes N and a set of links E. Each node
n  N represents a network entity such as E-NodeB (eNB),
Base Station (BTS), Aggregation entity (AGG), Radio
Network Controller (RNC), Serving Gateway (S-GW), etc.
The node structure includes information on the represented
network entity. For example, information on a BTS can
include its radio capabilities (2G, 3G, 3.5G, 4G), its
neighboring BTSs, its cover area, the population density in
its cover area, etc. Each link e  E represents a network link.
The link structure includes information on the represented
link. Information on a link can include its bandwidth (BW),
its protocols (for example Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM), Internet Protocol (IP)), its monthly rental fee, its
technology (for example, E1, T1, wireless), its cost, etc.
The subscribers' profiler module analyzes the information
from the operator subscribers' information system and from
the operator billing system and updates the DRB internal
network graph. Information on a subscriber includes its
mobile device, its "home cell" (the cell/BTS in which the
subscriber is usually present in its cover area), its average
data consumption, its tariff deal, information on its mobility
pattern, etc.
The parser module parses messages and information
from the traffic capture file provided by a probe or a
monitoring tool and/or it can parse traffic statistics arriving
from the operator network entities, such as backhaul
switches, aggregation nodes, etc. It converts each message
into a unified form and sends it to the traffic classifier
module. The classifier module classifies each message
according to its corresponding subscriber/link etc. Then, it
stores the traffic record in the real traffic database.
The statistic characterization module statistically
analyzes the real traffic in the real traffic database according
to the link/entity association. For each network entity/link in
the DRB internal network graph, the statistic characterization
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Figure 1. The internal structure of the Dynamic Resource Block and its
interfaces

module calculates the packet arrival process and the packet
service time. This information is stored in the DRB internal
network graph and is used by the demand prediction engines.
The mobility module calculates estimates of mobility
parameters on the traffic records in the real traffic database.
These parameters are stored in the DRB internal network
graph and are used by the demand prediction engines.
The demand prediction engines run demand prediction
algorithms to estimate the traffic demands on each entity/link
in the DRB internal network graph. Each engine uses the
information stored in the entity/link to evaluate the current
demand and the potential demand at the next time point.
Different demand prediction algorithms are used for different
time scales such as the long term algorithm, the short term
algorithm, and the immediate demand prediction algorithm.
The long term demand prediction engine provides prediction
of the traffic demands in the next year, next six months, etc.
The output can be used to calculate the operator's required
network upgrade plan. The short term demand prediction
engine provides predictions of the traffic demands in the next
week, next day, etc. Its output can be used to calculate an
accurate order of rental backhaul lines, for example. The
immediate demand prediction engine provides a prediction
of the traffic demands in the next few minutes/seconds. This
can be used to request/guarantee resources on a dynamic
shared medium such as a backhaul link in a 4G network.
The requirement enforcer module translates the user's
instructions and the operator network management system
instructions into traffic rules in the desired network upgrade
plan. Examples of traffic rules are maximum delay on a
link/entity, minimum BW, etc. The upgrade network module
combines the traffic demand prediction with the traffic rules
and calculates the desired/recommended network upgrade
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plan (in the long term case), the required link rental order (in
the short term case) or the resource allocation requests (in the
immediate case). In addition, it calculates a cost effective
upgrade using information from the DRB internal network
graph, such as link/entity upgrade costs.
Figure 2 depicts a block diagram with the main elements
of the network builder module. A network builder module is
comprised of three different types of sub-modules: the
Geographic Information System (GIS) report interpreter, the
node generator and the link generator. The GIS report
interpreter is responsible for the analysis of the GIS
file/report from the operator GIS. The node generator is
responsible for the creation of new nodes in the network
graph that correspond to the operator network entities. The
link generator is responsible for the creation of new links in

Figure 2. The network builder module

Figure 3. The network graph

the network graph that correspond to the operator's network
links. Figure 3 presents a simplified block diagram with the
key elements for the network graph. A network graph is
comprised of an interface and a data structure. The network
graph interface handles the API to network graph data
structure. A possible API list includes Add Node, Add Link,
Update Node, Update Link, Get Node Info, and Get Link
Info.
The network graph data structure can be implemented by
any data structure that can represent node structure, link
structure and describe their connectivity. Examples of such
structure are a linked-list/array of node structures, together
with a matrix for the links, where a matrix cell[i.j] represents
the link between node i and node j. In case of multiple links
between network elements, each matrix cell can be
implemented by a linked-list of link structure.
Figure 4 plots a simplified block diagram with the main
elements of a subscriber's profiler module. A subscribers'
profiler module is comprised of five different types of submodules: the subscriber privacy keeper, the subscriber
classifier, the subscriber location calculator, the subscriber
database and the subscriber loader.
The subscriber privacy keeper is responsible for hiding
the subscriber's identity and creating a new identity to be
used by the DRB. The new identity can be a one-way hash
on the real subscriber's identity (such as full name, Mobile
identification number (IMSI), etc.). Once a new identity is
created, the subscriber privacy keeper can add the new
subscriber's record to the subscriber database (which can be
implemented as an internal or external database). The
subscriber classifier identifies specific information such as
the device category, registered services, payment deal,
voice/data average/min/max usage, etc. According to the
subscriber's information, the subscriber classifier can assign
the subscriber to a specific potential load class. The
subscriber information is stored in the subscriber record at
the database.
The subscriber location calculator calculates the
subscriber location probability function from the subscriber's
call records. Each call record includes the cell ID of the cell
in which the call was originally generated. This histogram
can be stored in the subscriber's record in the database. The
subscriber loader collects the information on the potential
load generated by each subscriber and locates the right
indicator in the cells according to each subscriber's location
probability function.
III.

SELECTED INTERNAL PROCEDURES FOR THE
DYNAMIC RESOURCE BLOCK

The LongTermTrafficPrediction method below illustrates
the main steps for a long term traffic demand prediction
procedure executed by the DRB. This method can be
executed, per each planned upgrade phase scheduled at the
operator network, for example.

Figure 4. The subscribers’ profiler module
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LongTermTrafficPrediction()
Begin
1: System Initialization
2: Insert and analyze network
information and build the network
graph
3: Insert and analyze subscriber's
info and update the network graph
4: Insert and analyze Real traffic
and update the network graph
5: Run Long Term demand prediction
algorithm
6: Calculate network upgrade
End
In step 2, the DRB receives information on the operator
network, including entities and links from the operator
information system, such as GIS. The information is
processed by the network builder module and used to build
the
DRB
internal
network
graph
(method
BuildNetworkGraph below). In step 3, the DRB receives the
operator information on the subscribers from the operator
subscriber information system and the subscriber profiler
module can analyze it and update the DRB internal network
graph (method SubscribersAnalysis below).
Next, the DRB receives files provided by a probe or a
monitoring tool, capturing real traffic. In step 4, the parser
module parses messages and information from these files
and converts each message into a unified form and sends it to
the traffic classifier module. The classifier module classifies
each message according to its corresponding subscriber/link.
Then, it stores the traffic record in the real traffic database.
Afterwards both the statistic characterization module and the
mobility module can estimate the real traffic and update the
DRB internal network graph accordingly.
In step 5, the demand prediction engine runs the long
term demand prediction algorithm to estimate the traffic
demand on each entity/ link in the DRB internal network
graph using the information stored in the entity/ link to
evaluate the current demand and the potential demand in the
next time point (for example, next year). The output of the
prediction engine can be used together with pre-defined
traffic rules to calculate the operator required network
upgrade plan by the upgrade network module in step 6.
Clearly, using the short term demand prediction
algorithm, a similar method can be applied for short term
traffic prediction. Such a method can be executed, each
month/week to calculate the rental backhaul link order or ongoing specific upgrades for example.
Figure 5 depicts a wireless backhaul network using the
DRB. Each cell site can use the DRB to calculate the next
resource requests for bandwidth allocation in the next time
slot on the wireless backhaul link. The requests are sent to
the backhaul aggregation site which dynamically assigns the
bandwidth to the cell sites. The DRB can be implemented as
an integrated module within the cell site system or it can be
implemented as a separate system with the right interfaces to
the cell site system.
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Figure 5. Wireless backhaul network using the immediate prediction
capabilities of the DRB.

Possible bandwidth negotiation between a cell site and an
aggregation site can be facilitated by employing the
following control message-aided process (using a control
messages defined in a Multipoint Control Protocol (MPCP)
as describe in [9], for example). Each cell site requests its
next transmission by piggybacking a REPORT message at
the end of its current time slot. Instead of reporting the
actually buffered data, the REPORT message includes a
prediction of the data that arrived during the waiting time
provided by the DRB, so as to reduce the delay over the
upstream data transmission. The aggregation site can make a
bandwidth allocation decision based on these reports. A
GATE message can then be replied downstream to the cell
site containing the information of time slot start time and
time slot length. The destined cell site can update its local
registers accordingly, and transmit data from the time slot
start time in the time slot length.
The method ImmediateTrafficPrediction below illustrates
the key steps for an immediate traffic demand prediction
executed by the DRB. This method can be executed in a real
time environment to calculate a bandwidth request on a
dynamic link, for example. It can be implemented in a
distributed manner in a backhaul system as illustrated in
Figure 5.
ImmediateTrafficPrediction()
Begin
1: Parse Traffic REPORT information
2: Classify report to the network
entity node
3: Calculate the traffic demand in
the next period
4: Generate the REQUEST message
End
In step 1, a traffic report arrives from a network entity
(for example, a cell site). The traffic report can include
information on the entity's current queues state, number of
byte/bits waiting for transmission, number of active users,
etc. The report is received by the parser module which parses
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the information. The traffic classifier module classifies the
information and associates it with the corresponding network
entity node in the real traffic database in step 2. Note that if
the DRB is integrated within the cell site, then steps 1 and 2
are no longer required.
In step 3, the immediate demand prediction engine
calculates the traffic demand in the next time slot and
updates the corresponding network entity node in the
network graph. It can use the fact that the network traffic is
self-similar [3], which implies that the actual network traffic
exhibits long-range dependence (LRD), and the burstiness of
the traffic does not decrease with the time scale from which
the traffic is observed or with the amount of multiplexing
that occurs at a node. Owing to self-similarity, the
correlation in network traffic does not decay rapidly, and
traffic is correlated over time slots. Given its advantages of
low computational complexity, fast convergence, and no
prior knowledge of the traffic statistics, the Linear Predictor
(LP) is a practical tool to conduct such real-time traffic
prediction [4]-[6]. Finally, in step 5, the resource request
message can be generated by the update network module.
The BuildNetworkGraph method below illustrates the
steps for processing the received information on the operator
network. This method can be executed by the network
builder module (see Figure 2) to build the DRB internal
network graph (see Figure 3). The GIS report interpreter
receives the GIS file/report. It processes the information and
identifies the network elements and links. For each identified
network entity or link, the GIS file/report includes an
introduction record with the appropriate information. For
example, information on a base station can include its radio
capabilities (2G, 3G, 3.5G, 4G), its neighboring base
stations, its cover area, the population density in its cover
area, etc. Information on a link can include its bandwidth
(BW), its protocols (for example ATM, IP), its monthly
rental fee, its technology (for example, E1, T1, fiber), its
upgrade cost, etc.
BuildNetworkGraph()
Begin
1: Receive a GIS file
While (record) {
2:
Analyze next record
3:
Case ‘Node’: create new node
4:
Case‘Link’: create new Link
}
5: Introduce network graph to other
modules
End
The SubscribersAnalysis method below illustrates the
steps for processing the received data and analysis of the
operator subscribers' information from the operator
Subscribers' Information System (SIS) and operator Billing
Systems (BS). This method can be executed by the
subscriber profiler module (see Figure 5) to analyze the
subscribers' influence on the network demand.
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SubscribersAnalysis()
Begin
1: Receive a SIS/BS file
While (record) {
2:
Analyze next record
3:
Hash subscriber identity
4:
Classify subscriber
5:
Calculate subscriber location
probability }
6: Update subscribers load on the
network graph
End
In step 1, the subscriber privacy keeper receives the
SIS/BS file/report from the operator SIS/BS. It analyzes each
record (step 2) and calculates the subscriber's new identity
from a one- way hash function. Then, it creates a new record
in the subscriber database. In step 4, the subscriber record is
further processed by the subscriber classifier. Identifying the
subscriber device, services, usage patterns and billing
information can be used to calculate the subscriber class with
respect to its potential demand on the operator's network
resources. In addition, in step 5, the subscriber location
calculator uses the subscriber call record to estimate the user
location probability function; that is, to calculate the
probability that the subscriber will generate a call from each
cell. This location probability is stored in the subscriber's
record in the subscriber database. Finally, in step 6, the
subscriber loader sub-module uses both the subscriber class
and its location probability function to relate the subscriber's
potential demand with the right network elements and links
in the network graph.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a new system and methods to fully
integrate the operator OSS and its network. By implementing
this system, cellular operators can dynamically share
resources between different operators; they can improve the
quality of service provisioning, optimize resource allocation
and network equipment purchases. The system makes traffic
demand predictions on the network links and entities at
multiple time scales. It is based on classifying users, devices,
applications, services and on location estimates (in addition
to conventional traffic parameters).
The advantages of the suggested Dynamic Resource
Block extension to the OSS are: it provides the required
missing functionality, it is very simple, and it is general and
not limited to a specific network technology and/or any
specific OSS.
The proposed solution is a suggestion for a real
implementation for extending current OSS to provide what
we believe is missing important functionality. As such, it is
extremely difficult to evaluate its performance without at
least implementing a prototype. However, in any system
turning from static resource allocation scheme into dynamic
one is likely to perform better. Clearly implementation of
such a system is beyond the scope of academic research.
Nevertheless, a possible simple and elegant solution can be
implemented using the IBM InfoSphere Streams platform [2]
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which is fully capable of supporting all DRB implementation
requirements.

[5]
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Abstract—We propose a new two-level iterative method for solution to a general problem of optimal allocation of a homogeneous
resource (bandwidth) in a wireless communication network,
which is divided into zones (clusters). In order to satisfy changing
network users requirements, the network manager can buy
additional volumes of this resource. We apply a dual Lagrangian
method where the upper level problem is single- dimensional
but calculation of the cost function value requires a solution
to a convex optimization problem. This optimization problem
is suggested to be solved with conditional gradient method with
linear search. We give some results of numerical experiments
on the proposed method which confirm its preference over the
previous ones.
Keywords–Resource allocation; wireless networks; bandwidth;
zonal network partition; dual Lagrange method; linear search;
conditional gradient method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The necessity of efficient allocation of limited resources
in wireless communication networks arises from increasing
demand of services and its variability, which leads to serious
congestion effects, whereas significant network resources (say,
bandwidth and batteries capacity) may be utilized inefficiently.
This situation forces one to develop more flexible allocation
mechanisms; see, e.g., [1]–[4]. Moreover, experience of dealing with these very complicated systems usually shows that a
proper decomposition/clustering approach, which can be based
on zonal, time, frequency and other attributes of nodes/units,
might be very efficient here [5][6]. In [7] and [8], several
optimal resource allocation problems in telecommunication
networks and proper decomposition based methods were suggested. In this paper, we consider a further development of
these models, where a system manager can utilize additional
external resources for satisfying current users requirements.
This manager strategy is rather typical for contemporary
wireless communication networks, where WiFi or femtocell
communication services are utilized in addition to the usual
network resources; see, e.g., [9].
This approach leads to a two-level optimization problem.
In [10], we considered embedded procedures within a unique
iterative scheme that correspond to a sequential application of
the dual decomposition method at each level of the problem. In
this paper, we consider some other approach for solving this
optimization problem. We apply a dual Lagrangian method
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where the upper level problem is single- dimensional but the
calculation of its cost function value requires a solution of
a convex optimization problem. This optimization problem is
suggested to be solved with conditional gradient method with
linear search.
We present some results of computational experiments on
test problems. The results of the new method are essentially
better than those of the method described in [10] and confirm
its usefulness.
II.

P ROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Let us consider a network with nodes (attributed to users),
which is divided into n zones (clusters) within some fixed time
period. For the k-th zone (k = 1, . . . , n), Ik denotes the index
set of nodes (currently) located in this zone, bk is the maximal
fixed resource value. A manager of the network can allocate
both the inner network resource xk and external resource zk ,
which brings maintenance expenses fk (xk ) and side payments
hk (zk ), respectively, for each k = 1, . . . , n. We suppose that
there exists the upper bound ck for the additional amount of
the external resource in the k-th zone, and the upper bound B
for the total inner amount of the resource. Next, if the i-th user
receives the resource amount yi with the upper bound ai , then
he/she pays the charge ϕi (yi ). The problem of the network
manager is to find an optimal allocation of the resource among
the zones for maximization of the network profit subject to the
above constraints. It is written as follows:
maxn
P

(x,y,z)∈W,

→ µ(x, y, z)

(1)

xk ≤B

k=1

where
µ(x, y, z) =

"
n
X
X

k=1

ϕi (yi ) − fk (xk ) − hk (zk )

i∈Ik

#

(2)

.

(3)

and
W =







(x, y, z)

P

y i = x k + zk ,
0 ≤ yi ≤ ai , i ∈ I k ,
0 ≤ x k ≤ bk , 0 ≤ z k ≤ c k ,
k = 1, . . . , n
i∈Ik
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III. S OLUTION METHOD
In what follows, we suppose that all the functions −ϕi (yi ),
fk (xk ), and hk (zk ) are convex and differentiable.
Let us define the Lagrange function of problem (1)–(3) as
follows:
!
n
X
L(x, u, z, λ) = µ(x, y, z) − λ
xk − B .
k=1

That is, we utilize the Lagrangian multiplier λ only for the total
resource bound. We can now replace problem (1)–(3) with its
one-dimensional dual:
min → ψ(λ),
λ≥0

(4)

where
ψ(λ) =
+

max

L(x, y, z, λ) = λB

(x,y,z) ∈ W
"
n
X
X

max

(x,y,z) ∈ W

k=1

ϕi (yi ) − fk (xk ) − λxk − hk (zk )

i∈Ik

#

Its solution can be found by one of well-known singledimensional optimization problem.
In order to calculate the value of ψ(λ) in (4) we have to
solve the inner problem:
#
"
n
X
X
ϕi (yi ) − fk (xk ) − λxk − hk (zk )
max →
k=1

i∈Ik

subject to
X

y i = x k + zk , 0 ≤ y i ≤ a i , i ∈ I k ,

i∈Ik

0 ≤ xk ≤ bk , 0 ≤ zk ≤ ck , k = 1, . . . , n.
Obviously, this problem decomposes into n independent zonal
convex optimization problems
#
"
X
ϕi (yi ) − fk (xk ) − λxk − hk (zk ) , (5)
max →
i∈Ik

subject to
X

y i = x k + zk , 0 ≤ y i ≤ a i , i ∈ I k ,

(6)

i∈Ik

0 ≤ x k ≤ bk , 0 ≤ z k ≤ c k ,

(7)

for each k = 1, . . . , n. Note that the cost function in (5) is
differentiable. The constraints in (6)–(7) give a polyhedral set,
which is independent of λ. In what follows we also suppose
each this set is nonempty and bounded. Then, we can apply
the well known conditional gradient method [11], [12], with
an inexact linear search procedure.
Let us describe this method to a convex optimization
problem of form
min → η(v),
(8)
v∈V

where V is a convex polyhedron and η is a convex and
differentiable function.
Conditional Gradient Method (CGM): Take an arbitrary
initial point v 0 ∈ V and numbers α ∈ (0, 1) and γ ∈ (0, 1).
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At the k-th iteration, k = 0, 1, . . ., we have a point v k ∈ V
and calculate uk ∈ V as a solution of the linear programming
problem
min → hη ′ (v k ), ui.
u∈V

k

Then we set p = uk − v k . If kpk k ≤ δ, stop, we have an
approximate solution. Otherwise we find m as the minimal
non-negative integer such that
η(v k + γ m pk ) ≤ η(v k ) + αγ m hη ′ (v k ), pk i,
set σk = γ m , v k+1 = v k + σk pk and go to the next iteration.
It is known that the conditional gradient method generates
a sequence {v k } which converges to a solution of problem
(5) under the assumptions above. Therefore, the two-level
method based on the solution of the dual problem (4) and the
sequential solution of problems (5)–(7) with the conditional
gradient method is well-defined.
IV. N UMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the new method
denoted as CGDM (Conditional Gradient Dual Method) and
to compare it with that from [10] denoted as DML (Dual
Multi Level method) we made a number of computational
experiments.
For all the one-dimensional optimization problems we used
the golden section method. The program was implemented in
C++ with a PC with the following facilities: Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4500, CPU 1.80 GHz, RAM 6 Gb.
The initial intervals for finding λ (and the additional dual
variables in DML) were taken as [0, 1000]. The initial intervals
for choosing the zonal allocation
shares uk in DML were taken
Pn
as [0, R] with R = B + k=1 ck , B was chosen to be 1000.
The coefficients bk and ck were generated by trigonometric functions with values in [1, 11], ai were generated
by trigonometric functions with values in [1, 3]. We took the
trikonometric functions (sin, cos) in order to verify different
methods on the same sets of data.
Values γ and α in CGDM was chosen to be 0.33. The
number of zones was varied from 5 to 105, the number of users
was varied from 210 to 1010. Users were distributed in zones
either uniformly or according to the normal distribution. The
processor time and number of iterations, which were necessary
to find an approximate solution of problem (4) within the same
accuracy, were not significantly different for these two cases
of distributions.
Further we report the results of tests, which include the
time and number of iterations needed to find a solution of
problem (4) within some accuracies. Let ε and δ denote the
desired accuracy of finding a solution to problem (4) and
solutions of auxiliary inner problems in DML. Let J denote the
total number of users, Nε the number of upper iterations in λ,
Tε the total processor time in seconds. For the same accuracy,
both methods gave the same numbers of upper iterations, so
that the main difference was in the processor time. The results
of computations are given in Tables I–VI. We inserted also the
results for DML with adaptive strategy of choosing the inner
accuracies. We named DMLA (Dual Multi Level Adaptive
method) this version of the method. We named CGDM0 the
version of CGDM where the zero initial point was taken in
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R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH J = 510, n = 70, δ = 10−2

TABLE I.

ελ
10−1
10−2
10−3
10−4

Tε DML
11.3023
12.8280
15.9376
17.7663

Tε CGDM0
0.0260
0.0311
0.0470
0.0630

Tε CGDMB
0.1563
0.2083
0.2500
0.3076

R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH n = 70, ε = 10−2 , δ = 10−2

TABLE II.
J
210
310
410
510
610
710
810
910
1010

Nε
20
24
29
34

Nǫ
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Tε DML
5.4117
7.9010
10.3387
12.8280
15.2397
17.6827
20.1670
22.5993
25.0993

Tε DMLA
3.9327
5.7400
7.5053
9.2973
11.0733
12.8903
14.6303
16.3910
18.1983

Tε CGDM0
0.0103
0.0157
0.0317
0.0311
0.0363
0.0467
0.0470
0.0627
0.0677

Tε CGDMB
0.0727
0.1193
0.1610
0.2083
0.2447
0.2813
0.3230
0.3700
0.4170

each conditional gradient method and CGDMB the version
of CGDM where a boundary initial point was taken in each
conditional gradient method. In Tables I and IV, we vary the
accuracy ε, in Tables II and V we vary the total number of
users, and in Tables III and VI, we vary the number of zones.
In all the computational experiments, we took the quadratic
functions fk (xk ) and hk (zk ):
αk′′ x2k + αk′ xk + αk , αk′′ > 0, αk′ ≥ 0, αk ≥ 0,
k = 1, . . . , n;
βk′′ zk2 + βk′ zk + βk , βk′′ > 0, βk′ ≥ 0, βk ≥ 0,
k = 1, . . . , n.

fk (xk ) =
hk (zk ) =

The charge functions ϕi (yi ) were chosen different. In Tables
I–III, we give the results of computations with the logarithmic
functions, i.e.,
ϕi (yu ) =

log(γk′ xk + γk ), γk′ > 0, γk ≥ 1, i ∈ Ik ,
k = 1, . . . , n

In Tables IV–VI, we give the results of computations with the
concave quadratic functions, i.e.,
ϕi (yu ) =

R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH J = 510, n = 70, δ = 10−2

TABLE IV.
ελ
10−1
10−2
10−3
10−4

Tε DML
5.3753
6.3180
7.6197
8.7447

Tε CGDM0
0.0523
0.0883
0.1303
0.1820

Tε CGDMB
0.2083
0.2657
0.3700
0.5263

R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH n = 70, ε = 10−2 , δ = 10−2

TABLE V.
J
210
310
410
510
610
710
810
910
1010

Nε
20
24
29
34

Nǫ
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Tε DML
2.7500
3.9950
5.2030
6.3180
7.4950
8.6410
9.8647
11.0107
12.1823

Tε DMLA
2.0160
3.0517
3.8437
4.6353
5.4633
6.3073
7.1773
8.0203
8.8807

Tε CGDM0
0.0153
0.0260
0.0577
0.0883
0.1043
0.1407
0.1930
0.2033
0.2500

Tε CGDMB
0.0990
0.1560
0.2083
0.2657
0.3387
0.3593
0.4323
0.5573
0.6200

V. C ONCLUSION
We considered a general resource allocation problem in
telecommunication networks, where a system manager can
buy additional external resources for satisfying current users
requirements, which is rather typical for contemporary wireless
communication networks. We suggested a new approach for
solving this problem, which consists in solving the singledimensional dual Lagrangian such that the calculation of its
cost function decomposes into a set of independent convex
optimization problems. They are solved with a conditional
gradient method. The results of computational experiments on
test problems showed rather rapid convergence of the method
and its essential preference over the previous iterative schemes.
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γi′′ yi2 + γi′ yi + γi , γk′′ < 0, γk′ ≥ 0, γk ≥ 0,
i ∈ Ik , k = 1, . . . , n.

From the results, we can conclude that the new method
CGDM has the significant preference over those in [10].
Moreover, they clearly enable us to apply CGDM for online
solution of such resource allocation problems.
TABLE III.

n
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105

Nǫ
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH J = 510, ε = 10−2 ,
δ = 10−2
Tε DML
12.5940
12.5053
12.6150
12.6927
12.6617
12.8543
12.8340
12.8957
12.9483
12.9427
12.9743

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2015.

Tε DMLA
9.1250
9.1407
9.1667
9.1873
9.2243
9.2603
9.2917
9.3440
9.3803
9.3960
9.4327

Tε CGDM0
0.0157
0.0677
0.0517
0.0520
0.0310
0.0310
0.0310
0.0210
0.0257
0.0263
0.0313

Tε CGDMB
0.1873
0.2343
0.1977
0.2033
0.1873
0.2033
0.1873
0.1930
0.1663
0.1873
0.1923

ISBN: 978-1-61208-433-6

TABLE VI.

n
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95
105

Nǫ
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

R ESULTS OF TESTING WITH J = 510, ε = 10−2 ,
δ = 10−2
Tε DML
6.0110
5.9740
6.0837
6.1150
6.1563
6.2550
6.3333
6.3440
6.4167
6.5363
6.4737

Tε DMLA
4.3647
4.3857
4.4323
4.4740
4.5207
4.5573
4.5937
4.6613
4.7863
4.8490
4.9690

Tε CGDM0
0.0570
0.2760
0.1300
0.1407
0.1093
0.0310
0.0417
0.0260
0.0260
0.0470
0.0417

Tε CGDMB
0.1563
0.4530
0.3597
0.2813
0.2707
0.2550
0.3020
0.2657
0.2553
0.2550
0.2713
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Abstract— This paper presents the technical foundations
for a new generation of NFC secure mobile services. It
introduces trusted mobile applications based on secure
elements such as SIM modules or NFC external cards, and uses
services built over the OpenMobileAPI framework, the Host
Card Emulation (HCE) environment from Android, and the
emerging Remote APDU Call Secure (RACS) protocol.
Keywords—Cloud of Secure Elements; HCE; TLS; Security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet technologies increasingly rely on mobile devices.
As an illustration, one billion smart phones [1] and more than
300 million tablets [2] were sold in 2013. According to [3],
50 billion connected objects are expected by 2020. In this
context, the security of mobile applications is a very critical
topic. In this paper, we focus on applications involving Near
Field Communication (NFC) interfaces and delivering
payments or access control services.
Android is today’s dominant operating system in the
mobile market. In 2011, the SIMAlliance organization
released the OpenMobileAPI [4] that implements a secure
framework for SIM access. In November 2011, the NexusS
was the first android phone supporting a NFC interface [5].
In October 2013, the Host Card Emulation [6] technology
was introduced by the KitKat Android version.
A secure element [7] is a trusted microcontroller whose
security is enforced by multiple hardware and software
countermeasures. This tamper resistant chip is used by
various devices such as SIM modules (see Figure 1), EMV
payment cards, transportation tickets or electronic passports.

5 mm

Furthermore, we recently introduced an open protocol
called RACS (Remote APDU Call Secure [9]) whose goal is
the remote use of secure elements hosted in the cloud.
In this paper, we analyze how these four technologies
(OpenMobileAPI, NFC, Host Card Emulation, and RACS)
could collaborate in order to build the foundations of a new
generation of secure mobile applications based on Secure
Element (SE).
This paper is constructed according to the following
outline. Section 2 briefly introduces the state of art for NFC
mobile services. Section 3 describes the main
OpenMobileAPI functionalities. Section 4 presents the
Android NFC interface. Section 5 details the Host Card
Emulation facility in Android. Section 6 summarizes the
RACS protocol features. Section 7 illustrates the SIM
personalization required by the OpenMobileAPI services.
Section 8 shows the architecture of the next generation of
secure NFC mobile services. Finally, Section 9 concludes
this paper.
II. STATE OF ART
The first generation of NFC mobile services [10] is based
on NFC-enabled SIMs. Smartphones are equipped with NFC
controllers. The SIM chip uses the Single Wire Protocol
(SWP, [11]) in order to exchange ISO7816 messages with
the NFC controller (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2. First generation of NFC Mobile Services

NFC services, for example EMV payment applications,
are stored and executed in the SIM module. Usually, there
are remotely downloaded from TSM (Trusted Service
Manager) servers thanks to the OTA (Over The Air)
technology.
This architecture is limited by the three following issues

Fig. 1. A SIM secure microcontroller, according to [8].
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- The memory size of current SIMs available for
application storage (about 100KB)
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- The security issues for service providers who do not
want to store their applications in non trusted (SIM) devices,
owned by mobile operators.
- The functional complexity of OTA and TSM
frameworks.
Hopefully these limitations may be overcome by a set of
new emerging techniques, which are detailed in the next
sections.
III. THE OPEN MOBILE API
The OpenMobileAPI [4] is a Java API whose
specification is released by the SimAlliance organization
(simalliance.org). This framework provides a secure and
trusted access for mobile applications in an android context
(see [12] for more details). It comprises two packages:
- org.simalliance.openmobileapi
- and org.simalliance.openmobileapi.service.
The first package defines four classes SEService, Reader,
Session and Channel.
- SEService.class is the abstract representation of all
Secure Elements (SE) available for applications running in
the mobile phone.
SEService seService = new SEService(this,this)
An instance of SEService is typically created at run time
of an Android activity. A callback function defined in the
SEService.CallBack interface
public void serviceConnected(SEService service)
is invoked when the service has been successfully
launched by the Android operating system. The SEService is
shutdown typically when the activity is destroyed according
to the procedure
seService.shutdown()
-The Reader class is the logical interface with a Secure
Element. It is an abstraction from electronics devices which
are needed for contact (ISO 7816) and contactless (ISO
14443) smartcards. The procedure
Reader[] readers = seService.getReaders()

Channel channel = session.openLogicalChannel(aid)
starts an application in the SIM card, according to a
communication framework called logical channel by the
ISO7816 standards. The method
channel.close(), stops a channel previously opened
Channels objects are used to send ISO7816 requests and
to receive ISO7816 responses to/from SIM cards. These
operations are performed thanks to the method :
byte[] response channel.transmit(byte[] command)
IV. THE NFC INTERFACE
The Android operating system supports NFC (Near Field
Communication) interface since the 2.3 (Gingerbread)
version [5]. Because NFC devices usually embed a secure
element, this inductive coupling interface is another way to
use a SE from a mobile application (see, for example, [13]).
Applications
must
be
registered
for
android.permission.NFC events. When the operating system
detects an external NFC card, it sends an INTENT to
registered applications. The NfcManager class enumerates
the NFC adapters available on the Android device board.
Usually there is only one chip, so the static method
getDefaultAdapter() returns an instance the class
NfcAdapter, which represents the hardware NFC controller.
The
NfcAdapter.ACTION_TAG_DISCOVERED
INTENT notifies the detection of an external NFC tag.
Thereafter, a Tag object is retrieved from the INTENT,
which is afterwards converted to an IsoDep object (named
Dev in figure 3). As illustrated in Figure 3, it is possible to
exchange ISO7816 requests and responses thanks to the
transceive procedure from the IsoDep class,
byte [] response Dev. transceive (byte[] resquest)
private void resolveIntent (Intent intent)
throws IllegalArgumentException, IllegalAccessException {
String action = intent.getAction();
if (NfcAdapter.ACTION_TAG_DISCOVERED.equals(action))
{ Tag tag = intent.getParcelableExtra
IsoDep Dev = IsoDep.get(tag) ;
if (TagI== null) return ;

returns an array of available Readers. Generally, only one
reader associated to a SIM card is available in a smartphone

try { Dev.connect();}
catch (IOException e) {return;}

-The Session class opens and closes a session with an
embedded Reader thanks to methods

byte request[]= {(byte)0x00,(byte)0xA4,(byte)0x04,(byte)0x00,
(byte)0x07,(byte)0xA0,(byte)0x00,(byte)0x00,
(byte)0x00,(byte)0x30, (byte)0x00,(byte)0x01};

Session session = readers[0].openSession()
and session.close() or readers[0].closeSessions()
It establishes the logical path with the Secure Element
managed by the Reader.
- The Channel class object is associated with an
application identified by an application identifier (AID, a
byte array of 16 elements at the most) and running in the
Secure Element. The procedure,
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// Send ISO7816 Request, Receive Response
try { byte[] response= Dev.transceive(request);
catch (IOException e) {return;}
try {Dev.close();}
catch (IOException e) {return;}
}}
Fig. 3. Android NFC Interface
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V. HOST CARD EMULATION
Host Card Emulation (HCE, [6]) has been introduced
since the version 4.4 (KitKat) of the android system.

<host-apdu-service
xmlns:android= "http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
android:description="@string/servicedesc"
android:requireDeviceUnlock="false" >
<aid-group
android:category="other"
android:description="@string/aiddescription" >
<aid-filter android:name= "325041592E5359532E4444463031" />
<aid-filter android:name= "a0000000041010aa54303200ff01ffff" />
</aid-group>
</host-apdu-service>
Fig. 7. Host Card Emulation service desrcription in Android KitKat

Fig. 4. SWP SIM centric architecture (left part) and the Nexus S Secure
Element embedded in a NFC controller (right part)

Before Android 4.4, some devices, such as the NexusS,
worked with NFC controllers embedding Secure Elements,
while other devices could use SIM card with SWP (Single
Wire Protocol) pad exchanging ISO7816 messages with the
NFC controller (see Figure 4).

The HCE service implements two methods for NFC
communication:
-public byte[] processCommandApdu(byte[] apdu,
Bundle extras). This procedure received ISO7816 requests
transmitted by the NFC reader.
- public void sendResponseApdu(byte[] responseAPDU).
This procedure forwards ISO7816 requests to the NFC
reader.
In summary, applications registered for particular AIDs
implement dedicated services that process ISO7816 requests
and produce ISO7816 responses.
VI. REMOTE APDU CALL SECURE RACS

Fig. 5. The android KitKat Host Card Emulation

What is new with the HCE paradigm is that the operating
system may have an exclusive control over the NFC
controller (see Figure 5).
Applications intending to use HCE services must be
registered to the android.permission.BIND_NFC_SERVICE
permission, as illustrated in Figure 6. They must include a
dedicated service (named MyHostApduService in Figure 6)
extending from the HostApduService class. A specific xml
file (named apduservice.xml in Figure 7) gives a list of
supported application identifier (AID), as shown in Figure 7.
<service
android:name=".MyHostApduService"
android:exported="true"
android:permission="android.permission.BIND_NFC_SERVICE" >
<intent-filter>
<action android:name=
"android.nfc.cardemulation.action.HOST_APDU_SERVICE" />
</intent-filter>
<meta-data
android:name="android.nfc.cardemulation.host_apdu_service"
android:resource="@xml/apduservice" />
</service>
Fig. 6. The Host APDU service in Android KitKat

RACS is an open protocol based on an IETF draft [9].
The goal of RACS is the remote use of secure elements
hosted in dedicated servers. RACS works over TLS, which is
the de facto standard for secure data exchange over the
Internet.
RACS is based on a TLS/TCP/IP stack (see [14] for more
details) and provides two main services:
- The inventory of the Secure Elements hosted by the
RACS server
- The transport of ISO7816 requests and responses. Each
secure element is identified by a SEID (Secure Element
Identifier).
A SEID is a name deduced from a secure element pseudo
unique identifier, a reader serial number or a physical slot
number (see [14]).
Therefore, a secure element in a RACS ecosystem is
associated to a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) such as
Server:Port/SEID
composed of three parts, the RACS server name, the TCP
port and the SEID.
Both client and server are equipped with X509
certificates and their associated private keys; a strong mutual
authentication is performed between these two entities over a
TLS session.
Since RACS clients are authenticated by their
certificates, the server handles a security policy in order to
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enforce access control to secure elements and their
embedded applications identified by AIDs. Figure 8
summarizes the list of RACS available commands.
Command

Purpose

GET-VERSION

Get the current
protocol version

RACS

SET-VERSION

Set the working
protocol version

RACS

LIST

Get the list of available and
authorized secure elements

POWERON SEID

Power on a secure element

RESET SEID

Reset a secure element

SHUTDOWN SEID

Power off a secure element

APDU SEID

Send an ISO7816 request
and return the ISO7816
response
Fig. 8. The RACS commands

VII. THE SIM MODULE PERSONNALIZATION
For security reasons, the OpenMobileAPI framework
manages [4] a security policy based on the hash (SHA1) of a
certificate identifying an authority that is granted access, for
example a CA certificate used to sign an Android
application.
The SIM Master File (MF), the equivalent of a secure
element root directory stores the EF-DIR file which contains
a reference to PKCS#15 environment comprising either a
PKCS#15 SIM application, a PKCS#15 repertory (DFPKCS#15) name or both. In Figure 9 the name of the DFPKCS#15 repertory is 7F50.
The DF-PKCS#15 repertory contains at least the
mandatory file ODF (Object Directory File), whose default
name is 5031. This file holds a reference to the Data Object
Directory File (DODF), whose value is 5207 in Figure 9.
DODF stores the name of Access Control Main File (EFACMain, 4200 in Figure 9), which contents is the reference
of the Access Control Rules File (EF-ACRules, 4300 in
Figure 9).
EF-ACRules (see figure 10) contains a list of Application
identifiers (AID) and their associated Access Control
Conditions File (EF-ACCondition).
Each EF-ACCondition stores access control conditions
expressed as a list of entries, each entry containing a SHA-1
of a certificate identifying an authority that is granted access.
- If this file is empty, it means that rules pointing to this
file are denying access to any terminal application.
- If this file contains a condition without a certificate
hash, then rules pointing to this file are granting access to
any terminal application.
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MF (3F00)
|-EF-DIR (2F00) --> reference to DF-PKCS#15
|
|-DF-PKCS Access Control Main File #15 (7F50)
|-ODF (5031)
--> reference to DODF
|-DODF (5207)
--> reference to EF-ACMain
|-EF-ACMain (4200) --> reference to EF-ACRules
|-EF-ACRules (4300) --> reference to EF-ACConditions
|-EF-ACConditions1 (4310)
|-EF-ACConditions2 (4311)
|-EF-ACConditions3 (4312)
Fig. 9. SIM files required by the OpenMobileAPI

30 10
A0 08 // aid
04 06
A0 00 00 01 51 01 // Application Identifier (AID)
30 04
04 02
43 10 // EF-ACCondition File
30 10 A0 08 04 06 A0 00 00 01 51 02 30 04 04 02 43 11
30 10 A0 08 04 06 A0 00 00 01 51 03 30 04 04 02 43 11
30 08
82 00 // other
30 04
04 02
43 12 // file
FF FF FF 90 00
Fig. 10. The Access Control Rules File (EF-ACRules)

VIII.NEW GENERATION OF SECURE NFC MOBILE APPLICATION
Legacy NFC applications work with SIM modules
equipped with SWP (Single Wire Protocol) pad, and
communicating through this link with the NFC controller.
The SIM provides services such as payment or access control
that are loaded and executed in this secure chip. One issue is
the non volatile memory size, typically around 100KB.
Another issue is the complexity of the remote administration
of the SIM content according to the OTA (Over The Air)
technology. We are currently developing (see [15] for
example) a new model for NFC applications, which is based
on the following components:
- A mobile supporting the Host Card Emulation (HCE)
mode.
- A secure element, either a SIM module or an external
NFC card, which runs a TLS client stack. The
OpenMobileAPI or the NFC-API are in charge of the secure
element logical access.
- An application that realizes the logical glue between
HCE, the TLS stack running in the internal SE, and external
SEs stored in a RACS server.
In a simple use case, such as payment operation (see
Figure 11), the merchant terminal exchanges ISO7816
requests and responses with the mobile HCE. The mobile
application opens a TLS session with a RACS server hosting
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payment chips. Thereafter, the application transparently
relays ISO7816 messages between the payment terminal and
the selected payment chip hosted in the RACS server. For
performances issues, the application may handle ISO7816
reading operations (in a cache), but cryptographic procedures
(such as CDA, DDA, ARQC...) must be executed by a SE
plugged in the RACS server.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the foundations for a new
generation of secure mobile NFC services. We are currently
working on the design of an open platform, dedicated to
payment, as illustrated in Figure 13.

Fig. 13. RACS open platform for payment applications according to [17].
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Abstract— Recent studies have shown that global mobile data
traffic has risen dramatically over the past five years. New network
technologies and devices are introduced to handle the ever
increasing traffic demand. An accurate application benchmark is
required to evaluate the performance of these new cellular network
infrastructures and devices. In this study, we measure and
characterize the behaviour of popular cellular network applications
such as video streaming, web browsing, file sharing, Voice over IP
and Instant Messaging. The characterization includes both laptop
and smartphone traffic and is expressed in the form of packet size
and packet inter arrival time histograms. These histograms are
required for the configuration of many synthetic traffic generation
tools.
Keywords- Application characterization, cellular backhaul
network benchmark, traffic generation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent traffic reports have shown that global mobile data
traffic has grown 69-percent in 2014, it is expected to surpass
24.3 exabytes by 2019 and mobile video traffic is accountable for
55 percent of all traffic [1]. The increasing use of smartphones,
tablets and laptops connected to mobile networks, in addition to
fourth generation (4G) deployment and the acceleration of
network connection speeds only partially account for this growth.
New network technologies, protocols and devices have been
introduced to handle the ever - increasing mobile demand. In
order to reliably evaluate the performance of such emerging
technologies, protocols and network devices, we need a realistic
evaluation framework reflecting the current and forecasted traffic
patterns. Characterizing application behaviour in terms of packet
size distribution and packet inter-arrival time distribution is
especially important for evaluating quality-of-service and user
experience of new traffic policies, anomaly detections, active
queue algorithms, application classifications, and scheduling
algorithms (see, some examples in [2]-[4]). Furthermore, most
traffic generation tools (see a comprehensive list of traffic
generators in [5]) require either a learning trace to fit their
synthetic generated traffic to accurate real traffic distributions or
a manual configuration of the traffic distributions. As a result, an
additional time consuming measuring phase is needed for proper
operation of such tools.
For this purpose, we actively measured and analysed the
traffic distributions of the top most popular applications in
cellular networks: video streaming, file sharing, web browsing,
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Figure 1. Traffic Share, by CISCO VNI Mobile 2015 [1]

and Voice over IP (VoIP). According to Allot Mobile Trends [6],
the traffic share of these applications represents more than 95%
of the mobile broadband traffic. The traffic in this study was
generated by both laptops and smartphones, and the
characterization is expressed in terms of packet size and packet
inter-arrival time histograms. Our results can be used for fast and
accurate configuration of traffic generation tools, applications
traffic modelling, analysis of new traffic policies, active queue
algorithms, scheduling algorithms, or for statistical application
classifications. Previous internet traffic studies have analysed the
packet size distribution of IP packets on the Internet [7]-[10]. We
differ from these studies in several ways. First, our measurements
were performed over a cellular network and on mobile devices
and not over the Internet. Second, we analysed distributions perapplication and not the overall packet size distribution. This is
essential for the evaluation of devices and algorithms that support
more than one class of service. Third, in addition to the packet
size distribution, we analysed the packet inter-arrival time
distribution. This distribution is important, for example, for
queue size tuning. Finally, to improve our understanding of
application behaviour, we characterized uplink traffic and
downlink traffic separately. Bonfiglio et al [11], provide detailed
analysis of Skype traffic, but the measurements are from the
campus Local Area Network (LAN). In [12], smartphones traffic
is analysed but the analysis did not include packet size and
packets inter-arrival time histograms.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the data collection. Section 3 provides the application
characterization results. Finally, Section 4 reports our
conclusions.
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II.

DATA COLLECTION

We recorded single user scenarios of the most popular
applications: video, file sharing (downloading), browsing and
VoIP to obtain an active dataset. The traffic was recorded from
three iPhone devices and two laptops connected via a wireless
modem to a cellular network. The measurements were done over
two different cellular networks. For each device, we capture
single user scenarios over live network during peak and non peak
hours. As a result, any impact of other devices/users on our
measured devices is incorporated in the traffic statistic behavior.
Each scenario was repeated ten times. In each time, the device
cache and cookies were cleared. According to Allot Mobile
Trends [6] and to CISCO Mobile Trend report [1], these
applications represent the mobile broadband application share as
presented in Figure 1 above. They describe the subscriber
behaviour that is likely to shape the future of the mobile internet.
Their share of overall bandwidth has risen in 2014. In the second
half of 2014, video streaming continued to dominate the mobile
broadband with more than 55 percent of the global mobile data
traffic, reflecting the demand for real-time experience. On the
other hand, file sharing, which offers a delayed experience,
consists of only 2 percent of overall bandwidth. In the following
subsections, we describe the trace collection process per
application type.
A. Video data collection
The trace collection for video streaming application included
both cellular operator portal videos and Internet videos.
1) Video Content: Three of the most frequent video content
types were included in this trace collection: football, news and
music clips. The major characteristics of football are the
prevailing green field and the fast moving ball. Therefore, the
transmissions of this video type leads to intensive traffic. A
news video is characterized by a small number of slow changes
which naturally result in different transmission patterns. A music
clip is a mixture of different characteristics. Scenes do not move
quickly, but they change often and rapidly.
2) Data Collection of Videos from Cellular Operators
Portal: The trace collection involved a single user connected to
the video directory in a operator portal server. The videos from
the operator portal consisted of the three video clip types as
described above. This traffic generation operation repeated ten
times. Each time, the cache and cookies were cleared.
3) Data Collection of Video from the Internet: The trace
collection involved a single user connected to the Internet via
the cellular operator network browsing to video sites. The video
sites were YouTube [13] and Ynet [14] and the specific videos
consisted of the three video clip types as described above. This
traffic generation operation was repeated ten times using the
same videos every time. Each time, the cache and cookies were
cleared.
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B. File sharing data collection: file download/upload data
collection and Peer to Peer data collection
The applications in this data set were File Transfer Protocol
(FTP) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-download. The
FTP scenarios included both PUT and GET sessions. A single
user downloaded/uploaded data using FTP GET and PUT/HTTP
download data to a FTP/web server located in our demilitarized
zone (DMZ). The objects were files of 1MB, 10MB, 20MB, and
50MB in size. The traffic generation operation was repeated ten
times. The file sharing, Peer to Peer (P2P) application types
included both BitTorrent and eDonkey sessions. The file was
large (more than 500MB). This traffic generation operation was
repeated ten times for each P2P application.
C. Browsing data collection
The trace collection for browsing included captures of
browsing the top 5 popular Israeli sites according to Alexa rating
[15]: Google [16], Facebook [17], Walla [18], Wikipedia [19],
and Mako [20]. This traffic generation operation was repeated
ten times. Each time, the cache and cookies were cleared.
D. VoIP, IM, Signalling, and SMS data collection
The trace collection for VoIP included talks of approximately
five minutes each with pre-defined lines between two users. The
VoIP application used was Skype. The first user’s laptop ran
Skype and was connected via a wireless connection with a data
card connected to a cellular operator network. The second user
was connected via our network to the Internet and also ran
Skype. The following trace collection was used for signalling and
Short Message Service (SMS) traffic. The user was on a moving
train and connected to a cellular operator network. At certain
intervals, the user sent a pre-defined SMS to a specific
destination. This traffic generation operation was repeated ten
times.
III.

RESULTS

The benchmark analysed each of the following applications in
terms of packet size and the packet inter-arrival time in both the
uplink (to the network) and downlink (to the user) directions. The
information was represented in the form of a histogram – where
the packet size histogram was divided into 40 byte bins, and the
packet inter-arrival time was divided into 200 millisecond bins.
A. Video Streaming
As mentioned in Section 2, recordings of the video streaming
application included both a cellular portal and an internet video.
The content of the videos were football, news and music video
clips, which characterize intensive traffic (football), variable
traffic patterns (music clip) and slow transmission patterns
(news).
1) Video Streaming Packet Size Analysis: The video
streaming packet size histogram is presented in Figure 2. The
uplink stream was characterized by more than 95 percent of
small packets (40-80 bytes). The downlink stream was
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characterized by large packets; between 77 percent (iPhone) and
85 percent (laptop) of the packets were 1440-1560 bytes.
2)
Video Streaming Packet Inter-arrival Time Analysis: The
video streaming packet inter-arrival time histogram is presented
in Figure 3. In both directions, the packet inter-arrival time was
very low, and more than 95 percent of the packets had an interarrival time of less than 200 milliseconds. More than 10 percent
of the packets in the uplink flows had a zero inter-arrival time
and more than 85 percent of the packets were less than 200
milliseconds. The downlink flows had more zero inter-arrival
packets (25 percents); thus, only 60 percent of the packets had
an inter-arrival time of less than 200 milliseconds. Note that
“zero” is not really a zero inter-arrival time but appears as such
because it is lower than the time resolution of the application
(Wireshark [21]) used to captures these recordings.
B. File sharing
As mentioned in Section 2, recordings of file download and
upload included FTP, HTTP download on both Bitorrent and
eDonkey sessions. The sizes of the files downloaded were 1 MB,
10 MB, 20 MB and 50 MB. The P2P sessions were used to
download a large file (more than 500 MB).
1) File Sharing Packet Size Analysis: The file sharing packet
size histogram is presented in Figure 4. Almost 100 percent of
the packets in the iPhone’s upload recordings were small
packets: 40-80 bytes in size. In the laptops recordings, 72
percent of the packets were small and only around 23 percent
were large packets of 1400-1480 bytes. The downlink stream
was characterized by large packet size; 44 percent of the packets
were 1440-1480 bytes and more than a one third of the packets
were 1520-1580 bytes. The mid-size packets (1040-1120 bytes)
accounted for 21 percent of the packets on the iPhone, and only
6 percent of the laptop captures. Small packets (40-80 bytes)
also accounted for 10% for the laptops.
2)
File Sharing Packet Inter-arrival Analysis: The file
sharing inter-arrival time histogram is presented in Figure 5.
Both in the uplink and the downlink traffic the packet interarrival time was extremely low. More than 95 percent of the
packets had an inter-arrival time below 200 milliseconds. The
uplink captures consisted of approximately 50 percent of the
packets with a zero inter-arrival time (that is, smaller than 0.1
milisecond), and the remainder with an inter-arrival time of less
than 200 milliseconds. The downlink captures were composed of
more than 65 percent of packets with a zero inter-arrival time,
and around 30 percent of the packets with an inter-arrival time
of less than 200 milliseconds.

Figure 2. Video Streaming Packet Size Histogram

Figure 3. Video streaming Packet Inter-arrival Time Histogram
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Figure 4 File Sharing Packet Size Histogram

Figure 6. Browsing Packet Size Histogram

Figure 5. File Sharing Packet Inter-arrival Time Histogram

Figure 7. Browsing Packet Inter-arrival Time Histogram
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C. Web Browsing
As mentioned in Section 2, recordings of browsing were of
the top five popular live websites in Israel according to [15].
1) Web Browsing Packet Length Analysis: The Web
browsing packet size histogram is presented in Figure 6. Though
exhibiting the same tendency, the iPhones downlink browsing
traffic was somewhat different from the laptop downlink
browsing traffic. All in all, the majority of the packets were
large, in the range of 1440-1480 bytes and 1520-1560 bytes.
Some small packets from 40 bytes to 80 bytes were observed as
well. The uplink browsing traffic for both the iPhone and laptop
was characterized by small packets with more than 80 percent of
the packet lengths between 40 bytes and 80 bytes. The rest of
packets were evenly distributed throughout the range with 10
percent divided between mid-size packets (360 bytes to 680
bytes).
2) Web Browsing Packet Inter-arrival Time Analysis: The
Web browsing inter-arrival time histogram is presented in
Figure 7. The iPhone and the laptop recordings on both uplink
and downlink streams presented the same trend but with
different percentages. The downlink and the uplink traffic were
characterized by a very low packet inter-arrival time; more than
90 percent of the packets had an inter-arrival time of less than
one second. One third of the packets had a zero inter-arrival
time for the uplink traffic. Around half of the packets had an
inter-arrival time of less than 200 milliseconds. Four percent of
the packets had an inter-arrival time of more than 5 seconds.
More than 53 percent of the packets had a zero inter-arrival time
for the downlink traffic, and more than a third of the packets had
an inter-arrival time of less than 200 milliseconds. Only 3
percent of the packets had an inter-arrival time of more than 5
second.

Figure 8. VoIP and IM Packet Size Histogram

Figure 9. VoIP and IM Packet Inter-arrival Time Histogram

packets had a zero inter-arrival time and 40 percent had less than
a 200 millisecond inter-arrival time. In both directions 4 percent
of the packets had an inter-arrival time exceeding 5 seconds.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

D. VoIP, IM, Signalling, and SMS
As mentioned in Section 2, recordings included conversations
on Skype of approximately five minutes between two users with
predefined talk content.
1) VoIP and IM Packet Length Analysis: The VoIP and IM
packet size histogram is presented in Figure 8. Uplink streams
consisted of mostly small packets at 40-80 bytes whereas the
downlink streams also had 12 percent of large packets of 14401560 bytes.

This study aimed at:
 The measurement and dataset collection of traffic in
cellular networks from laptops and smartphones of the
most popular applications in cellular networks: video
streaming, file sharing, web browsing, and VoIP.

2) VoIP and IM Packet inter-arrival Time Analysis: The
VoIP and IM inter-arrival time histogram is presented in Figure
9. In both directions, more than 87 percent of the packets had an
inter-arrival time of less than a second. Whereas in the uplink
stream more than 40 percent of the packets had a zero interarrival time and 20 percent were less than 200 milliseconds, the
downlink exhibited the reverse pattern: only 20 percent of the

In terms of characterizing these applications, the analysis
shows that:
 Video streaming, web browsing and file sharing have
very short packet inter-arrival times (less than 200 ms)
and have similar distributions. VoIP and IM have longer
packet inter-arrival times. We believe that this is a result
of the relatively slow human interaction integrated in
these applications.
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Per application characterization in terms of packet size
and packet inter-arrival time histograms that can be used
for traffic generation tool configurations, or for
applications traffic modelling and analysis or for
statistical application classification.
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The packet sizes of smartphones are slightly smaller than
the packet sizes of laptops.



Video streaming, web browsing and file sharing have
asymmetric packet size distributions in the downlink and
uplink directions. The packet sizes in the downlink
direction are usually large (> 1440 Bytes) whereas the
packet sizes in the uplink direction are usually small (<
100 Bytes). That is, current packet sizes seem mostly
bimodal at 80B for uplink traffic and 1440-1560B for
downlink traffic. This observation supports a previous
recent Internet measurement study [8] but with slightly
different values (40B and 1500B were reported in [8]).
This observation represents a shift away from the
common wisdom such as the pre-2000 data that reported
tri-modal packet sizes around 40, 576, and 1500B [9].





VoIP and IM have symmetric packet size distributions in
the downlink and uplink directions. The packet sizes in
both directions are small (< 100 Bytes). This observation
supports a previous recent LAN measurement study [11].
However, the observed inter-arrival times were
significantly larger in our measurements. A possible
explanation is the difference between LAN and cellular
backhaul network behavior.
In the downlink direction of file sharing applications, we
observed an additional common value range around
1040-1080B.

For fast traffic generation tools configuration, Table I
summarizes the packet size average and standard deviation per
application and Table II summarizes the packet inter-arrival time
average and standard deviation per application.
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Abstract—Full duplex communication promises a 100% throughput gain by enabling simultaneous transmission and reception.
However, such simultaneous communication leads to a corresponding increase in the network interference. In addition, full duplex
communication can only be exploited when traffic is available in
both uplink and downlink directions; while, cellular network traffic
tend to be downlink heavy in practice. The potential throughput
gains of full duplex communication over conventional half duplex
transmission in a small cell network with asymmetric traffic conditions are investigated in this contribution using network analysis
tools from stochastic geometry. The analytical findings are further
confirmed through computer-based Monte-Carlo simulations. Asymmetric downlink/uplink traffic pattern and the increased network
interference stemming from full duplex transmissions are found to
limit its potential performance to well below the promised 100%
throughput gain.
Index Terms—Full duplex communication; small cells; stochastic
geometry; 5G.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Full duplex communication, i.e. simultaneous transmission
and reception over the same frequency band, promises a 100%
throughput gain over conventional half duplex (HD) transmissions. Historically, full duplex (FD) communication had been
considered impractical due to the overwhelming loopback interference from the transmission-end. Recent advances in selfinterference cancellation (SIC) in both analog and digital domain
allow suppressing this loopback interference to within tolerable
limits, thereby making FD communication appealing with viable
costs [1]. In that respect, FD has the potential of becoming a
significant breakthrough in the design of a novel 5th Generation
(5G) radio access technology.
Alongside the self interference, the promise of doubling the
network throughput (TP) through FD communication with respect
to HD transmission may be jeopardized by a number of other
factors. Simultaneous transmissions from both ends of a communication link inevitably results in extra interference to the network
compared to conventional HD transmission [2]. Furthermore, FD
transmissions can only be exploited with traffic available at both
downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) directions; whereas in practice,
networks have a traffic profile skewed in favor of the DL direction.
The TP performance of wireless networks with FD capable
radios have been investigated in [3]–[5] among others. The
authors in [3] show that FD capabilities can significantly increase
the aggregate throughput of current cellular systems with FD
enabled access points (AP) and HD user equipments (UE) under
symmetric traffic conditions and relatively isolated cells. On a
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different note, reference [5] considers a large wireless network
and analytically investigates the TP gain of FD communication
using stochastic geometry tools.
Building on our earlier system level simulations based exercise
investigating the performance of local area network with FDcapable radios [4], the TP performance of FD communication in
a small cell system is analytically derived in this contribution.
We consider a fixed number of small cells, where the APs and
UEs in each cell transmit randomly with independent transmission
probabilities. Statistics of the random interference power at a
generic receiver are thereby obtained analytically, and applied
to evaluate the corresponding ergodic TP for the equivalent
FD/HD system. Analytical findings are further validated through
simulations.
Similar to [5], stochastic geometry based tools are used in
this study to model the wireless network. However, reference [5]
models the wireless network as a Poisson point process (PPP),
which better reflects an ad-hoc network with a large number of
nodes [6]. Here, the network is modelled as a binomial point
process (BPP), which closely reflects a local area network with
an arbitrary number of small cells [6]. Furthermore, we derive
the TP gain of FD while in [5] only upper and lower bounds
are found. Finally, we address asymmetric UL/DL traffic profiles
which are typically disregarded in analytical studies.
Organization: Section II introduces the system model, followed by statistical representation of the sum interference power
in Section III. Numerical results and concluding remarks are then
presented in Sections IV and V respectively.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a local area system with a number of small
cells distributed in a circular area R of radius R in the twodimensional plane R2 . Each small cell consists of an AP and
a single active UE. Our analysis focuses on the performance of
a generic reference cell with the desired receiver located at the
origin. K interfering cells are assumed to be uniformly distributed
around the reference cell, as shown in Figure 1.
The locations of the interfering nodes (i.e. APs and UEs) can
be modelled as realizations of random spatial point processes.
Such an assumption allows us to analyze the problem in hand
using tools from stochastic geometry [6]. Each interfering cell
can be modelled as two independent and identically distributed
(iid) points in R representing the AP and UE respectively. The
resulting wireless network with a fixed number of nodes can
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be modelled as the BPP, which closely represents a small cell
system [6].
A slotted ALOHA access protocol is considered, where at
any given time, the AP and UE in cell k transmits data with
independent access probabilities ρAP,k and ρU E,k respectively.
The desired transmitter receiver separation distance is fixed at d
meters. Assuming R  d, the UL and the DL transmissions in the
reference cell can be considered to experience similar interference
conditions.

3) Sum Interference Power with FD Transmission: With FD
transmissions, the AP and the UE can both transmit simultaneously as long as there are available packets to transmit.
Therefore, the APs and the UEs can be treated as two different
sets of interferers with the respective transmission probabilities
ρAP and ρU E . Correspondingly, the total interference with FD
transmission is the sum of the interference contributions from
the set of APs and theP
UEs, i.e. ζF D = ζF D(AP ) + ζF D(U E) ,
where ζF D(AP ) =
k∈ΛF D(AP ) (ρAP ) ζk and ζF D(U E) =
P
k∈ΛF D(U E) (ρU E ) ζk .
B. Ergodic Throughput Calculation

Figure 1. System Model depicting the Reference cell at the center of R with a
random number of interfering cells in FD or HD transmission mode.

Signal Model: The interference power at the desired receiver
from a random interferer k located rk meters away is given by
ζk = ηgβ(rk ), where η = η0 pν is a constant path loss factor
accounting for the transmit power p, the interference isolation
among neighbouring cells ν (commonly known as wall loss) and
η0 : the path loss at reference distance.
A. Sum Interference Power from Multiple Interferers
Let Ω ∈ {F D(AP ), F D(U E), HD} denote the index of set
of interferers with the respective transmission mode. Note that,
the APs and UEs can both transmit simultaneously with FD
transmission, whereas either the AP or the UE of a particular
cell transmits in the conventional HD case. The sum interference
power for the various transmission modes is modelled in this
subsection.
1) Distribution of the Number of Interfering Cells: Due to
the assumed slotted ALOHA random access mode, the number
of active interfering cells is a random variable (r.v.). Assuming
each cell transmits independently with probability ρΩ ; let ΛΩ (ρΩ )
represent the number of active interferers for the transmission
mode Ω with λ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K} being its realization. By virtue
of the assumed BPP network model, the probability mass function
(PMF) of ΛΩ (ρΩ ) is given as [8]
 
K λ
K−λ
fΛΩ (ρΩ ) (λ; ρΩ ) =
ρ (1 − ρΩ )
.
(1)
λ Ω
2) Sum Interference Power with HD Transmission: In the
conventional HD case, a particular cell can only transmit in
either the UL or the DL direction. Considering independent UL
and DL traffic, the transmission probability of a particular cell
is given by ρHD = ρAP + ρU E − ρAP ρU E . Note, henceforth
we assume ρAP,k = ρAP and ρU E,k = ρU E ∀k. The sum
interferenceP
power with HD transmission is then readily given
by ζHD = k∈ΛHD (ρHD ) ζk , where ζk is the interference from
a single random interferer.
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In this contribution, we consider the Shannon rate R(γ) =
log2 (1 + γ) as a measure of the instantaneous throughput, where
γ is the instantaneous signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR). Let φ denote the desired signal power at the considered
receiver. The instantaneous SINR for the transmission mode
φ
, where N0 is
Ω ∈ {F D, HD} can be expressed as γΩ = ζΩ +N
0
the additive white Gaussian noise power. The ergodic TP can be
obtained by averaging the instantaneous TP over the distribution
of the SINR i.e. RΩ = EγΩ [log2 (1 + γΩ )] , where EX [·] is the
expectation operator over the distribution of the r.v. X. This
expectation requires a two-fold integration over the distributions
of φ and ζΩ , and is not easy to evaluate directly. A simpler
expression for the ergodic TP involving a single integration
can instead be obtained using the moment generating functions
(MGF) of the φ and ζΩ as follows [9]
Z ∞
1
MζΩ (s /N0 ) (1 − Mφ (s /N0 ))
RΩ =
exp(−s) ds,
ln(2) 0
s
(2)
where MζΩ (s) and Mφ (s) are the MGFs of ζΩ and φ respectively, which are derived in Section III below. Eq. (2) can be easily
evaluated using mathematical software or suitable numerical
integration techniques.
Throughput Gain of Full duplex over Half duplex
The TP gain of FD over HD transmission is given as
ξ=

T PF D − T PHD
,
T PHD

(3)

where T PHD = ρHD RHD and T PF D = (ρAP + ρU E )RF D are
the average TP at the reference cell with HD and FD transmission
mode, respectively.
III. S TATISTICAL R EPRESENTATION OF THE S IGNAL P OWERS
Following [10], we define the MGF of a r.v. x to be a function
of the complex variable s with a negative argument as follows:
Mx (s) = E [exp(−sx)]. The MGFs MζΩ (s) and Mφ (s) of the
r.vs ζΩ and φ are derived in this section.
A. MGF of the Desired Signal Power φ
Assuming the transmit power at the desired transmitter, and
the desired channel fading power gain are given by p0 and
g0 respectively, the power of the received signal of interest is
φ = η0 p0 g0 β(d). Considering g0 , which is the only r.v. in φ, to
be Gamma distributed with
parameterm, the MGF of φ readily

evaluates to Mφ (s) = 1 +

sη0 p0 β(d)
m

−m

[10].
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B. MGF of the Single Cell Interference Power ζk
The MGF of the interference power from a random
interferer
h
i k
located rk meters away is given by Mζk (s) = E exp (−sζk ) =
h
i
Eg,β(rk ) exp (−sηgβ (rk )) .
Corollary III.1. The distribution of the distance dependent path
loss β(rk ) is given by

1
2  − 2 −1
−α
−1
α
t
, (1+R)−α ≤ t ≤ 1. (4)
fβ(rk ) (t) =
−
t
αR2
Proof. Under uniform distribution of a user, the distribution
of the random distance rk between a generic receiver located
at the origin and a random transmitter k in R is given by
2r
frk (r) = R
2 for 0 ≤ r ≤ R [8]. The distribution of β(rk ) in
Eq. (4) follows directly from frk (r) through a change of variable
involving t , β(rk ) = (1 + rk )−α .
Using conditional expectations,
the MGFi of ζk can be exh 

panded as Mζk (s) = Et Eg exp (−sηgt) |t . Considering g to
be Gamma distributed with parameter m, the inner expectation
−m
over the r.v. g conditioned on t evaluates to 1 + sηt
[10].
m
Elaborating the outer expectation over the r.v. t, Mζk (s) can
−m
R
fβ(rk ) (t) dt. Using
be expanded as Mζk (s) =
1 + sηt
m
Eq. (4), the above integral can then be expressed as
Z 1
1
2
2
t− α −1 − t− α −1
Mζk (s) =
dt.
(5)

m
αR2 (1+R)−α
1 + sηt
m
Considering a change of variable involving u = −sηt
m followed
by some algebraic manipulations, Eq. (5) can be reduced to the
following closed form expression [7]
2
Mζk (s) =
×
αR2 


2

sη α
−sη −sη(1 + R)−α −2
−
B
,
;
,1 − m −
m
m
m
α

 sη  α1  −sη −sη(1 + R)−α −1
−
B
,
;
, 1 − m , (6)
m
m
m
α
where B (z1 , z2 ; a, b) is the difference of two incomplete beta
functions known as the generalized incomplete beta function:
B (z1 , z2 ; a, b) , B (z2 ; a, b) − B (z1 ;Ra, b) ; with the incomplete
z
beta function defined as B (z; a, b) = 0 ua−1 (1 − u)b−1 [11, Eq.
6.6.1].

Proof. Using conditional expectations, the MGF of ζΩ can be
written as MζΩ (s; ρΩ ) = EΛΩ(ρΩ ) [MζΩ (s)|λ] , where MζΩ (s)|λ
is the MGF of the sum interference power from λ iid interferers. Utilizing the fact that M(X+Y ) (s) = MX (s)MY (s) for
λ
independent r.vs X and Y , we obtain MζΩ (s)|λ = (Mζk (s)) .
Using Eq.
 (1) and the law of total probability, MζΩ (s; ρΩ ) =
EΛΩ(ρΩ ) Mζ|λ (s) can thereby be expanded as
MζΩ (s; ρΩ ) =

K  
X
K
λ=0

λ

λ
K−λ
ρΩ Mζk (s) 1 − ρΩ
,

which reduces to Eq. (7) by virtue of the Binomial Theorem.
D. MGF of the Sum Interference Power with FD and HD
transmissions
Having derived the expression of the MGF for the sum
interference power, we now specifically address the MGF of
the sum interference power with FD and HD transmission as a
function of the respective channel access probabilities discussed
in Section II-A. In the conventional HD case, a particular cell
transmits with channel access probability ρHD . The ensuing
sum interference power MGF MζHD (s; ρHD ) is then readily
given by Th. III.2. With FD communication, the APs and the
UEs are treated as two independent sets of interferers having
transmission probabilities ρAP and ρU E respectively. The resulting sum interference power is ζF D = ζF D,AP + ζF D,U E .
Applying Th. III.2, the corresponding MGF is thereby obtained
as MζF D (s) = MζF D,AP (s; ρAP )MζF D,U E (s; ρU E ).
The ergodic TP with FD or HD transmission can now be
readily computed by inserting the respective sum interference
power MGF into Eq. (2).
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Matlab R based Monte Carlo simulation results validating the
derived analytical findings are presented in this Section. At least
100, 000 independent snapshots of each scenario are simulated
to ensure statistical reliability. The following general simulation
parameters are assumed to reflect a typical dense small cell
system: path loss exponent α = 3, cell radius R = 100, transmit
power p0 = 13 dBm, reference path loss η0 = −38 dB, gamma
parameter m = 2 and desired AP-UE distance d = 10 m.

C. MGF of the Sum Interference Power ζΩ
With multiple interfering cells, the total interference power
ζΩ is the sum of the interference
P powers from the individual
interfering cells; i.e. ζΩ =
k∈ΛΩ(ρΩ ) ζk , where ζk is the
interference from a single random interferer.
Theorem III.2. The MGF of the sum interference power ζΩ from
K cells transmitting randomly with independent transmission
probability ρΩ is


K
MζΩ (s; ρΩ ) = 1 − ρΩ 1 − Mζk (s)
,
(7)
where Mζk (s) is given by Eq. (6).
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A. Impact of Traffic Asymmetry in Isolated Cell
The impact of traffic asymmetry on the TP gain with FD
transmission is investigated first. To this end, a single cell scenario
(i.e. ζF D = ζHD = 0) is considered. The ensuing TP gain for this
UE
, as presented in Figure 2.
special case is ξ = ρAP +ρρUAPE ρ−ρ
AP ρU E
The analytical TP gains are found to match closely with the
simulation results, thereby validating the derived findings.
Interestingly, the promised 100% TP gain is only achieved with
a full buffer traffic at both transmission directions (i.e. ρAP =
ρU E = 1). In general, the TP gain is low when either of the two
transmission probabilities ρAP and ρU E are low.
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constraint, our study further reveals that the TP gain of FD also
reduces with increasing the network size K and decreasing the
parameters R and α.
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Figure 2. TP gain of FD over HD transmission with asymmetric traffic.

B. Impact of Traffic Asymmetry in FD System
The FD TP gain is next investigated in a system level setting
with multiple interferers and with variable transmission probabilities ρAP and ρU E . Figure 3 presents the TP gain of FD over
HD vs ρU E with K = 10 potential interferers for different values
of ρAP . The analytical TP gains are found to closely match the
simulation results, as in Figure 2. The maximum TP gain with FD
is more than halved in a system level scenario with wall loss of
up to 5 dB due to the resulting increase in inter-cell interference
(ICI) with FD transmission. The TP gain is expectedly found
to improve with increasing isolation among the cells (i.e. the
wall loss). This reinforces the fact that the increased network
interference due to FD transmissions has an adverse impact on
the promised TP gains.
90
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Figure 3. Throughput gain of FD over HD communication in a system level
setting with 10 potential interferers with various transmission probabilities ρAP
and different wall loss values ν.

An interesting paradox is observed for the ρAP = ρU E
scenario. The ICI is reduced at low transmission probabilities
(i.e. low ρAP ). However, opportunities to exploit FD communication, which is enabled by overlapping channel access at both
ends is also reduced; thereby resulting in the observed low TP
gain. Although detailed results had to be omitted due to space
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The potential TP gain of FD communication over conventional
HD transmissions in a dense small cell scenario, as targeted by
the upcoming 5G radio access technology, is analytically derived
and cross validated through extensive Monte Carlo simulations
in this contribution. An ideal SIC transceiver model is assumed
in order to isolate the impact of the interference coupling and
the traffic asymmetry. TP gains obtained numerically are found
to closely match the simulation results. The derived analytical
results provide with a rather simple model to evaluate the potential
performance of FD communication in a system level setting
without invoking lengthy system level simulations.
The results reveal that the mean TP gain of FD over HD is only
100% for an isolated cell. In a system level setting, the TP gains
depend on two critical factors; namely the interference coupling
among the cells, and the availability of traffic at both ends
in order to exploit the FD potential. The interference coupling
among the cells is in turn a function of the wall loss, the path
loss exponent, fading parameters and the user density. Contrary
to the promised 100% gain, modest gains of around 40% was
observed considering realistic parameter values. As part of the
future work, we plan to extend our study of FD by considering
more practical constraints on the transceiver operations; and
investigate algorithms that can better exploit the potential of FD
communication.
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Abstract— This paper deals with the packet scheduling
problem in a computer network. Multimedia services, such as
Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and Video-on-Demand (VoD), rely on IP
networks thus may suffer from unwanted delays, high packet
loss rate and large jitter because of intense traffic load on the
network. Traffic needs to be prioritized in order to meet the
Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements and ensure reliable
media transmission. This paper presents an idea of modifying
Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduling algorithm to adapt
to the incoming traffic by applying Invasive Weed
Optimization (IWO) metaheuristic search algorithm for
finding the best set of the weights with every time step.
Simulation study of the performance of the proposed
scheduling algorithm, called Adaptive Weighted Round Robin
(AWRR), shows that it can deliver better results than basic
scheduling algorithms.
Keywords — packet scheduling; metaheuristic; QoS; IWO;
algorithm; experimentation system

I.

INTRODUCTION

Time sensitive multimedia services, such as VoIP and
VoD, play an important role in modern IP networks. Due to
many factors, media packets transported on a packetswitched network may suffer from long delay time, large
jitter and high packet loss rate. These problems may have
destructive influence on quality of time-sensitive media
streams. The traffic needs to be prioritized in order to meet
the QoS requirements, i.e., to achieve low delays and jitter
of media packets to allow media streaming or VoIP
telephony.
This paper deals with packet scheduling problem in a
computer network. The main idea for the algorithm
proposed in this paper is to modify known WRR scheduling
algorithm to make it adapt to the incoming traffic and,
hopefully, achieve better results. The WRR generates
scheduling sequence according to the weights of packets.
The modification consists in (i) making the weights
adjustable with every time step and (ii) applying the IWO
metaheuristic algorithm for finding the best set of weights in
adaptive manners.
Moreover, the paper presents the comparative analysis
of efficiency between basic queuing algorithms and the
created complex metaheuristic algorithm for solving packet
scheduling problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the related works are discussed. Section III describes
briefly the formulation of the considered problem. The
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considered three algorithms for solving the problem,
including the created algorithm, are presented in Section IV.
The designed and implemented experimentation system is
shortly presented in Section V. Section VI is devoted to
investigation containing experiment set-up, as well as the
presentation and discussion of the obtained results. The final
remarks with a conclusion appear in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There are available papers concerning packet scheduling
mechanisms for QoS requirements.
In [1], the problem of two-stage packet scheduling on
parallel processors is considered. This paper is the main
reference for this work as it assumes applying metaheuristics for packet scheduling problem. It is assumed, that
each processor schedules packets according to WRR rule. In
order to deliver required level of the QoS parameters of
WRR, the two stage approach is used such that QoS
requirements are met for all distinguished traffic classes.
Adaptation of WRR weights relies on the adaptation
through identification methodology with the Diagonal
Recurrent Neural Network (DRNN) applied as the model of
QoS parameters.
Paper [2] describes interesting concepts of QoS packet
scheduling approaches. Author proposes a charge-based
optimization model for packet scheduling aiming to
maximize overall satisfaction, as well as to develop a simple
and effective scheduling policy for the environments where
packets have predefined hop-by-hop time schedules.
Paper [3] applies the proportional model in the
differentiation of queueing delays, and investigates
appropriate packet scheduling mechanisms.
In [4], an approach to adaptive packet scheduling is
presented, based on adaptation through identification
methodology. Identification refers here to prediction of
future QoS parameters of processed traffic, basing on values
of parameters of primary scheduling algorithm.
The authors of [5] present another scheduling discipline,
called Nested Deficit Round Robin (NDRR). It splits each
DRR round into one or more smaller rounds, within each of
which we run a modified version of DRR.
In the last years many metaheuristic algorithms based on
the imitation of processes in nature, in particular concerning
ants, swarms and invasive weeds, were created for solving
optimization problems in various areas, e.g., in ecology [6],
and in managing computer systems [7].
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The implementation of nature based algorithms can give
some profit. In this paper, the concept of adaptive packet
scheduling using the two stage approach [1] [2] [4] with the
IWO metaheuristic [6] [7], is used in order to propose more
efficient way of packet scheduling in computer network.
III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

For the purpose of this paper, it is assumed, that the
network traffic is generated on a single link between two
side routers denoted in Fig. 1 as node A and node B.

Figure 1. The considered fragment of the network.

An aggregated stream of packets incoming into the
network node is composed of three types of packets
characterized by the same source and destination addresses.
The distinguished types of packets are: video, audio, and
www packets.
The general scheduling problem is to find in each time
step
;
,
such that
arg min
. The criterion function D is a
defined composition of three elements:
∗ ! "# $ ! % ,
∗ ! "# $ ! % ,
&"
∗ ! "# $ ! % ,
'''
where w (n) are weights (changed in each time step),
! "# is the time moment when packet is processed
through network, ! % is the time moment when packet
arrives to management system.
Following the two stage approach (described in detail in
[1]), the problem to be solved in this paper consists in
finding such a vector of local scheduling algorithm’s
,
,
weights: ∗
for
&"
'''
which the traffic delay is minimized in the sense of a given
criterion.
In this paper, we concentrate on the minimum average
delay denoted by Q.
IV.

B. AWRR algorithm
This algorithm is an own modification of WRR
algorithm. The main idea is to automatically adjust weights
with every time step. IWO metaheuristic algorithm is used
for finding the best set of weights.
The algorithm requires performing the following steps:
Step 1. Generating an initial population (a random set of
weights).
Step 2. Calculating fitness based on the criterion function
(e.g., Q = minimum average delay) and checking the
constraints (a packet loss rate).
Step 3. Making reproduction (based on plant fitness).
Step 4. Choosing new seeds near to the parent plant
(randomly distributed with zero mean and specified
standard deviation).
Step 5. Producing seeds by each weed when the
maximum number of weeds in a colony is reached.
Step 6. Weeds with lower fitness are eliminated to reach
the maximum allowable population in a colony.
The process continues until stop condition is satisfied
(e.g., maximum iteration is reached).
V.

EXPERIMENTATION SYSTEM

The designed experimentation system has been
implemented in MATLAB environment.
The system gives opportunities for:
• Packet scheduling on a single link between two
side routers,
• Using the type of traffic such as video, audio and
www packets,
• Performing the following algorithms: PQ, WRR,
and AWRR - IWO based Adaptive Weighted
Round Robin algorithm.
The system consists of the following modules:
•
Packet generation module,
•
Simulation module,
•
PQ algorithm module,
•
WRR algorithm module,
•
AWRR algorithm module.
The experimentation system can be treated as inputoutput system (see Fig. 2).

ALGORITHMS

A. Reference Algorithms
As the reference algorithms, two well-known scheduling
algorithms are taken into consideration: Priority Queuing
algorithm, here denoted as PQ, and Weighted Round Robin
algorithm, denoted as WRR. PQ schedules traffic such that
the higher priority packets get served first. Three different
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priorities are considered - High, Medium, and Low. The
lower priority packets only get serviced if there are no
higher priority packets waiting. WRR algorithm generates
scheduling sequence according to the weights of packets.
For more detail concerning these algorithms see [1].
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Figure 2. The concept of the experimentation system.
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The user can carry out the simulation experiments taking
into consideration the following variables:
Input parameters: sort of traffic, proportion of traffic,
traffic load, bandwidth, simulation time.
Output parameters: the average packet delay, maximum
packet delay, packet jitter.
VI.

INVESTIGATION

Fig. 3 shows the performance of algorithms when it
comes to video delay. PQ algorithm produces no delay as
expected but at the cost of other types of packets as can be
seen on next plots. AWRR algorithm reaches the point of
2µs only for one moment, apart from that it behaves
similarly to WRR algorithm producing very low video
delay.

A. Experiment Setup
The following setup was used in order to achieve similar
queuing properties. The goal was to set the same priorities
(weights) in AWRR and WRR algorithms such that the
comparison is accurate.
Inputs:
Minimum combined (weighted) average delay as a
criterion for AWRR algorithm:
!

-

. / + 1.2 ∗ +0.1 ∗ . /

Weights for WRR algorithm:
= 15,

&"

= 12,

'''

. /

Delay [us]
Delay [us]

2
0

= 1 (similarly to

AWRR);
Priorities for PQ: video packets: high, audio packets:
medium, www packets: low;
Simulation time: 100 [µs];
Traffic load: 120% of bandwidth ;
Type of traffic: 40% video, 40% audio, 20% www
packets.
Outputs:
Packet delay,
Packet jitter .
B. Results and Comments
The results of experiment are shown in a form of plots
for all three algorithms: PQ, WRR, and AWRR.
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Figure 3. Delay of video packets.
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In Fig. 4, it may be observed that PQ and AWRR
algorithms do not exceed 3µs, keeping the delay mostly in
(0-2)µs range. WRR algorithm produces worst results
comparing to the above.
In Fig. 5, the delay of www packets is shown. It has
been observed that PQ produces good results when it comes
to delay for video and audio but at the expense of www
packets. One may notice rapid growth of delay from the
start of simulation for PQ algorithm. The delay plot for PQ
also has the highest maximum (see Table I).
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Figure 4. Delay of audio packets.
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Figure 5. Delay of www packets.
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TABLE II AVERAGE DELAY OF PACKETS

In Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig.8., one can observe the
performance of algorithms when it comes to jitter. PQ
schedules video packets with no jitter, which is an expected
behavior. This has however noticeable impact on jitter of
the rest of the packets. PQ scheduling causes highest jitter in
audio and www. This is because video packets were always
sent first causing other types of packets to be placed in
queue. AWRR and WRR perform similarly, with a slight
advantage of the IWO based algorithm in video packets
jitter.

Average delay [μs]
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Figure 8. Jitter of www packets.

Figure 6. Jitter of video packets.
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Figure 7. Jitter of audio packets.

TABLE I. MAXIMUM DELAY OF PACKETS
Maximum delay [μs]
PQ
For all packets
For video packets
For audio packets
For www packets
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C.

Discussion
The results obtained from the simulation show slight
advantage of AWRR algorithm in packet queuing problem
in comparison with basic priority scheduling algorithms.
As one can notice from Table I, the AWRR algorithm
schedules packets with lower maximum delay without an
increase in video and audio delays.
Comparing delay and jitter of audio packets for all
algorithms (Fig. 4 and Fig. 7), we can say that the advantage
of AWRR is noticeable. The results for www packets show
the bad performance of PQ, especially when we take under
consideration the jitter, and WRR or AWRR algorithms
produce satisfying results.
Results of average delay presented in Table II show
another advantage of AWRR algorithm for which the
average is the lowest.
Discrepancies of results grow with the growing
simulation time on the favor of AWRR algorithm.
VII.

CONCLUSION

In general, the proposed algorithm AWRR produced
good results confirmed by the simulation experiment,
slightly outperforming the basic scheduling algorithms.
However, while implementing more complex approaches,
such as AWRR presented in this paper, one must have in
mind much higher computational complexity and choose the
right solution to the processing power of hardware.
In the nearer future, we plan to implement more
metaheuristic algorithms, in particular the algorithms based
on evolutionary approaches [8], as well as to extend the
experimentation system by the implementation of the
module allowing making the multistage experiments in
automatic manner following the ideas presented in [9].
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Abstract—The Basic Internet Foundation aims at optimized content delivery for capacity-limited networks, and thus provides free
access to basic information to everyone. In this paper we describe
the main technological challenges of the content delivery, being
the concept of information, the remote administration of access
points and the inclusion of Internet of Things (IoT) information.
Basic Internet aims at offering free access to information on low
capacity Internet lines to people lacking Internet coverage or
the ability to pay for mobile data. The main contributions of this
paper are solutions that the foundation as well as other programs
or companies have addressed encouraging digital development
and inclusion.
Keywords–Internet; foundation; broadband; devices; network;
information; developing economies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There is a constant need for evolution and the only way
humanity has surpassed many obstacles and gotten to the point
it is today is by using the collective knowledge of different
individuals. In that desire to form a connection with others in
order to access information you require, the Internet has been
developed as the solution for sharing and receiving data and
information.
The origins of the Internet date back to the 1960s, when
the United States government developed a research program
that aimed to build robust, fault-tolerant communication via
computer networks [1]. The Internet now links several billion
devices worldwide together, and consists of a multitude of
networks local to global scope, private or public connected
to a broad array of networking technologies [2].
In the 1990s, the Internet had developed into a usable
and efficient service that led to a modern human life. As of
June 2014, nearly 42.3% of the world’s human population has
already used the services of the Internet [3]. The necessity
of the Internet grew rapidly and it is now used in a large
variety of data transfers and downloads for different purposes
such as entertainment, business, document and many others.
However, the Internet is not accessible for the majority of
people in developing economies, mainly due to availability
and affordability. As an example, countries like Guinea and
Niger have less than 2% Internet usage [3].
The problem that the Basic Internet foundation is trying
to solve is that of the economical solution present in many
countries. The fact that not all of us are born into the same
living conditions is a giving fact, but that does not mean that
some of us should be restricted from receiving a proper means
of education, including digital competency.
The Internet can be used for multiple purposes, one of
them is to promote teacher training. In the case of rural areas,
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the Internet can have an important role in giving teachers
some pointers to a better educational experience, make them
a moderator of digital science, and offer them materials for
their work [4][5]. By using a network-based training system,
teachers can keep in touch with each other or receive support
from educators from the best universities.
The Basic Internet Foundation is complementary to Mobile
Network Operators, and offers their services to people who
can’t access or can’t afford mobile Internet services. Based
on factors such as social conditions, markets or economy the
Foundation determines if their interventions are required, and
once those factors have evolved satisfactorily, the Foundation will transform its involvement to commercial providers.
However, such a transfer of assets will include obligations to
continue providing free basis information services. The paper
is organized as follows: Section II presents similar solutions
from other companies with similar goals, while Section III describes the political involvement in various countries. Section
IV presents the current technology challenges, and Section V
addresses first results from pilot implementations. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we provide an overview of existing solutions
for Internet distribution in areas with economic issues and
present the main challenges. The United Nations’ Human
Rights Council has unanimously backed the notion of equal
rights for every person to be allowed to connect to and express
themselves freely on the Internet. All of the 47 members of
the Human Rights Council have approved that notion in a
resolution on the fifth of July 2012 [6].
A. Nextelco
Nextelco Foundation is a company founded in 2012 by
Guy Kamanda and aims at providing Internet to Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC) [7]. The main goal is to provide
free information access, which the company considers to be a
human right.
The company is using the new concept of user involved
service and that of the infrastructure provision. What the real
challenge that Nextelco recognized is that mobile coverage
is very limited, and costly satellite connection is often the
only way of establishing Internet access. In practice, the
Internet is only accessible for the well-established people.
Nextelcos main purpose is to establish information access
as a consumer product in Africa for people of all ages and
economical standards. The company has joined forces with
Basic Internet to provide hot-spot solutions with free access
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to basic information like Wikipedia, and voucher-based access
to Internet content.

or over satellite links. Thus, novel concepts are required with
distributed applications supporting these low-capacity links.

B. WaveTek
WaveTek Nigeria Limited is an innovative company that
provides Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
solutions that offers customers cutting-edge infrastructure and
devices independent of their social area [8]. The Managing
Director, Ken Spann advised the operators specialized in ICT
to invest more time into developing virtual fiber solutions
to deepen Internet penetration thus improving the quality of
service. The solution the company has come up with for
reducing the cost as an alternative for the fiber circuits is a
high-capacity wireless.
The idea is to provide fiber-equivalent connections between
different locations. The way to do that is by transmitting
data over microwave or millimeter wave frequencies at gigabit
speeds, approximately 2 Gigabits per second (Gbps), with the
possibility to upgrade it in the future up to 10 Gbps. The
reason for its efficiency it that has multiple advantages such as:
add/drop data ports and optional wire-speed with an Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) encryption built-in thus making
existing fiber network redundant.

III. P OLITICAL I NVOLVEMENT
Two examples of political involvement are provided, being
Germany and Romania. In Germany, the Ministry of Communications has annnounced that every public building should
have a free Wifi access in order to foster innovations.
The Romanian Government launched the National Broadband Strategy in order to increase the penetration rate in households of the broadband connection. The broadband coverage
remains limited, especially in rural areas among households
and companies.
In 2009, the “Government strategy of developing broadband electronic communications in Romania for the period
2009-2015” was adopted. Starting from the provisions of this
Strategy, correlated with those of the European Structural
Funds Regulations and with the specific state aid, the Ministry
of Communications and Information Society has developed
a Model for Implementation of projects aimed at developing
broadband infrastructure in disadvantaged areas.
The use of Structural Funds available for infrastructure
development was decided after analyzing patterns of implementation of broadband infrastructure, achieved through institutional cooperation, consultation and joint communications
market profile as well as consultations with representatives of
the European Commission. The infrastructure is state property,
which is made available to communications operators on a
commercial basis, and without restricting access.
The Ministry of Communications and Information Society (MCSI) has distributed in 2010 hotspots in public areas
throughout the country. The E-NET initiative consists of
building a national broadband infrastructure in deprived areas,
by using structural funds. The measure was intended to further
the transition process to a modern society, information, based
on the increasing number of areas with free Internet access.
These network activities are supported by open-source
developments, providing a cost-effective Internet service infrastructure.

C. Internet of Internets
The Next Generation Internet (NGI) consists of a multitude
of projects that have the objective of improving Internet
performance as well as content quality in different regions [9].
NGI focusses on the research regarding the design, protocols, engineering, and operation regarding the new signal
processing techniques in 3G/4G/LTE/B4G [10][11]. Other
important researches are that of the Ad Hoc Network and
Wireless Mesh Network [12][13], channel allocation [14],
Internet of Things (IoT) [15], cloud computing [16], and
extensions of the Internet Protocol (IP) [17].
The Multi-Tier Architecture for the Internet of Internets
(MTAII) can be separated into two components, Specific Internet Protocol (SIP) and Multi-Tier Internet Protocol (MTIP).
SIP isolates IPv4 on hosts from WAN infrastructures while
delivering IPv4 traffic through WANs between hosts. MTIP
provides a tree-like topology and is used for delivering SIP
traffic.
The exhaustion of the IPv4 address space was foreseen
more than a decade ago, so many solutions had been suggested
[18]-[21]. The problem was that none of them were accepted
as a solution so they were all combined into another Internet
protocol IPv6 [22][23], leading to a modified protocol stack
(Figure 1).
Applications

Applications

TCP, UDP

TCP, UDP

Link

IPv4

IPv4

IPv4 WAN

ATM

MTIP

IPv6

…

Figure 1. The change in the protocol stack

Internet research assumes sufficient capacity on the link
layer, which is not the reality in congested mobile networks
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IV. T ECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES
The Basic Internet Foundation aims to deliver optimized
content over low-capacity links. The delivery involves several
technological challenges, which need further research and
development. Currently, the technological department of the
Basic Internet Foundation is focused on solving three main
challenges: (1) the notification of information, (2) the centralized management of the whole infrastructure, which involves
Customer-premises Equipment (CPE), and (3) the dynamic
establishment of secure and privacy-aware communication
channel for Internet of Things (IoT) devices.
The first challenge is related to information provisioning.
Information has social, economic, political and cultural roles,
depending on the background of the reader. The challenge,
we are addressing, is related to the way information is best
presented in bandwidth limited systems. Thus, we try to characterize information content related to the amount of bits being
used in the communication. Instead of restricting content, we
suggest to restrict content types, e.g., to allow text and pictures,
but dismiss videos. However, both definition and technological
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implementations are not straight forward. Taking the example
of the resolution and the size of a picture. Depending on the
content of a picture, a certain resolution and size is required
to provide meaningful information.
The second challenge, the centralized management of the
whole infrastructure, requires further research and development of protocols such as the Customer Premise Equipment
(CPE) Wireless Access Network (WAN) Management Protocol
(CWMP), proposed by the Broadcom Forum under the TR-069
report [24]. The CWMP protocol defines the communication
between the CPE and Auto-Configuration Server (ACS), together with a framework with several functionalities:
•
•
•
•
•

Auto-configuration and dynamic service provisioning,
Software/firmware image management,
Software module management,
Status and performance monitoring, and
Diagnostics.

Such functionalities would allow CPE provisioning at the
time of initial connection, allowing the distribution of CPE
devices with default factory settings. The savings in terms of
efforts necessary to configure each device would increase the
affordability of the project and push forward the research and
development of other technologies.
The third challenge, the dynamic establishment of secure
and privacy-aware communication channels for IoT devices,
involves the design and development of a middleware for both
CPE and IoT devices. Being the Basic Internet network open
and unencrypted, the middleware would allow the interaction
between devices with the platform in order to perform functions such as:
•
•

Establish an encryption algorithm together with a key,
and
Add, update or revoke security certificates,

Furthermore, the middleware would allow the development of
CPE applications. Those applications would perform different
functions such as conversion of user information into anonymous requests.
Current IoT device vendors suffer the lack of a standard
communication channels. Most IoT devices are connected to
private or service provider networks preventing them from
controlling the communication channel. Moreover, when using
mobile operator services, each device needs to be equipped
with a SIM card, which depending on the country it will require to be different unless the vendor established an agreement
with a multi-country service provider. The costs and challenges
associated to communication channels prevent many vendors
from developing new IoT devices.
As self-monitoring health care devices evolve, secureand privacy-aware communication channels become necessary.
Home located health-care services, such as Dignio prevent
[25], take advantage of new health related IoT devices providing a qualitative service built on top of traditional home healthcare services. Gathered health related measures like blood
pressure are sent from the end user devices to a central patient
monitoring service, and the service will provide a personalise
medical advise to the user. Thus, the communication needs to
be bidirectional and the channel has to ensure security and
privacy.
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The development of the middleware would allow the creation of Basic Internet enabled devices. In this way, interested
IoT device vendors would be able to associate with the Basic
Internet Foundation, being able to use the communication
infrastructure and develop their own applications on top of
CPE devices.
V. R ESULTS AND I MPACT
Though three main challenges are mentioned in the previous chapter, the focus will be on experiences related to
challenge one, the information provision.
The Basic Internet Foundation started its activities back in
2010 for developing Internet access in Africa. A series of pilots
were established in 2011, amongst others the Internet access
for the region and the University of Lisala (DRC). Experiences
from these pilots showed that the bandwidth limited and costly
satellite link was the biggest hurdle for affordable Internet
access.
The main problem that developing countries are facing
is related to the high costs for providing Internet services
in areas with low availability. The main focus is on getting
as much information as possible through a bandwidth-limited
link. Some examples of such low-availability links are satellite
links and congested mobile networks.
Basic Internet provides solutions for optimizing the stream
of information in such a way that a high amount of information
can be provided despite the unfavourable conditions mentioned
earlier. The Basic Internet network contains in its complete
form: a network termination, a distribution network, and a
Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) Access Point. In areas where no
Internet connection is available, the network termination can
be achieved through either a radio link or a satellite connection.
The http archive provides various measures of content of
web pages [30]. An average Web page has doubled in size
from 2012 to 2015, being 1.09 MB in 2012, and 2.1 MB in
2015. The space used by scripts on web pages is between 15
and 19%, while images account to slightly more than 60%. The
raise of video is documented first time in 2015, accounting for
10% of the web size.
TABLE I. WEB SITE GROWTH AND CONTENT
av. web site [kB]
Images [kB]
Scripts [kB]
Video [kB]

1Jul2012
1090
684
210

1Jul2013
1485
909
225

1Jul2014
1829
1159
293

1Jul2015
2135
1348
344
204

Though the total size has doubled, there are remarkable differences in size. Google.com uses only 90 kB, while Wikipedia
uses around 300 kB, both substantially lower than the 3.3 MB
used by the NYTimes.com. On thin lines, e.g., a satellite link
of 1 Mbps, a web page of 2.1 MB would load in 20 s, and
block the satellite capacity for other users.
Thus affordability requires reduction of information, which
can be achieved through removing content, content elements,
resizing images and compression of the whole web page.
Opera Mini is one of the best examples of a browser designed
primarily for mobile phones, smartphones and personal digital
assistants that can provide a maximum of information, even
though it has limited capacity in the network [?][31]. Statistics
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from Opera point to an average of 340 pages/user, resulting in
an average of 4 MByte per month for users in Nairobi [32].
TABLE II. INFORMATION PROVISIONING COSTS
Usage [MB]
4
20
50

Users/1 Mbps
3996
799
320

costs/user [US$/month]
0.5
3
6

Results of a simplified model for providing information
over a satellite link are provided in Table II. For simplification,
the costs per user are based only on the operational costs
of the satellite link. The numbers are based on a 1 Mbit/s
(Mbps) satellite link to Africa, with costs of 2000 US$/month,
12 h duty time, and a simplified linear distribution of the
traffic. Table I clearly shows the effect of basic information
and compression, allowing to provide information at a satellite
cost of half a dollar per month, given the average use of
compressed 4 MByte per user and month. In comparison, a
video transmission of 8 min, accounting to 50 MByte, would
cost roughly 6 US$. Using a radio link or a mobile network
termination will significantly reduce the cost, and can drop the
Basic Internet provision to lower than 0.1 US$/month.
Nowadays, the foundation joined the United Nation’s Vision 2030 to ensure optimized content delivery for capacitylimited networks in low-developed countries [29]. The Basic
Internet Core Network (Figure 2) is the one responsible for the
information optimization and supports traffic shaping, traffic
balancing, free access to basic information and voucher-based
access to full Internet including video and gaming.

Based on the results of the pilot, we believe that a costeffective basic Internet distribution worldwide is possible, and
will foster digital inclusion.
A high-bandwidth local distribution network represented
by a server fully loaded with information freely available for
everyone could extend the service offer for education and
health information. Such a development includes device and
software development specific for the evolving markets such
as BRCK [33], as well as low-cost solutions, e.g. USB modem
and USB capable MikroTik router [34][35].
Following the principle of the Basic Internet of a lowbandwidth information provision, the focus is mainly on the
applications specifically developed for distributing a large
amount of collective information without high requirements.
Examples that fit these expectations are Wikipedia and a long
list of apps on phones and tablets that can work with a
minimum bandwidth.
One of the most important development projects refers
to health applications that provide information based on the
feedback given by a health-sensor. The main idea is to transmit
the data about a persons health over the low-bandwidth link
together with user-specific information, and to get reliable
personalized treatment information back to the user.
Though education and health care are the two dominant
areas, digital inclusion will foster local innovation. Business
innovation in developing economies will take place by receiving up-to-date information about customers, partners, markets
and innovations that can be implemented.
Other actors like Google have dedicated resources for
building and helping the development of running wireless
networks in emerging markets for connecting more people
to the Internet [36]. The main concepts being provided by
the Basic Internet Foundation and others are services reaching those who can’t access or can’t afford wireless Internet
services. In that way, the access provision is complimentary
to conventional Telecom services. Current activities include
the marketing trial in Kinshasa to address potential scalability
issues. Upcoming steps are pilots in selected African countries
in order to address the ecosystem for digital education. Further
steps include global alliances to reach out to countries seeing
the need for digital inclusion.
VI.

Figure 2. The Basic Internet central AAA and the Customer Equipment

The enhanced infrastructure, as piloted in 4 Universities in
Kinshasa (DRC), provides free access to Wikipedia and other
educational sides. The customer infrastructure includes a local
server, adding free-of-charge educational videos and content.
The results of the pilot implementations verify that
•

A cost-effective Internet distribution is possible,

•

The deployment addresses people not being able to
access information,

•

Typical target groups are schools, universities, health
and community centres, and

•

The service offer is complementary to conventional
telecom services.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the development as well as
the principles, which the Basic Internet Foundation is based
on. The core of the initiative is providing free access to basic
information to developing economies using a cost efficient way
of network access.
Three main challenges are identified, related to the notification of information, the centralized management of the
whole infrastructure, and the dynamic establishment of secure
and privacy-aware communication channel for Internet of
Things (IoT) devices. The paper addresses the mainly the first
challenge, and demonstrates that roughly 4000 users can be
supported with free basic access over a thin 1 Mbps satellite
link, dropping the connectivity price to as little as 0.5 US$ per
person and month. Examples of pilot installations in Africa
are presented, pointing out the target groups being schools,
universities, health- and community-centres.
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Other initiatives, programs and companies that support the
same ideas, as well as their results are presented. A range
of solutions for future work envisioned for the purpose of
life improvement are introduced. The development of such
programs will leave strong results in many areas regarding
e.g., data transfer, health, economy, knowledge, business, and
entertainment.
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Abstract—Using frequency hopping for fair resources allocation
in TV white spaces is proposed and evaluated in this paper.
The degree of fairness is judged by the achieved throughput
by different secondary users. The throughput of the secondary
users is determined by their permissible transmission power and
the interference from the TV and other secondary users. The
permissible transmission power for secondary users in TV white
spaces in different channels is investigated. The main concern of
calculating the permissible secondary user transmission power is
protecting the primary TV receivers from harmful interference.
With the aid of SPLAT (RF Signal Propagation, Loss, And
Terrain analysis tool), the received TV signal power in a study
case of the surroundings of the city of Gävle is fetched. The
interference from the TV transmission into the free channels is
measured in six different locations. The simulated system is a
deployed Wi-Fi access points in a building representing an office
environment in an urban area. Moreover, the size of the hopping
set and the number of APs influences are investigated.
Keywords–TV white spaces; Wi-Fi Access Points; Secondary
Spectrum Access; Frequency Hopping; Throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Using cognitive radio (CR) enables flexible access to the
wireless spectrum, which can improve efficiency in spectrum
utilization significantly. CR is proposed at first in [1] to
mitigate the spectrum scarcity problem by enabling dynamic
spectrum access (DSA), which allows unlicensed users, so
called secondary users (SUs,) to identify unutilized channels
in the licensed spectrum and utilize them opportunistically
as long as they do not cause any harmful interference to
the communication by the legacy spectrum primary users
(PUs). The temporarily unused portions of spectrum are called
spectrum white spaces (WS) that may exist in time, frequency,
and space domains.
In [2], using geo-location database for accessing spectrum
holes is proposed instead of performing spectrum sensing,
which has extensively used in literature. With a geo-location
database approach, the SU need to reports its location into a
database, which then tells the SU the available spectrum to
use with the associated transmission parameters. Geo-location
database is attractive when the activity pattern of the PU is
highly predictable or slowly varying over time as the terrestrial
TV transmission where the free of use channels are called TV
white space (TVWS).
It is important to bear in mind that SU should not cause any
harmful interference to the PUs. In the case of terrestrial TV
broadcasting, it means that the SU cannot use the same channel. However, interference caused by SUs is not only limited to
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co-channel interference. In particular, in short-range scenarios,
the adjacent channel interference is an equally severe problem.
In [3], an indoor home scenario with cable, rooftop antenna and
set-top antenna reception of TV was analyzed. The spectrum
reuse opportunities for SUs have been determined, using the
number of channels where it is possible to transmit without
causing harmful interference to TV receivers as performance
measure. A consequence is that the transmission capacity will
depend on which of the free channels a SU is assigned. Free
channels that are exposed to interference from either local or
neighbouring TV masts will have lower throughput. One way
to allocate the available channels in a fair way among the
users is to switch channels using a pseudo random sequence
i.e., using frequency hopping.
In the literature, the most related work is reported in
[4] and [5]. In [4], the potentials and performance of Wi-Fi
like networks deployment in TVWS are studied. In [5], the
attainable throughput of Wi-Fi systems deployed in TVWS is
studied compared to the current deployment approach in ISM
band.
In contrast of the related work in the literature, this
paper considers TV reception protection, TV transmission
interference into free channels and the secondary to secondary
interference to provide a full picture for a secondary access
scenario. Moreover, a combination of measured data together
with simulations are used to have a realistic representative
environment. Furthermore, in this paper frequency hopping
is adopted as a way to distribute the available free channels
among the secondary users. Most observably, the spectrum
leakage from the active TV channels into the free channels
is empirically evaluated, which is a distinct contribution of
this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model including TV as a primary
system, SU power assignment and propagation model. In
Section III, the frequency hopping framework is motivated and
presented. The methodology of obtaining the parameters and
performance evaluation is presented in Section IV. Section V
shows the numerical results and their interpretations. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Secondary Access to the Terrestrial TV Band
The terrestrial TV broadcasting band lies between 470 −
862 MHz and divided into 49 channels 8 MHz each. These
channels are indexed with the numbers 21 − 69. A single TV
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transmitter serves a coverage area of a radius of 30 − 50 km
using a transmission power of 40 − 50 dBW. Due to the high
power of the TV transmitter, neighbouring TV transmitters
use different broadcasting channels. Accordingly, in each geolocation, there exist a number of TV channels which are
unoccupied and potentially usable for secondary operation.
These unoccupied TV channels are called TVWS.
Techno-economic studies reported in [6] have concluded
that Wi-Fi like short range indoor wireless systems are the
’sweet point’ for secondary operation in TVWS. Therefore,
Wi-Fi access points (APs) are considered in the studies carried
out in this paper. It is assumed here that among the unoccupied
TV channels, a specific number of channels M are available
for the deployed APs.
B. APs Permissible Transmission Power
The permissible transmission power model is based on
TV receivers adjacent channels interference tolerance, which
minimally guarantees a certain level of TV reception quality. In
[7], the adjacent channels interference has been experimentally
evaluated. The aggregate interference coming from multiple
SUs into channel L at a specific location coordinates (x, y) is
denoted as Itot (x, y), which is calculated as
Itot (x, y) =

N
XX

Ij,k+L (x, y),

(1)

k j=1
k6=0

where (x, y) are evaluated with a reference (0, 0) for the
TV transmitter mast location, N is the total number of SUs,
Ij,k+L (x, y) is the interference generated by the j th SU
occupying channel k + L into a TV receiver located at (x, y).
If the TV received power on channel L at location (x, y)
is SL (x, y) and the minimum acceptable signal-to-interference
ratio (SIR) is γ, then in order to meet the TV reception
requirements, we should satisfy.
SL (x, y) ≥ γ + Itot (x, y).

(2)

where all quantities in (2) are in the logarithmic scale.
To determine the maximum permissible transmission power
on channel k + L, one needs to count for the aggregate
interference from multiple SUs. Hence a margin of δ dB can be
used to compensate for that adjacent interference. Accordingly,
the maximum permissible transmission power for a SU in
t
channel k + L at location (x, y), call it Pk+L
(x, y) is found
as
t
Pk+L
(x, y) = SL (x, y) − γ − ζ(k) − δ
(3)
where ζ(k) is the k th adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR),
which represents the difference between the power received
in a specific channel and the leaked power from the adjacent
channel k into that channel.
C. Received Power at SU Terminals
To obtain the received power at each SU terminal, a
propagation model is needed. In [8], a propagation model
based on combining COST 231 [9] model and ITU-R P.1238
[10] is developed. The model calculates the path loss between
the SU transmitter and receiver as
P L(d, f ) = P LF S + αd + nw Lw + nf Lf + A,
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(4)

where P L(d, f ) is the path loss when the transmitter operates
at a frequency f MHz and located at a distance of d meters
from the receiver. nw , nf , Lw and Lf are the number of
penetrated walls, number of penetrated floors, loss per wall and
loss per floor respectively, α and A are constants. Table I shows
the model parameters for the case of an office environment.
To count for the shadow fading, the received power at
r
channel k + L in location (x, y) is denoted as Pk+L
(x, y)
and modelled as a log-normally distributed random variable
t
with a mean (Pk+L
(x, y) − P L(d, f )) and standard deviation
σ.
III. FAIR R ADIO R ESOURCES D ISTRIBUTION
A. Heterogeneous Free Channels
Applying (3) to determine the maximum permissible AP
transmission power at a specific location gives different values
for different channels due to the following reasons. At first
- and most important - there are different adjacent channels
indices, therefore ζ(k) takes different values for different
channels depending on which channels are used by the TV
transmitter. Secondly, different used TV channels use different
transmission power, which gives different values of SL (x, y).
Not only the AP transmission power that is different for
different channels, but also the PU interference into different unoccupied channels considerably varies. Measuring this
interference in a specific area is a stand alone contribution
of this paper as explained in Section V. This PU interference can be originated from TV transmitter non-linearities
in forms of spectral leakage and intermodulation products.
Spectral leakage basically affects the first adjacent channels
while intermodulation products are found in different channels.
Moreover, channels used by neighbouring TV transmitters can
also be interfered. Even though PU interference is more severe
in outdoor operation, yet, our measurements results shown
in Section V show that the PU indoor interference into free
TV channels is not neglectable and considerably affects the
performance of the SUs.
Having different permissible APs transmission power with
different PU interference at different channels would result
in tern of having wide range of quality achieved when using
different channels. Following subsection proposes frequency
hopping as a solution provides fairness distribution of the
available channels among the APs.
B. Frequency Hopping
In order to distribute the available heterogeneous free TV
channels in a fair way among the APs, frequency hopping
is proposed in this paper. By frequency hopping it is meant
that the APs hop between the available channels in a random
uncentralized manner. By frequency hopping it is assured that
no APs will be holding all the time on the channels with high
SINR and none will be forced to use the low SINR channels
during the whole time of operation. Hereafter, achievable
AP throughput will be used to evaluate the performance.
Achievable downlink throughput when transmitting on channel
k+L with the maximum permissible power is denoted as Ck+L
and calculated as
!
r
Pk+L
(x, y)
Ck+L = log2 1 + SS
,
(5)
TV + η
Ik+L + Ik+L
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Figure 2. Measurements locations.

Figure 1. SPLAT! results for the received signal power for channel 24
[dBm] as a function of the TV receiver location.

′

SS
Ik+L

where
is the interference from other APs occupying the
TV
same channel k + L, Ik+L
is the interference form the TV
transmission into channel k + L and η is the background noise.
Note that the throughput obtained by (5) and throughout
the rest of this paper is per Hertz capacity and given in
[bits/sec/Hz]. For simplicity, the M available TV channels are
locally re-indexed by the indices 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Suppose that
the SU terminal is served by its nearest AP which has an
index i and hops among the M available channels with equal
probabilities. Denote the used channel by the serving AP as
ḿ at each hop. Thus, the average downlink throughput, Chop ,
for each SU is calculated as


Chop



M


r
Pk+L
(x, y)
1 X


=
log2 1 + N




P
M m=1
r (x, y) + I T V + η 

βm Pj,m
m
j=0
j6=i

(6)

where
βm =



1
0

ḿ = m
Otherwise,

Note that since the deployed system is low power short range
Wi-Fi like, then the adjacent channels interference among the
APs is neglectable.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
The methodology of evaluating the proposed frequency
hopping framework is explained in this section.
A. Study Case
A representative study case is considered where data based
on measurements an simulations is obtained. Moreover, a
simulation of deployed APs performing frequency hopping in
TVWS is carried out based on the findings of the representative
case.
The area covered by a TV transmission mast located in a
city called Gävle in Sweden is considered for the studies in
this paper. The TV mast is located at the GPS coordinates:
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600 38 0.39” N, 170 8” 13.92” E. Six TV channels in UHF
are used in Gävle, those are channels 24, 27, 30, 32, 46 and
50.
B. Obtaining TV Received Signal Power
SPLAT (RF Signal Propagation, Loss, And Terrain analysis
tool) [11] is simulation tool used to obtain the received signal
power at each point inside the area under investigation. The
input data to SPLAT is the transmitter properties (e.g., transmission power, mast height, etc) which were obtained from
Post and Transport Agency (PTS), the Swedish communication
regulator. SPLAT uses Longley-Rrice propagation model [11]
and terrain data which is available online [11]. The simulation
results for channel 24 are shown as a sample in Figure 1.
C. Obtaining TV Interference into Free Channels
The TV transmission interference into free channels is not
covered by the simulation model; instead, an empirical model
for this interference is developed. Measurements are done at
6 different locations in Gävle, marked as L1-L6. The map
in Figure 2 shows the measurements locations. Measurements
are performed employing a set up consists of an antenna, a
spectrum analyzer and a PC. The antenna and the spectrum
analyzer are used to capture the signal in the whole TV band,
which is then recorded using the PC for further analysis and
use. The PC also controls the spectrum analyzer.
D. Simulations
The scenario considered in this paper is a number of APs
deployed in an office environment. A building having 3 floors
50 m × 50 m each located in the city center is assumed
(i.e., data correspond to the measurement location L2). The
APs are installed in the ceiling of each floor and equally
share a uniformally distributed traffic in the building. Hence,
all APs have the same circular shape serving area. Below
Table I shows the used simulation parameters for permissible
AP transmission power calculations and propagation model
parameters.
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Figure 4. Spectrum occupancy for the whole TV band in the measurements
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TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter

value

γ

25 dB [12]
−33 dB [7]
−43 dB [7]
−48 dB [7]
−50 dB [7]
10 dB
0.17 dB/m [8]
1.4 dB [8]
0.231 wall/m [13]
5.9 dB [8]
14.0 dB [8]
6.0 dB [10]
−174 dBm/Hz

k
k
k
k

ζ(k)

δ
α
A
nw
Lw
Lf
σ
η

V.

=
=
=
≥

1
1
3
4

R ESULTS

The results can be divided into two parts, namely, obtaining
the model parameters part and the deployed APs evaluation
part. The AP evaluation is based on the achieved throughput.
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A. Obtaining Model Parameters
As described in Subsection IV, the received TV signal
power and the TV interference into free channels are need.
The received TV signal power is obtained by SPLAT as shown
in Figure 1 as a sample of one channel.
By having the received TV signal power at all points in
the study area, the maximum permissible transmission power
is calculated using (3). Figure 3 shows this permissible transmission power density for channels 25, 48 and 35 respectively.
These three channels have been chosen as representatives for
1st , 2nd and 3rd adjacent channel respectively. The figure
shows how the permissible transmission power for SU differs
in different channels and different locations. For example, SUs
can transmit in channel 35 with around 20 dBm/Hz higher
power density compared to transmit in channel 25.
For the TV transmission interference into free channels, the
measurements results shown in Figure 4 determine the interfered channels in the measurements locations. This interference
influence is quantitatively evaluated. To reflect the extent of
the variety of the free TV channels, let us define γ0 (k + L) as
the ratio between the permissible SU transmission in channel
k + L and the TV interference into the same channel. In many
channels the value of γ0 approaches ∞ as the best case while
as the worst case in the measurements locations, the value of
γ(47) is equivalent to 26 dB in location L5.
B. APs Throughput
At first, to show the creditability of using the frequency
hopping scheme, the achieved throughput without and with
hopping is studied. Assume an AP serving area of 100 m2
and three APs using different three TVWS channels without
hopping. AP 1 uses channel 47, AP 2 transmits on channel 34
and AP 3 operates on channel 36. These three channels are
picked to have three different classes of the provided throughput. Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the throughput on each channel when each AP holds on
its channel. As seen from the figure, user 1 served by AP 1
gets the lowest throughput all the time with an average of
2.6 bits/sec/Hz while user 3 served by AP 3 is achieving
the highest throughput with an average of 6.4 bits/sec/Hz.
Applying frequency hopping among the three channels for all
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APs would then make the three users to achieve the same
throughput with an average of 5.8 bits/sec/Hz. Therefore, the
available three channels are shared among the three APs in a
fair way.
Now, suppose that frequency hopping is applied among a
certain set of channels, call it hopping set, then the achieved
throughput depends on the permissible transmission power
and the TV interference on this hopping set. As an example,
consider three cases as follows. In Case 1, the hopping set
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Figure 8. Overall throughput achieved in the building using different AP
serving area (i.e., different number of APs ).

is three interfered channels with low permissible transmission
power, for that, use channels 44, 45 and 47. Case 2 uses better
channels than Case 1, those are channels 25, 34 and 35. Case
3 hopping set is the best where channels 35, 36 and 51 are
used. As Figure 6 depicts, hopping among case 1 set provides
the lowest throughput while using the channels in Case 3 as a
hopping set gives the highest throughput and case 2 throughput
is in between. Quantitatively, Case 1 set provides about 50%
of the throughput that Case 3 set achieves.
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Figure 5. Achieved throughput CDF when using three different channels
individually and when hopping is applied.
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An important factor on the achieved throughput is the
size of the hopping set (i.e., the number of channels), in this
regard a simulation where the set size is changed is carried
out. The hopping set is chosen in a way that the average
channel quality is preserved when comparing different sets
sizes. Figure 7 shows that the achieved throughput changes
almost linearly when increasing the hopping set from 1 to 4
channels in all regions of the CDF curve. However, for the
mean and above 50 percentile, when increasing the hopping
size beyond 4 channels, the linear increase stops and the gain
in the throughput tends to saturate. This is due to the fact
that APs using the same channel are most likely to be further
separated when higher hopping sets are used.
Together with the hopping set, the AP serving area - which
decides the number of APs in the building - determines the
achieved throughput in the whole building. Figure 8 shows
how the total throughput provided by the WiFi like system is
affected by the change of the AP serving area and the hopping
set. Figure 8 shows that increasing AP serving area decreases
the provided throughput for the whole building as there are
less resources to handle the traffic. However, increasing the
AP serving area on the other hand increases the distances
between the APs using the same channel while hopping, which
in return decreases the interference among the APs. Therefore,
the decrease in the throughput does not go linearly with the
increase of the AP serving area. It is important to study the
throughput map in the building. Figure 9 show a color-coded
map of the throughput in one of the building’s floor with the
APs locations. The figure is generated considering a deployment of 25 AP. In general, it is observable from the figure that
the closer to the AP the higher throughput the user gets. This
is not only because of the higher received power from the AP
but also because of being further from the other APs using
the same channel and hence experiencing less interference.
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Figure 9. Average throughput at different points in one of the building’s
floors. The black rings are the deployed APs.

Moreover, the AP located closer to the edges of the building
supplies higher throughput because other interfering APs are
located in one side and therefore having longer distances to
APs in the edges. On the other hand, the APs in the middle
are receiving interference from all the directions with lower
distances from the interferes, which decreases their provided
throughput.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, the performance of a Wi-Fi like secondary
network deployed in an office environment has been studied.
The secondary Wi-Fi like network operates in a TVWS using geo-location database spectrum opportunities framework.
The main metric used in the performance evaluation is the
achievable downlink throughput for the access points. This
achievable throughput is determined by means of the permissible transmission power, which protects the TV reception, the
interference among the access points and the TV transmission
interference. All these parameters have been obtained using
either measurements or simulations for a realistic scenario.
Results have shown that different TV channels experience
large variety in their provided throughput. Therefore, for fair
resources distribution among the access points, frequency
hopping is applied. Moreover, an investigation on the impacts
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of the size of the hopping set and the number of deployed APs
have also been addressed.
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Abstract—Although
Machine-to-Machine
(M2M)
communication has advantages of high flexibility and the
ability of network communication, once the number of devices
increases, collision occurance rises, and thus causes efficiency
degradation of the Media Access Control (MAC) layer and
consumes more power for data transmission. To resolve the
problems M2M devices confront in a WiFi wireless network,
this paper modified the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism of IEEE 802.11
to propose a media access mechanism called CSMA/CA-RBT.
CSMA/CA-RBT is an improved media access control
mechanism that is compatible with the traditional CSMA/CA
mechanism. Using CSMA/CA-RBT, the occurrence of collision
can thus be reduced. In addition, to improve the performance
of CSMA/CA, CSMA/CA-RBT can also add the power–saving
improvement mechanism to tackle the power-saving issue. The
performance analysis results showed that, when the number of
mobile nodes increases, the transmission performance and the
energy efficiency can be greatly improved using the proposed
CSMA/CA-RBT scheme.
Keywords-M2M; Power saving; CSMA/CA; IEEE 802.11.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is a
machine-independent communication approach without
needing human intervention during the communication. It is
integrated with sensors, micro and low-priced processing
units, and equipped with wireless communication capability.
Thus, some machines can form Internet of Things (IoT) [1]
using independent communication mechanisms over the
Internet. Through the connection of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), M2Ms can collect data using the sensors
on the devices and respond to the collected data accordingly
to monitor objects or circumstances [2]. Typical M2M
applications include interconnected devices and backbone
network transmitting two-way data between devices and
applications [3].
Although M2M communication has advantages of high
flexibility and the ability of network communication, once
the number of devices increases, the increased data would
have considerable impact on the network. On the other
hand, the 802.11 random backoff procedure that is used
during the transmission would further cause a delay in data
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transmission. Once nodes have a frequent occurrence of
collisions and repeatedly conduct the random backoff
procedure, the increased delay causes efficiency degradation
in the MAC layer. Thus, a new access method that can
reduce the occurrence of the possibility of collision and
increases the performance is urgently required.
To reduce the occurrence of collision and avoid energy
waste, this paper devises a modified media access control
mechanism of IEEE 802.11 protocol to improve the
transmission efficiency. In our proposed method, each
mobile node randomly selects the next time slot t, which is
called Registered Backoff Time (RBT), that it wants to
transmit its next packet and indicates RBT t in the currently
transmitted data packet Pt. When an Access Point (AP)
receives data packet PT, AP extracts and stores RBT t and
the corresponding mobile node’s identification (ID) in its
record. AP checks its RBT record and indicates the next
time slot t and the corresponding mobile node’s ID MT,
which denotes when the channel can be used and which
mobile node can transmit its data packet in the nearest
future, in the acknowledgement (ACK) packet PA for
acknowledging data packet PT.
Since the ACK packet PA is transmitted in a broadcast
way, all mobile nodes in AP’s signal coverage can receive
it. After receiving the ACK packet PA, the mobile node MT
can understand that it can transmit its next data packet t time
slots later and the other mobile nodes can know the channel
will be busy and which mobile node gets the next channel
access privilege. At the same time, those mobile nodes
whose selected time slots for transmitting their data packets
are also t time slots later but are not scheduled as the one
that can have the channel access right, would randomly
select the other time slots for their next data packet’s
transmission. Using the piggyback concept, the collision’s
situation can be improved. Additionally, since all mobile
nodes can know the next time slot, e.g., t time slots later in
the aforementioned example, all mobile nodes can switch to
the sleep mode from the current time until t time slots later.
It can thus reach the goal of saving power.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II introduces the related work. Section III
presents the analysis of power consumption. Section IV
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describes the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT scheme in detail.
Section V explains the power saving mechanism in
CSMA/CA-RBT. Section VI contains the performance
analysis. Finally, the conclusion remarks of this paper are
given in Section VII.

is transmitting the 2nd data packet and MN2 is transmitting
the 3rd data packet, which leads to the execution of the
random backoff procedure and thus the transmission time is
re-selected.
SIFS

AP

II.

In past years, the research on power-saving was
mainly based on improving the power-saving mode (PSM)
[4]. The common approaches are adding a scheduling
mechanism to PSM, which allows AP to schedule the data
to be transmitted and adjust power-saving states of mobile
nodes (MNs) according to the scheduling. The authors in [5]
proposed an implementation allowing station (STA) to
dynamically adjust active time in which AP would be able
to predict the next optimal beacon time for STA, enabling
STA to be active and conducting transmission after the
beacon time.
IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)
utilize the CSMA/CA mechanism to conduct media access
control, which makes mobile nodes except the senderreceiver pair consume a lot of energy to receive unnecessary
packets and thus causes energy waste. The authors in [6]
therefore proposed a Bi-Directional Sleep DCF (BDSLDCF) to (1) improve the energy efficiency of DCF, (2)
prolong the lifetime of the mobile node in wireless network,
(3) utilize bi-directional communications to enhance
throughput and (4) prolong transmission time.
Similarly, for resource competition, the authors in [7]
proposed to improve the selection process of contention
window (CW) using a method named New Binary
Exponential Backoff (N-BEB), which can achieve fairness
and efficiency and reduce the packet lost rate. To adjust
CW, the work in [8] proposed an algorithm that enables
every mobile node to dynamically adjust the CW size
according to channel congestion and thus can reduce the
occurrence of collision and obtain better performance
accordingly.
III.

ANALYSIS OF POWER CONSUMPTION

During the operation of a mobile node, weather it is at
transmission, reception, idle mode or sleep mode, it
consumes power. Beside, when a collision occurs, it would
cause the network system an additional burden. Hence, to
understand the influence of collision on the overall network
operation, we use the CSMA/CA access to explain how the
design of the MAC protocol influences power consumption.
Referring to Fig. 1, it is assumed that MN1 and MN2
have 2 and 3 packets to be transmitted, respectively, and the
initialized binary exponential backoff (BEB) time are 8 and
12 slots respectively. Since the BEB time of MN1 is shorter,
after waiting for 8 slots, MN1 would acquire the right for
channel access MN would reselect a random time slot from
the contention window after receiving the ACK packet.
Thus, the example depicted in Fig. 1 follows the sequence
of MN2→MN2→MN1→MN2 thereafter to obtain the right
for channel access. In Fig. 1(b), collision occurs when MN1
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Data3

Data3
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Figure 1. An example of executing CSMA/CA.

Assuming the packet size is 512 bytes, bit rate is 150
Mbps and slot time is 9 μsec., Table I shows the involved
related parameters [9] during the transmission. The power
consumption E of the transmission process in Fig. 1 can be
calculated as follows:
E = Mtransmission time × Ptransmission＋ Mreception time × Preception ＋
Midle time × Pidle
(1)
TABLE I.
Parameter
Transmitting power
Receiving power
Idle listening power
Sleeping power
SIFS
DIFS
Slot time
Physical preamble
Bit rate
Packet size
CWmin
CWmax
CWminOriginal

SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Value
550 mW
250 mW
200 mW
40 mW
16 μsec
34 μsec
9 μsec
20 μsec
150 Mbps
512 bytes
32
1024
32

MN1 conducted transmission (including resending data 2)
three times, idle time for 38 slots, and receiving the ACK
packets, thus the power consumption Em1 of MN1 is as
follows:
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Em1 = MN1transmission time × Ptransmission + MN1reception time × Preception + MN1idle time × Pidle
512bytes
14bytes
= 3×
× 0.55W + 5 ×
× 0.25W + ( 8 + 20 + 10 ) × 9 µ sec× 0.2W
150 Mbps
150Mbps
= 7.41 × 10 −5 J

(2)
MN2 conducted transmission (including resending data 3)
four times, idle time for 64 slots, and receiving the ACK
packets, thus the power consumption Em2 of MN2 is as
follows:
Em2 = MN2transmission times × Ptransmission + MN2reception time × Preception + MN2idle time × Pidle
512bytes
14bytes
= 4×
× 0.55W + 5 ×
× 0.25W + (12 + 10 + 6 + 36) × 9 µ sec× 0.2W
150 Mbps
150 Mbps
= 1.23 × 10-4 J

(3)
Power consumption of these 2 MNs for transmitting a data
each time is Edata:
E data =

512bytes
× 0.55W
150 Mbps

(4)

= 1.88 × 10 −6 J

The rate of wasted energy in collision (including wasted
energy Eidle at the idle mode) over the total power
consumption can be calculated as follows:
packet col lision pow er consump tion
total powe r consumpt ion
E data + Eidle
=
Em1 + Em2
2 × 1 .88 × 10 −6 J + (20 + 6 ) × 9 µ sec × 0.2W
=
7 .41 × 10 −5 J + 1.23 × 10 -4 J
≈ 25 .66 %

Energy was te rate =

(5)

From the above examples, according to the calculation
results depicted in (2) and (3), it is known that the consumed
power of MN1 transmitting two packets is 7.41 × 10 −5 J ,
consumed power of MN2 transmitting three packets
is 1.23×10-4 J . Since there is one collision, (1) both MN1
and MN2 waste the transmitting power ( 1.88 × 10 −6 J ) of
transmitting a packet, (2) MN1 wastes 20 idle time slots
before its 1st transmitting its 2nd data, and (3) MN2 wastes 6
idle timeslots before its 1st transmitting its 3rd data, which
occupies 25.66% power consumption of the overall
network. Therefore, if the collision can be predicted and
avoided in advance, the power consumption is expected to
be reduced and the system performance can be enhanced.
IV.

THE PROPOSED CSMA/CA-RBT SCHEME

In the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT method, the mobile
node would attach a random number in the packet when the
mobile node transmits data to AP. This random number is
called Registered Backoff Time (RBT). When an AP
receives the data packet, it would add the RBT to AP side’s
RBT list, which is called Registered-Time-Slot-List
(RTSL), to conduct the scheduling. When replying the ACK
packet, it would add prescheduling information, e.g., MAC
address of the next transmitter’s node and the estimated
transmission slot time of the follow-up time period, in the
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ACK packet. Since the ACK packet is transmitted using
broadcast, all of the mobile nodes that are in the signal
coverage of the AP can receive the ACK packet transmitted
by the AP. This way, all of the covered mobile nodes can
get the prescheduling information for the follow-up time
period of the network channel and thus can adjust their
backoff timers to reduce the occurrence of collision.
In the proposed scheme, when the backoff timer counts
down to 0, the mobile node would select one random
number to be the RBT for its next data transmission and put
the RBT to the data packet. The ACK packet sent from AP
has a similar effect as the CTS packet. Mobile nodes can
obtain information related to RBT from the ACK packet and
acknowledge which mobile node, including AP, would
conduct the transmission after some slot times. Let x be the
slot time after the current time when a mobile node conducts
the next transmission. At this moment, all mobile nodes can
temporarily switch from the idle mode to the sleep mode
during the x slot times.
In contrast, when an AP receives the data packet, it
would take out the RBT i of the mobile node and match it
with the record in RTSL to determine whether the slot
denoted by RBT i is occupied or not. If RTSL[i] = 0, it
represents that slot i is not reserved before and AP can add
RBT i to RTSL by means of setting RTSL[RBT] = 1. After
updating RTSL, AP can understand which slot time is
registered by which mobile node according to the
scheduling record in RTSL. AP sends the ACK packet
which contains the information of the following
transmission about registered time slot and node ID to the
mobile node. On the contrary, if RTSL[i] = 1, it represents
that slot i has been registered. RTSL remains unchanged,
and thus AP sends ACK packet according to RTSL directly.
The proposed scheme allows AP to coordinate using
RBT messages and thus some collisions can be avoided. As
mentioned in Section III, MN1 and MN2 have two and three
packets to be transmitted, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts the
execution flow using CSMA/CA. Fig. 2 depicts the
execution flow using the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT
scheme. In this example, we highlighted the improvement of
the collision’s situation of the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT
only. However, the power saving mechanism in CSMA/CARBT would be discussed in detail in Section V.
Referring to Fig. 2, the backoff time in the beginning is
8 and 12 slots for MN1 and MN2, respectively. Since the
backoff time of MN1 is shorter, MN1 would select a
random number as RBT after waiting for 8 slots and then
send the data packet with the selected RBT, which is 20 in
Fig. 2(a). After MN1 has successfully completed packet
transmission (DATA+RBT) and passes 4 slot times, MN2
would send its first data packet with the selected RBT,
which is 10 in Fig. 2(a). Then, according to the schedule,
MN2 would transmit its data packet after waiting for 10
time slots. MN2 selects RBT=6 when it transmits its 2nd data
packet. After receiving MN2’s 2nd packet, which indicates
its RBT is 6 time slots, AP knows that both MN1 and MN2
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plan to transmit packets after 6 time slots. In the proposed
CSMA/CA-RBT Scheme, AP adopts the first-come-firstserved principle and thus selects MN1 as the mobile node to
have the next channel access right.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), after MN2 has transmitted its
2nd data packet, AP sends ACK to notify MN1 to transmit
its packet after 6 slot times. Since the ACK is transmitted in
a broadcast way, MN2 can also receive the ACK and thus
can find that it would collide with MN1’s data transmission.
Therefore, MN2 would modify its backoff time to avoid
collision after receiving the ACK. In the example depicted
in Fig. 2(a), MN2 modified its RBT to 36. Fig. 2(b) depicts
the execution flow after MN2’s RBT modification.
SIFS

AP

MN1

DIFS

SIFS

SIFS

ACK

ACK

ACK

Node MN2
RBT = 4

Node MN2
RBT = 10

Node MN1
RBT = 6

BEB
= 8→0

BEB
= 20→16

DIFS

DIFS

BEB
= 4→0

DIFS

DIFS

Data1 RBT = 10
1st data transmission

BEB old = 6
BEB new = 36

BEB
= 10→0
Data2

RBT = 6

2nd data transmission

(a)
SIFS

AP

SIFS
ACK

Data2
2nd data transmission
DIFS

MN2

BEB
= 36→30

DIFS

BEB
= 30→0
Data3

3rd data transmission

(b)
Figure 2. An illustrated execution flow of the proposed
CSMA/CA-RBT Scheme.

Based on the execution flow depicted in Fig. 2, the
corresponding power consumption is calculated as follows.
MN1 has transmitted two data packets. The generated idle
time during backoff is 8+20 time slots, and receiving the
ACK packets, thus the power consumption Em1 for the data
transmission is as follows:
Em1 = MN1transmission time × Ptransmission + MN1reception time × Preception + MN1idle time × Pidle
=2 ×

512bytes
14bytes
× 0.55W + 5 ×
× 0.25W + ( 8 + 20 ) × 9µsec × 0.2W
150Mbps
150Mbps

= 5.43 × 10-5 J

(6)
MN2 has transmitted three data packets. The generated idle
time during backoff is 12+10+36 time slots, and receiving
the ACK packets, thus the power consumption Em2 for the
data transmission is as follows:
Em2 = MN2 transmissi on time × Ptransmissi on + MN2reception time × Preception + MN2 idle time × Pidle
= 3×

512bytes
14bytes
× 0.55W + 5 ×
× 0.25 W + ( 12 + 10 + 36 ) × 9 µsec × 0.2W
150 Mbps
150 Mbps

= 1.1 × 10 -4 J

(7)
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According to the results of (8) and (9), MN1 and MN2
can save 26.72% and 10.57% power, respectively. From the
aforementioned analysis results, we can understand that the
proposed CSMA/CA-RBT has better execution performance
and better power-saving efficiency than the original
standard CSMA/CA.
V.

ACK

DIFS BEB
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MN1

(8)

(9)

CW = 2×CW

BEB
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 5.43 × 10 -5 J 

= 1 - 
-5 
 7.41 × 10 J 
≈ 26.72%

≈ 10.57%

Data1 RBT = 20

DIFS

 Power Consumptio n of CSMA/CA - RBT 
MN1 Saved Power Rate = 1 - 

Power Consumptio n of CSMA/CA



BEB
= 16→6

1st data transmission

MN2

Comparing CSMA/CA-RBT with CSMA/CA, the saved
power of MN1 and MN2 can be calculated as follows:

THE POWER SAVING MECHANISM IN CSMA/CA-RBT

Owing to the AP has notified the next transmission
time slot, the mobile node can enter into sleep mode to save
power consumption before this registered time slot is due.
To increase power-saving in mobile nodes, the proposed
CSMA/CA-RBT scheme enables a power-saving
mechanism which lets all mobile nodes sleep before the
estimated transmission time. This can assure that there is a
complete sleep time period for mobile node.
The example depicted in Fig. 3, in which mobile
nodes A, B, C and D have requested for prescheduling
toward AP in advance (mobile nodes send RBT to AP), and
in between, A sends data to B. Owing to the infrastructure
network between A and B, A sending data to B is internal
data exchanging, packets are sent to AP (slot 2) from A and
then forwarded to B (un-scheduled) from AP. For mobile
nodes, except for a few registered slots, most slots belong to
idle slots.
Referring to Fig. 4(a), after passing 2 slots, A acquires
the right for channel access and sends its RBT to AP. To
assure the completion of communication between A and AP
and the mobile node has sufficient time to update RBT
information, AP would arrange to transmit A’s data
transmitted to B based on the next known prescheduled slot,
i.e., the next slot after the slot reserved by mobile node C,
which is the 13th slot in Fig. 4(b). From Fig. 4(b), we can
observe that there are 12 idle slots between slot 0 and slot 13.
Thus, mobile nodes can switch to the sleep mode during this
period to save power. On the other hand, owing to switching
between the idle mode and the sleep mode takes the time of
1 idle slot, although there is 1 idle slot between slot 1 and
slot 3 in Fig. 4(c), mobile nodes would not switch to the
sleep mode in time slot 2 of Fig. 4(c). There are more than
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one idle slot between slot 3 and slot 7 in Fig. 4(c), mobile
nodes can switch into the sleep mode between slot 3 and slot
7, depending on the implementation’s convenience to save
energy.
0

2

15

18

22

A
(A→AP→B)

C

D

B

Idle Slot

VI.

Registered Slot

Figure 3. The distribution of idle slots and registered slots in RTSL.
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node is switched from idle mode to sleep mode based on
(10). Referring to the example depicted in Fig. 4, mobile
nodes A, B, C and D can save considerable power when
there are 15 time slots that allow them to switch from idle
mode to sleep mode.

Registered Slot

Figure 4. The distribution of idle slots, sleep slots and registered slots
after mobile node A transmitting its data packet.

Compared to the idle mode, a mobile node consumes
relatively little power in the sleep mode. Theoretically, if we
can let the mobile node immediately enter into sleep mode
once it is idle, it can be very helpful to save power. Taking
Fig. 4 as an example, when mobile nodes are idle and wait
for transmitting/receiving packets, they can automatically
enter into sleep mode. The power consumption can be
calculated as follows:

 Psleep 
Power Saving Rate = 1 - 

 Pidle 
 0.04W 
=1- 

 0.2W 
≈ 80.00%

= 1.08 × 10 − 4 J
Esleep = 4 × 15 × 9 µ sec× 0.04 W
= 2.16 × 10 −5 J

The performance of the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT
scheme was evaluated by performing a series of simulations
on the WiFi simulator using the IEEE 802.11 infrastructurebased network model, for which Table I summarizes
parameter values used in the simulations.
Fig. 5 depicts the variations of the average network
throughput vs. the number of mobile nodes. Referring to Fig.
5, it is observed that when there are not many nodes within
the network, e.g., there are only 5 to 10 mobile nodes, owing
to CSMA/CA-RBT can reduce the occurrence of collision
and mobile node can complete the data transmission earlier,
CSMA/CA-RBT has higher throughput comparing with the
traditional CSMA/CA. In contrast, when there are a lot of
mobile nodes, e.g., 50 mobile nodes, CSMA/CA-RBT can
enhance 1-(0.0698/1.0570)=33.96% of the throughput
comparing with the traditional CSMA/CA. In view of this, it
is known that CSMA/CA-RBT is beneficial to enhance
network performance in terms of throughput.

(10)
Figure 5. The throughput vs. the number of mobile nodes.

According to the calculation result of (10), comparing with
the original power-saving mechanism, the proposed
CSMA/CA-RBT scheme can further reduce the power
consumption as follows:
Eidle = 4 × 15 × 9 µ sec× 0.2 W

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

(11)

(12)

Fig. 6 shows the delay time for transmitting a fixed
amount of packets vs. the number of mobile nodes. Referring
to Fig. 6, when compared to CSMA/CA, CSMA/CA-RBT
has less delay time than that of the traditional CSMA/CA
because CSMA/CA-RBT can reduce the occurrence of
collisions and avoiding using larger contention window
when there is random backoff, which is especially true when
the number of mobile nodes is increased. When there are 50
mobile nodes, CSMA/CA-RBT
can reduce 1(0.0199/0.0268)=25.75% of the delay time. The simulation
results depicted in Fig. 6 show that CSMA/CA-RBT always
has better performance in terms of delay time when the
number of mobile nodes is increased.

Equations (11) and (12) show the total power consumption
of a mobile node in the idle and sleep modes, respectively.
Although the power consumption in the idle mode is not
much, however, 80% energy can be saved when a mobile
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VII. CONCLUSION
The proposed CSMA/CA-RBT simply requires to modify
the media access mechanism of the MAC layer, and
meanwhile is compatible with the downward legacy IEEE
802.11 protocols. In comparison to the original IEEE 802.11
MAC mechanism, the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT scheme
can reduce collision and delay, enhancing the performance of
M2M communication over wireless network. The simulation
results showed that when the number of mobile nodes
increases, the proposed CSMA/CA-RBT scheme can not
only significantly improve the system performance, but also
save considerable power for the overall network.
Figure 6. The delay time vs. the number of mobile nodes.
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Fig. 7 depicts the power consumption of CSMA/CARBT and CSMA/CA vs. the number of mobile nodes. To
analyze the result clearly, we classify the CSMA/CA-RBT
into two types: the one that lets mobile nodes switch from
idle mode into sleep mode is called CSMA/CA-RBT
(PSM); the other one that does not let mobile nodes switch
from idle mode into sleep mode, e.g., the example depicted
Fig. 2, is called CSMA/CA-RBT (idle).

Figure 7. The power consumption vs. the number of mobile nodes.

The simulation results depicted in Fig. 7 show that,
with the increased number of mobile nodes, the
transmission efficiency degrades because the competition
for the right of channel access gets worse, which also causes
the power consumption to increase. The power consumption
of using CSMA/CA (PSM) is lower than that of CSMA/CA.
Since (1) both of the CSMA/CA-RBT types can reduce the
power consumption of retransmission from the collision and
(2) CSMA/CA-RBT (PSM) allows mobile nodes to switch
the operation mode from idle mode to sleep mode,
CSMA/CA-RBT (PSM) can more effectively reduce power
consumption than CSMA/CA-RBT (idle).
It can be seen from the simulation results that
CSMA/CA-RBT can effectively reduce the occurrence of
collisions and thus can enhance throughput, alleviate the
delay, and avoid unnecessary power consumption. The
results also show that the more mobile the nodes are, the
better performance CSMA/CA-RBT can achieve.
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Abstract—A 26µW voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and
mixer have been designed in an 130nm RF CMOS process for a
direct conversion DPSK demodulator in the MedRadio frequency
band (401-406MHz). The circuit utilizes a two-stage (VCO) design
directly coupled to a passive ring mixer. With biasing circuits it
requires an active die area of 49×39 um. The circuit is designed to
operate from a 1 V supply and achieves a post-extracted simulated
phase noise of -118dBc/Hz when injection locked. With the passive
mixer, conversion gain is -18.4dB.
Index Terms—Low Power CMOS; MedRadio; Passive Mixer;
Ring Oscillator; Vance Demodulator

I. INTRODUCTION
There is a growing need for low power radio frequency (RF)
technology for medical implant devices. The original Medical
Implant Communication Services (MICS) band has been
expanded in recent years to the new MedRadio band, increasing
the available spectrum to 401-406 MHz [1].
Current technologies for low power radio consume an order
of magnitude more power than is acceptable for implantable
operation. Proposed in this paper is a two-stage (VCO) and
mixer configured as a Vance demodulator [2]. The design is
intended for use in a direct conversion, differential phase-shift
keying (DPSK) receiver front-end for a MedRadio transceiver.
The circuit has been designed to operate with minimal power
consumption in moderate inversion while maintaining
performance and reliability.
The design and implementation of the circuit are discussed in
detail in Section II, including information on design
methodologies for low power design in deeply scaled CMOS
processes. In Section III simulated, post-extracted design
results will be discussed. Finally, conclusions and future
directions will be discussed in Section IV.
II. CIRCUIT DESIGN
In order to reduce power consumption a two-stage VCO was
designed using the Maneatis delay-cell, which uses positive
feedback to reduce the required transconductance to achieve
oscillation [3]. This VCO is designed to be directly coupled to
a passive ring mixer; the loading from the mixer is accounted
for in the delay calculation. By injection locking the ring
oscillator to the incoming signal, the quadrature output of the
oscillator represents a delayed version of the incoming signal.
The input signal is mixed with this delayed replica to form a
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Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the system. The outlined area represents
the design for this work.

Vance demodulator, which can directly downconvert and
demodulate DPSK signals [2]. The block diagram (Fig. 1) for
the proposed receiver front-end represents a minimal set of
circuitry needed to demodulate such DPSK signals. Though not
included, the literature contains microwatt LNA [4]. Details of
the oscillator and mixer designs follow.
A. Voltage Controlled Oscillator Design
The Maneatis delay cell based VCO topology is shown in Fig.
2. The delay cell uses positive feedback to reduce the parasitic
conductance at the output of the cell, reducing the required
transconductance required for startup. The oscillation frequency
is given by the following equation [5]:
1

𝐺𝐺

𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 2𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝐶𝐶 𝑚𝑚

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(1)

where Ctot is the total capacitance and Gm is the total
transconductance at the drain of the delay cell. Examining the
half-circuit of the schematic yields the following expression for
G m:
2
𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚 = �𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚
− �𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀1 − 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀2 + 𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀1 + 𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀2 + 𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀3 �
𝑀𝑀3

2

(2)
The negative transconductance terms result from the crosscoupled transistors, M2,5, in parallel with the active load
transistors, M1,4. The conductance can be cancelled for a given
bias and transistor size, reducing the expression for frequency of
oscillation to the following:
1

𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 2𝜋𝜋 ∙

𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 𝑀𝑀3
𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(3)

By exploiting this reduced formula the entire VCO can be
implemented using two differential Maneatis delay-cells
connected in quadrature with no external passive components,
reducing the size and complexity of the VCO. Because the
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Maneatis delay-cell schematic.

oscillator utilizes only active components with small feature
sizes, the oscillator occupies little die area. Due to the
quadrature connection, each of the two cells contributes a 90o
phase shift, with the final 180° phase shift necessary for
oscillation contributed by a cross-coupled connection from the
output of the oscillator back to the input.
Wideband frequency control of the VCO can be achieved by
controlling either the bias current or supply voltage, with the
former preferred. This allows the oscillator to operate over a
relatively large tuning range, allowing for guaranteed
functionality while operating in the low power moderate
inversion region. This region of operation is more susceptible
to PVT variations; hence a wide tuning range allows for more
robust operation. The first tuning method is to vary the bias
current by changing the voltage at the gate of the current source,
M7. This is used to adjust the free running frequency of the
oscillator in implementation, allowing it to be more easily
injection locked to the incoming signal. This can be adjusted
via an on-chip generated control voltage, or more likely, by
segmenting and digitally controlling a current mirror to

Fig. 4. VCO free running tuning range (solid line) and power
consumption (dashed line) as a function of the biasing voltage.
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Passive ring mixer schematic.

increase/decrease bias current as needed. Using this tuning
method, the oscillation frequency changes nearly linear with the
applied change in the input current; this is consistent with
theory as the transconductance varies linearly with the bias
current for a given overdrive voltage (e.g., 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 = 2𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 /𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ). The
free running frequency of the oscillator and VCO power
consumption is plotted versus input bias voltage is shown in
Fig. 3.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, this design allows for a wide range
of tunability, covering the entirety of the MedRadio frequencies
and allowing for correction due to PVT variation.
The cell can be injection locked by inserting a frequencydependent current into the Iinj port (Fig. 2). Simulations have
validated functionality for injection signals as small as 1μA
across process corners.
Injection locking is important in this application as it is
necessary to create the delayed version of the signal needed for
demodulation; it also reduces oscillator phase noise compared
to its free-running state.
B. Passive Mixer
To minimize power consumption in the receiver chain, a
passive ring mixer has been selected. The passive ring (Fig. 4)
is implemented using NMOS transistors to allow for the best
tradeoff between size and switching resistance.
The mixer consists of a set of alternating switches that are
selectively opened and closed by the injected signal and delayed
replica, multiplying the two signals. The output of a low noise
amplifier (LNA) can be used as the injection signal for the
oscillator, which drives one branch of the mixer, while the LNA
can drive the other branch. DPSK information is then
demodulated in the following manner. The input signal is phase
modulated, so the mixer will produce a high- (low-) output
when the phase of the input signal leads (lags) the delayed
replica.
In choosing the passive mixer, a tradeoff was made between
gain and power consumption. For applications where more gain
is necessary, an active mixer can be employed consuming
similar power to the VCO delay cells.
C. Design Methods
The circuit elements for both the VCO and the mixer were
determined using the 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 /𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 methodology, allowing for sizing
of transistors using pre-derived look-up tables of geometry
independent properties. This method produces more accurate
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first-pass device sizes than square-law hand calculations [6].
This is because standard hand calculations do not take into
account short-channel effects that start to become dominant in
deep-submicron CMOS. The script is flexible enough to
accommodate the addition of multiple stages and their
associated loading effects, which is important for ultra-low
power design.
A MATLAB script was written to automatically size the
VCO and the mixer, taking into account the mixers loading
effect on the VCO. A lookup table, generated using DC
simulations of the BSIM4 device models, was generated using
OCEAN scripting. The table contents are geometry
independent parameters (e.g., current density, 𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 ⁄𝑊𝑊 ;
transconductance efficiency, 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 /𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 , etc.). The script uses
desired properties of the delay cell (e.g., total power
consumption, desired oscillation frequency, and the desired
operating points of the transistors in both the mixer and VCO)
to lookup information in the tables to satisfy such conditions.
For optimal power efficiency the 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 /𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 values of the VCO
were chosen in a region of moderate inversion, 23 V-1, where
decreasing the 𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 /𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 value results in increasingly strong
inversion.
In addition to transconductance, the device capacitance per
unit width was also found according to the desired power
characteristics. Layout capacitance was estimated based on the
cell size and the cell geometries were iterated in the script until
a satisfactory solution was achieved that optimized the design
for low power at the desired operating frequency. The final
devices obtained from the script are shown in Table I.
III. RESULTS
The VCO and mixer pair has been designed and extracted
using an 8 metal, RF CMOS technology. The chip layout is
shown in Fig. 5. The design is compact and is dominated by
biasing and decoupling circuitry, occupying a die size of
49×39μm, not including bonding pads.
This design has been extracted and simulated at 37°C because
the intended use is for a medical implant. The simulated results
of the circuit show that the overall design consumes 25.8μA
when the supply voltage is 1V, at typical operating conditions.
The circuit has also been tested in fast and slow fabrication
corners. Simple adjustment of the biasing current and supply
voltage has been shown to allow the design to operate across
expected PVT variations.
The VCO achieves a free running oscillation frequency of
Table I. LIST OF DEVICE SIZES FOR VCO

Device
M1,4
M2,5
M3,6
M7

Width (μm)
0.6
0.96
2.13
2.6

Length (nm)
240
240
120
360

403.5MHz at a typical process corner, with and associated
phase noise of -51.8bBc/Hz. When the VCO is under injection
lock conditions the phase noise improves to -118dBc/Hz, using
an ideal injection lock signal. The free running and injection
locked VCO phase noise characteristics are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The layout for the (A) VCO and (B) mixer. The
surrounding area contains bias, bypass, and coupling circuits. The
figure dimensions are 49×39µm.

The passive mixer achieved an overall voltage conversion
gain of -18.4dB and 1 dB compression point of -13.5dBm, as
shown in Fig. 7. This conversion gain is far below the
theoretical limit (~ -4 dB) obtained when square wave drive
signals are used. Such a signal would result in a significant
power consumption increase in the VCO. Hence a tradeoff was
made between power consumption and conversion gain. The
effects of this tradeoff can be mitigated by using a high-gain
LNA, or by using an active mixer.
Post-extracted simulations have demonstrated that this
system is capable of demodulating a PSK signal. MATLAB is
used to generate a piecewise linear voltage signal carrying the
DPSK at the desired injection locking frequency. The signal is
used as the injection locking frequency for the oscillator and to
drive the RF port of the designed mixer. Representative
input/output waveforms are shown in Fig. 8.
To compare this work with other low power VCOs, a figure
of merit (FOM) by which different VCO designs can be
compared and captures the two most critical design criteria,
power consumption and the phase noise (NF) is calculated:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 10 log ��

𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 2 1
𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚

�

𝑃𝑃

� − 𝐿𝐿{𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 }

(4)

where 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 and 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 are the oscillation frequency and offset
frequency, respectively, 𝑃𝑃 is power consumed, in mW, and 𝐿𝐿 is
the phase noise at the offset frequency, in dBc/Hz [7]. It should
be noted that DC offset correction has not been considered in
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outlined in it also uses a two-stage Maneatis cell VCO, while
the other papers utilize other delay cells.
Table II. FIGURE OF MERIT COMPARISON
Frequency
Phase
Freq. Power
FOM
(MHz)
Noise
Offset (mW) (dBc/Hz)
(dBc/Hz) (MHz)

Fig. 6. VCO phase noise characteristic.

This
403.5
-51.8
1 0.0258
Work(1)
This
403.5
-118.9
1 0.0258
Work(2)
(1)
[7]
5650
-88.4
1
5
[7] (2)
5650
-121.7
10
5
[10]
403.5
-95.6
1
0.85
[11]
403.5
-107
0.1
1.2
(1)- Free running oscillation, (2)- Injection locked oscillation

119.8
186.9
156.5
169.8
148.4
178.3

IV. FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION
A low power VCO and mixer pair is implemented in this
paper. The two-stage VCO, based on a Maneatis delay cell, has
a phase noise of -118dBc/Hz at 1MHz offset when injection
locked, and requires no external passive components. The
passive ring mixer has a conversion gain of -18.4dB. The VCO
and mixer configuration is used as a Vance demodulator
designed for the MedRadio frequency band. Targeted for low
power applications, the design consumes 26μW of power from
a 1V supply. Future work will expand this design with the
integration of an LNA and receiver back-end and examine
effects of DC offset and compensation techniques.
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Abstract— We present and evaluate a new algorithm for online
power-aware routing in wireless sensor networks which enhances
the well-known max-min zPmin algorithm to support node
priority assignment driven by the network connectivity model.
Nodes that are critical to the network connectivity structure are
marked with high priority and route less traffic to prolong the
network's lifetime. Simulation of specific network topologies and
traffic scenarios shows that this new algorithm can multiply
network lifetime by the number of connectivity 2-components in
the network.
Keywords- power-aware routing algorithms; connectivity
models; wireless sensor network; power assignment.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are made up of small
sensor nodes that communicate over wireless links without
using a network infrastructure. Sensors are used to monitor
physical or environmental conditions and pass their data
cooperatively through the network. Sensor nodes have a limited
transmission range, and low processing, storage and energy
resource capabilities. Routing protocols for wireless sensor
networks thus must ensure reliable communication under these
conditions (for recent results see [1]-[4] [8] [10][12][ 13]).
Several metrics can be used to optimize power routing for a
sequence of messages. Metrics that concentrate on individual
nodes in the system rather than the system as a whole can result
in a system in which nodes have high residual power, but the
system fails to connect because some critical nodes have been
depleted of power. Thus, similar to [1] and [10], we chose to
focus on the global metric of maximizing the network lifetime.
The lifetime of the network is modeled as the time to the
earliest point a message cannot be sent. This metric is very
useful for networks where each message is important.
In a previous study, we introduced a connectivity-based
priority assignment to nodes in WSN [11]. The priority
assignment of each node is driven by the network connectivity
model that represents the importance of each node in the
network connectivity structure. Here, we study the advantages
and disadvantages of an application of this connectivity-based
priority policy - a new online routing algorithm that
incorporates node priorities.
Considerable work in the field of graph theory has dealt
with connectivity models (see, for example [5][6][7][14]).
Typically, these models represent the network connectivity
structure in a compact way as O(n) where n is the number of
nodes in the network. These models tend to be applied to
network reliability problems. For example, a fast algorithm for
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the edge augmentation problem is suggested in [24]. However,
these types of graph models have enormous potential to resolve
routing/power assignment problems. Connectivity models can
significantly improve the performance and reduce the overhead
of routing algorithms. In networks where topology planning is
possible, they can contribute to both network reliability and
performance.
We describe a new algorithm that avoids utilization of
specific nodes which are crucial to the network connectivity
structure so as to increase network connectivity time. Basically,
any online routing algorithm can be manipulated to incorporate
this node priority policy. Specifically, in this paper, we enhance
the well known max-min zPmin algorithm [10] because it has
good experimental performance results. In addition, though not
formally defined, its path selection mechanism is strongly
related to the node connectivity structure.
WSN topologies can be divided into uniform distributed
networks, centralized networks and multi-centralized networks
[15]. In a uniform topology, the nodes are uniformly
distributed. In centralized networks, the node density is high at
the center of the network area and low at the edges. In practice,
network nodes are often clustered in several locations in the
network, not just the center. These are known as multicentralized networks. Examples of centralized network and
multi-centralized network are illustrated in Figure 1. Using
multi-centralized network topologies, we identify semi-random
traffic scenarios, and show that our enhanced algorithm
multiplies the network lifetime by the number of network
connectivity components (centers). Traffic scenarios consist
of alternating sets of inter-center messages and intra-center
messages. By contrast, when applied on a uniform/centralized
network topology and random traffic scenarios we found that
the connectivity-based priority assignment does not contribute
to the network lifetime.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related
works are discussed. Next, in Section III, the problem is
formalized. The basic max-min z∙Pmin routing algorithm of Li,
Aslam and Rus [10] is described in Section IV. The
connectivity model definitions are described in Section V.
Section VI presents our new connectivity-based online poweraware routing algorithm. Then, the performance evaluation of
the new algorithm is described in Section VII. Finally,
conclusions and future research topics are outlined in Section
VIII.
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Figure 1. Examples of centralized and multi-centralized wireless sensor
network topologies [15]

Figure 2. An example of a small wireless sensor network and its induced
graph

II.

RELATED WORK

Routing in WSNs has been studied extensively over the last
decade. In this section, we focus on power aware routing
algorithms that attempt to maximize network lifetime. An
excellent survey of routing algorithms for WSN can be found
in [17]. In general, routing in WSNs can be categorized as flatbased routing, hierarchical-based routing or location-based
routing. In flat-based routing, all nodes are typically assigned
equal roles or functionalities. In hierarchical-based routing,
nodes play different roles in the network. In location-based
routing, sensor node positions are exploited to route data in the
network.
The Online Maximum Lifetime heuristic (OML) has been
proposed to expand network lifetime [21]. This heuristic
performs two shortest path computations to route each message
and achieves excellent performance results [21]. Recently, the
Efficient Routing Power Management Technique (ERPMT)
heuristic has been applied to OML [22]. By dividing the node
energy into two parts, one for data originating from the sensor
node (α) and the other for data relayed from other sensors (β), it
significantly increases the lifetime of the network [22].
Toh et al. [23] described the Min-Max Battery Cost
Routing (MMBCR) online algorithm to select a source-todestination path. The MMBCR algorithm selects a path for
which the minimum of the residual energies (i.e., energy
remaining after following a route) of the sensors on the path is
maximal. Given that to maximize lifetime there must be a
balance between the energy consumed by a route and the
minimum residual energy at the nodes along the chosen route,
Toh et al. [23] also suggested a Min-Max Battery Capacity
Routing algorithm (CMMBCR). In CMMBCR, a minimum
energy source-to-destination path is found in which no sensor
has residual energy below a threshold. If there is no source-todestination path with this property, then the MMBCR path is
used.
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Li, Aslam and Rus [10] developed the max-min zPmin path
algorithm to select routes that attempt to achieve this balance.
Several adaptations of the basic max-min zPmin algorithm,
including a distributed version, are described in [10]. Since our
work extends this algorithm, we discuss it in detail in Section
IV.
Hierarchical routing protocols minimize
energy
consumption by dividing nodes into clusters. In each cluster, a
node with more processing power is selected as a cluster head
that aggregates the data sent by the low powered sensor nodes.
Recently, Zhao and Yang [18] introduced a framework for
mobile data gathering with load balanced clustering. They
proposed a distributed Load Balanced Clustering (LBC)
algorithm. Unlike existing clustering methods, this scheme
generates multiple cluster heads in each cluster to balance the
workload and facilitate Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) data uploading.
In many wireless sensor network applications, a sensor
node senses the environment to get data and delivers them to a
single sink via a single hop or multi-hop path. Many systems
use a tree rooted at the sink as the underlying routing structure.
Since the sensor node is energy- constrained, ways to construct
a good tree to prolong the lifetime of the network is an
important problem. In [19], Luo et al. studied the problem of
maximizing the lifetime of shortest path data aggregation trees.
They solve this problem by a min-cost max-flow approach in
polynomial time.
Zhao et al. proposed a maximum lifetime routing algorithm,
dubbed the Path Cumulative Power Consumption (PCPC),
which is based on medium access and network layer
information [20]. They provide a min-max optimal
programming model to describe the routing strategy.
Using the Fiedler value, which is the algebraic connectivity
of a graph, as an indicator of the network health, Ibrahim,
Seddik, and Liu, aim to maximize the time until the sensor
network becomes disconnected by adding a set of relays to it
[16].
Any routing algorithm can be manipulated to incorporate
our connectivity-based node priority policy. Further research
includes manipulation of hierarchical routing protocols to
support the connectivity-based node priority and sink root
based tree selection that considers the connectivity-based node
priority.
III.

THE PROBLEM

Let G=(V,E) be a weighted undirected connected graph
induced from a specific network topology where every vertex
represents a node in the network and every edge between two
vertices represents a wireless link between a pair of
corresponding nodes that are in communication range, R, (see
Figure 2). The vertex weights correspond to the node power
level. Each edge (u,v) has a length dist(u,v) and a weight. The
weight on an edge between nodes represents the power cost of
sending a unit message between the two nodes. Suppose a host
needs power w to transmit a message to another host who is d
distance away. We assume that w = Kdc; where K and c are
constants for the specific wireless system (usually 2 < c < 4).
We focus on networks where power is a finite resource and
only a finite number of messages can be transmitted. Nodes use
their power to transmit messages they have created and to
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forward messages that are originated by other nodes according
to the routing algorithm decisions. The lifetime of a network
with respect to a sequence of messages is the earliest time in
which a message cannot be sent due to depleted nodes.
Let m1, m2, … be a sequence of messages to be delivered
between nodes in the network (online routing). We wish to
maximize the number of delivered messages in the system,
subject to:
(1) Message ms from vi to vj can be delivered if and only if
(a) Messages m1,…, ms-1 are successfully delivered;
(b) There exists at least one path from vi to vj with
enough power to deliver the message ms
(2) For every i, the total power used to send all messages
from node vi does not exceed the initial power of vi
A network is described as live as long as it can pass
messages between nodes. As soon as a node does not have
enough energy to send a message to one of its neighbors along
one of the edges originating from it, the edge from that node to
the neighbor is removed from the graph and the process
continues. By implementing this algorithm, the network will
eventually lose its connectivity. However, messages can still be
passed inside the connected components of the network. As
soon as the algorithm encounters a message that attempts but
fails to pass from one component to another, because no path
has enough power, the network lifetime comes to an end. In
other words, the definition of the network lifetime is the time
from the start of the algorithm up to the first message where
there is no available path with enough power to pass the
message from the source to its destination.
Messages can be originated from any node in the system,
and be sent to any other node in the system. A message can
only pass between two connected nodes, and the node passing
the message to the next node must have enough energy to do
so.
Let P(u) denote the residual power on node u. Then, the
amount of residual power on node u, P(u)’, after passing a
message to node v (given that dist(u,v) < R ) is:
P(u)’ = P(u) - K ∙ dist(u,v)c (1)
where K and c are the above-mentioned constants
characterizing the wireless system, and dist(u,v) is the distance
between the connected sensor nodes u and v.
Computing the integer solution to the power-aware online
routing problem is NP-hard, and no online algorithm for
message routing has a constant competitive ratio in terms of the
lifetime of the network [10]. In Section VI, we develop an
approximation algorithm for online power-aware routing and
investigate its results experimentally.
IV.

THE MINIMAL POWER CONSUMPTION PATH AND THE
MAX-MIN Z∙PMIN ROUTING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we shortly describe the basic minimal power
consumption routing algorithm and the max-min z∙Pmin routing
algorithm developed by Li, Aslam and Rus [10]. This is the
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necessary background to fully understand our new algorithm
and its performance results.
The simplest algorithm to route a message from node a to
node b is to find the minimal power consumption path between
these nodes and to send the message along that path. The
minimal power consumption path between a and b can be
found using the Dijkstra algorithm on the network induced
graph using the edge weight as a length. This will provide the
cheapest path for this message. However this is a greedy
solution to this problem: it is only optimal for the power
consumption of a single message and does not represent the
best use of the overall power of the network.
Hence there are two extreme solutions to power-aware
routing of a given message:
1) Compute a path with minimal power consumption Pmin.
2) Compute a path that maximizes the minimal residual
power in the network - the max-min path.
There is a tradeoff between choosing the path with the
maximal minimal remaining power after the message is
transmitted (called the max-min path) and choosing the path
that will consume less of the whole system's power
consumption (called Pmin), because picking the max-min path
might consume more from the system’s power and thus shorten
the system’s lifetime.
The idea behind the Max-Min z∙Pmin algorithm is to
optimize both criteria [10]. The parameter z > 1 relaxes Pmin,
and the algorithm computes a path that consumes at most z∙Pmin
while maximizing the minimal residual power. Hence, the
parameter z measures the tradeoff between the max-min path
and the minimal power path. When z = 1 the algorithm
computes the minimal power consumption path. When z = ∞ it
computes the max-min path. An additional algorithm for
optimal adaptive selection of z is described in [10].
After the final path is chosen by the algorithm, the power is
reduced from the nodes along that path according to message
transmission costs. Then, the algorithm checks which edges are
no longer valid (since the nodes that are connected to them no
longer have the power to send messages over these edges) and
removes them from the graph.
V.

THE CONNECTIVITY MODEL AND PRIORITY
ASSIGNMENT

A minimal edge-cut C of G is an edge set whose removal
disconnects G and removal of any proper part of C does not
disconnect G. If |C|= k then C is called a k-cut. If C={e} (that
is |C|=1) then the edge e is called a bridge. Two vertices {u,
v} are called k-edge-connected if no k'-cut, k' < k, separates u
from v. It is well known that the property “there exist k edgedisjoint paths between u and v in G” defines the same relation
as k-edge-connectivity. The equivalence classes of this
relation are called the k-edge-connected classes (k-classes for
short). The partition of V into (k+1)-classes is a refinement of
the partition of V into k-classes. Thus, the connectivity classes
have an hierarchical structure.
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Figure 3. An example of a 2- class and its subdivision into 3-classes.

Figure 4. The bridge-tree connectivity model

Figure 5. The 2-classes and their corresponding cycle-tree connectivity models
(the induced graph presented in Figure 4)

Figure 6. The 2-level cactus-tree connectivity model, bridges are marked in red,
one of the 2-cuts is marked in blue.

Figure 7. The priority assignment

In Figure 3, an example of a graph is presented. In this
graph, the 1-cuts (bridges) are marked in red. The vertex set
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} forms a 2-class. It is divided into three 3classes: {1, 2, 4, 5}, {3}, and {6}. The three minimal 2-cuts
that separate these 3-classes are marked by blue dashed lines.
For a k-connected graph, its connectivity model represents
both its (k+1)-classes and its k-cuts. For example, the well
known bridge-tree model of a 1-connected graph represents its
1-cuts (the so-called bridges) and its 2-classes [14]. In Figure
4, the bridge-tree model of the induced graph is plotted. The
bridges are marked in red on the graph. Note that removing a
bridge from this graph results in disconnection of the graph 2classes.
Similarly, the cycle-tree connectivity model of a 2connected graph represents its 2-cuts and its 3-classes [7, 9] as
plotted in Figure 5. In this figure, we depict the 2-components
of the induced graph from Figure 4 and their corresponding
cycle-trees. For each 2-class, its corresponding 2-component
sub-graph is generated by the vertex-set of the 2-class and the
edges that connect vertices from this 2-class.
The bridge-tree and the cycle-tree connectivity models are,
in fact, special cases of a more general connectivity model
called the cactus-tree model [5]. For simplicity, we assume
here that the network is not highly connected and use the well
known bridge-tree model described in [14] together with the
cycle-tree model in [7, 9].
Note that this connectivity model represents two levels of
connectivity of the network induced graph: the 1-classes, their
partition refinement of 2-classes, the 1-cuts and the 2-cuts.
This joint two-level connectivity model is also a special case
of the two-level cactus-tree model in [6]. In Figure 6, the 2level cactus-tree model of the induced graph shown in Figure
4 is presented. Using the two-level cactus-tree model, our
results can be
adjusted to highly connected networks.
The node priority assignment [11] takes place as follows
(see Figure 7). First, the corresponding 2-level connectivity
model of the network induced graph is constructed according to
the polynomial algorithm of [6]. Then, every node whose
corresponding vertex is attached to a bridge in the connectivity
model receives the highest priority (level 3 – in red). Every
node whose corresponding vertex is attached to an edge from
the cycle-tree gets medium priority level (level 2 – yellow) and
the other nodes are ascribed low priority (level 1 – green).
VI.

CONNECTIVITY-BASED ONLINE POWER-AWARE
ROUTING ALGORITHM

In this section, we present our connectivity-based
approximation algorithm for online power-aware routing.
The algorithm includes an initialization phase, in which the
node priorities are assigned. Then, a proper modification is
made on the induced graph edge weights to incorporate their
end-node priority. Clearly, the original edge weight values are
saved for correct calculation of node power after each message
transmission. The routing path is selected after executing the
max-min z∙Pmin routing algorithm [10] on the modified induced
graph. Then, according to the selected path, the residual power

have a hierarchical structure.
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of the path nodes is calculated. The pseudo code of the
algorithm procedures is given below.
The first procedure is responsible for the vertex priority
assignment. This procedure is executed only once at the
initialization phase.
Void PrioritizeGraph(G(V,E),
G’s connectivity model)
Begin
1: Mark all vertices as “green”
2: Using the connectivity-model, find the
set of all bridges in the graph, E1
2: Using the connectivity-model, find the
set of all edges that belong to minimal
2-cuts, E2
3: For every edge e=(u,v) in E2 do
Mark u and v as “yellow”
4: For every edge e=(u,v) in E1 do
Mark u and v as “red”
End

Note that a naive graph priority assignment procedure can
take O(2n) time complexity, where n is the number of vertices
in the graph. In step 2 all the minimal 2-cuts should be found
and their number can reach O(2n). For example, consider a
graph with a single cycle of n vertices. In this graph, every two
edges are minimal 2-cuts and we have (n-1) edges. However,
the construction of the 2-level cactus tree connectivity model is
polynomial in the number of nodes and edges [6]. Thus, using
the connectivity model significantly reduces the complexity of
this procedure.
The next procedure performs the modification on the
induced graph edge weights to incorporate their end-node
priority. It is executed once, in the initialization phase.
Void ModifyEdges(G(V,E))
Begin
1: For every edge e=(u,v) in E Do
2:
If (u, v are colored “red”) then
Faked(we) = x∙we;
3:
Else if
(u, v are colored “yellow”) then
Faked(we) = y∙we;
4:
Else Faked(we) = we;
End

The values x and y are parameters of the algorithm, where
x>y>1. Large values of x and y result in large faked weights on
the edges connected to high priority nodes. Any path that
includes such edges will have a high cost and the likelihood
that it will be selected as the message routing path is reduced.
The next procedure implements the connectivity-based
power-aware online routing algorithm.
Void ConnectivityBasedRouting(G(V,E),W(E),M)
Begin
1: PrioritizeGraph(G(V,E));
2: ModifyEdges(G(V,E));
3: While (message m to be delivered exists)
Do
4:
RoutingPath = null;
5:
RoutingPath = max-min_zPmin(G(V,E),
Faked(W(E)), m);
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6:
If (RoutingPath == null) return;
7:
Else
8:
For every v in RoutingPath Do:
9:
Update residual power of v;
10: End (While)
End

The initialization phase consists of steps 1 and 2. Then,
when a new message arrives, the algorithm calls the max-min
z∙Pmin routing algorithm to find a routing path. The call is done
using the faked edge weights. This causes biased selection of
routing paths that do not include high priority nodes. In this
way, the high priority nodes save their power to deliver
message between nodes in different 2-classes or 3-classes. Note
that this modification can be made on any power-aware online
routing algorithm. We chose to modify the max-min z∙Pmin
because of its simplicity and well known experimental results
[10]. Furthermore, its path selection mechanism in which
edges on the path between the communicating nodes are
removed from the graph until the last path is selected is
strongly related to the connectivity structure.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the performance results of our
connectivity-based approximation algorithm for online poweraware routing. The performance evaluation was done using
Matlab simulations. The simulation parameter values are listed
in Table I below. In all the simulation scenarios, the network
initial topologies were connected. The connectivity-based
routing algorithm performance was compared to the
performance of the minimal power consumption path algorithm
and the max-min z∙Pmin algorithm [10]. We assumed that all
messages have the same size and the time to transmit and
receive any message is one time unit. The messages are
transferred sequentially, one after the other. Once a message
cannot be transferred due to insufficient power at the
transmitting node, the simulation instant execution is
terminated. As a result, the network lifetime equals the number
of successful messages transmission.
In the first simulation set, the network topologies were
generated randomly (but checked for connectivity) according to
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Range of values

Network area size

100X100-250X250

Number of nodes

15-100

Initial node power

50-500

Transmission/reception range

15-25

x – faked cost factor of red node

4

Y – faked cost factor of yellow node

3

c – transmission cost parameter (1)

2

K - transmission cost parameter (2)

0.001

z - max-min z∙Pmin algorithm parameter

2.5
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the uniform/centralized node distribution in [15]. The set of
messages to be delivered was generated randomly as well. In
this simulation set, both the connectivity-based algorithm and
the max-min z∙Pmin algorithm outperformed the minimal power
consumption path algorithm, with better network lifetime
showing an average improvement of 34.7% in the network
lifetime. No statistically significant difference was found
between the connectivity-based algorithm and the max-min
z∙Pmin algorithm and their performances were very similar.
However, the execution time of the connectivity-based
algorithm was significantly longer due to its long initialization
phase.
These results can be explained as follows. When the
network topology is uniform/centralized, either the network is
dense or it is sparse. When the network is dense, only a few
nodes receive high priority and in practice the connectivitybased algorithm and the max-min z∙Pmin algorithm function
very similarly. When the network is sparse, many nodes
receive high priority but usually there are only one or two paths
between any communicating pair of nodes. Thus, the
algorithms do not have many routing options and they make
similar decisions with high probability.
In the second simulation set, the network topologies were
generated as multi-centralized networks. First, we randomly
generated two centralized topologies and connected them with
a sparse area that included some bridges (see Figure 1). The
number of total nodes was divided between the centers. For
example, to create a topology with two centers and 100 nodes,
we randomly created two topologies of one center each with 50
nodes; each located on an half of the defined network area and
randomly connected these two centers using bridges. In
addition, the set of messages to be delivered was generated in a
semi-random manner as follows. The first set of messages was
randomly generated between nodes from the first location
center. Then, the second set of messages was randomly
generated between nodes in the first location center and nodes
in the second location center. Finally, the last set of messages
was randomly generated between nodes in the second location
center. In this set of simulations, significant improvements in
the network lifetime were observed in the connectivity-based
algorithm. This derived directly from the power preserving
policy of the nodes in the sparse area that included some
bridges. In this set of simulations, the network lifetime of the
connectivity-based algorithm improved by 102.6% over the
minimal power consumption path algorithm and by 103.3%
over the max-min z∙Pmin algorithm on average (Figure 8, the
two location center results).
Note that this network topology and this traffic pattern, in
which messages are generated in a particular geographic area
and then transmitted though a sparse area that includes some
bridges to another geographic area, is highly feasible in
wireless sensor networks where the nodes are presumed to
sense the area and collectively transmit messages between the
geographic areas.
When the network topology is generated as a twocentralized network, the potential of the connectivity-based
algorithm can be explored. Since this algorithm saves the
energy of nodes that are important to the network connectivity
structure, it routes the first set of messages (between nodes in
the first location center) using nodes that are less important to
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the network connectivity structure. Thus, the crucial nodes can
later transmit the second set of messages between the first
location center and the second location center. Then the last set
of messages between nodes in the second location center is
transmitted using less important nodes from the second
location center. The max-min z∙Pmin algorithm does not save
the energy of nodes that are important to the network
connectivity structure. Thus, similar to the minimal power
consumption path algorithm, important nodes on the path
between the location centers are depleted and cannot transmit
the complete second set of massages between the location
centers, and the network lifetime terminates.
Clearly, these network topology and traffic patterns can be
generalized to a larger set of communicating location centers.
Figure 1 above presents multi-centralized network topologies
with one and with four location centers. As expected, in these
cases the respective performance improvements increase. That
is, the network lifetime of the connectivity-based algorithm
was multiplied by the number of location centers in the multicentralized network topology whereas the lifetime of the maxmin z∙Pmin algorithm and the minimal power consumption path
algorithm did not exceed the number of messages in the first
message set. The average network lifetimes of these
simulations are presented in Figure 8.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research, we proposed and evaluated a new
connectivity-based online power-aware routing algorithm and a
new initial power assignment policy for wireless sensor
networks. The performance results indicate that under a
completely random network topology and message pattern no
statistically significant differences were found between the
connectivity-based algorithm and the max-min z∙Pmin algorithm
and their performances were very similar. However, under
some specific topology structures and traffic patterns that are
inherent to wireless sensor networks, a significant improvement
in network lifetime can be achieved.
Future work includes:
(1) Connectivity-based enhancement of online poweraware routing algorithms for well connected wireless sensor
networks (with minimum edge cuts of size 3 or more).
(2) Connectivity-based enhancement of cluster based
online power-aware routing algorithms for very large wireless
sensor networks.

Figure 8. The average network lifetime according to the number of
location centers in the network topology.
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